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Foreward and Acknowledgements

The Baruch College/New York City Teaching Internship was developed in response
to a critical staffing problem in the city's public schools; an overabundance
of new, uncertified, underprepared teachers working as temporary per diem
(TPD) teachers in full-time regular classroom teaching positions. The one-
year program integrates graduate study of effective teaching with an in-school
intern-mentor support system. It is offered to elementary school TPD teachers
jointly by the college and schools participating in the program.

The program was collaboratively planned, developed, implemented and evaluated
over a three year period by faculty representing Baruch College's education
and liberal arts departments and representatives of the New York City Public
Schools, the United Federation of Teachers, and the New York State Education
Department. The program has been funded in part by the Office of Educational
Research and Improvement, U.S. Department of Education as one of twenty-nine
projects demonstrating the use of research to improve teacher education.

The Baruch internship represents significant change on many fronts in the
usual way of doing teacher education and induction business in New York City.
Not the least of these changes is the fact that it combines teacher education,
a province of the colleges, with teacher induction, a province of the schools.
Because the program involved departures from so many practices, traditions,
and bureaucratic procedures in both schools and college, it was a high-risk
venture. We knew, from the beginning, that it would not be easy to
institutionalize this program. But the project presented an opportunity to
try to put into effect many sound ideas about improving teacher education and
induction, to work in close collaboration with schools and teachers, and to
develop program and practice that would enhance teacher professionalism. It

was an opportunity to collaboratively define what we'd do if we "had our
drupers" in our particular context and then to see how far we could take that
ideal vision into practice.

On the part of the college, undertaking the OERI project meant a three-year
commitment with some structure (but a great measure of flexibility) to pushing
frontiers. It is sefe to say that without the OERI contract which provided
only a small portion of the funding that supported it, this project would have
been aborted in its first attempt to implement the program or at any one of a
number of equally troublesome points. Although we knew there would be
difficulties, just how difficult, time consuming, and frustrating it would
become could not have been foreseen. The fact of "having the contract" and of
having made the commitment of resources for a specified number of years
carried the vision over many rough spots.

This is, perhaps one of the most important of the "lessons learned" from the
work that has been done and it is a lesson that we believe has national
applicability for institutions like ours - and for policy makers who want to
see change in education. At least for institutions like ours, a small amount
of external funding and a contract with an external agency that provides some
structure but a large measure of flexibility can help to assure that the will
to experiment is transformed into real innovative program. Becrise both
collaborative vision and long-term com:itment were there, we have had the
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exquisite satisfaction that comes from seeing ideas transformed to program and
ideals being realized.

We have learned a great deal in the process of planning, developing,
implementing, and evaluating the internship program. What we have learned is
the focus of this report. While it is a "final" report to OERI, it is, in
reality, a status report on the continuing evolution of the program. What was
planned and envisioned in the first year of the project has not all been put
into action, although most of it has been. The program continues to seek to
meet those ideals while fitting comfortably in the changing political and
regulatory context of teacher education and induction in New York City and
State. This report documents lessons that can be applied for the future of
the program at this institution as well as knowledge that may be useful to
other institutions elsewhere in developing similar programs.

This report is in three parts. The "Project Portrayal" provides a brief
overview of the entire three-year project. It is intended to tell the story
of how the program was developed. The "Program Assessment Report" presents
specific information about the effects of the program, mostly the effects for
interns and mentors but also effects of the program and its development for the
college and the schools. The "Practice Profile" provicfrs, in outline form,
the essential components for replicating the program both as it was defined
ideally and as it was ultimately put into practice. None of these three parts
contains detail on the heart of the program; the specifics of the course
content and how it was delivered. That is contained in a manual for the
program that is appended to the "Project Portrayal." We believe that this
manual may prove helpful to others. It contains many ideas for blending
mentor training and support with internship courses and for combining
research-based knowledge about effective teaching with the needs of beginning
teachers. It documents one solution to the problem of appropriate balance
between clinical and academic activities for a teacher education/induction
program carrying graduate credit.

We have already pointed to the importance of OERI and Baruch College to the
successful evolution of the internship program. Other agencies and
individuals must be recognized for their valuable contributions to the
project. We thank all of the following people and offer our apologies to any
who because of our frail memories 'I've been overlooked on this listing.

From Baruch College, The City University of New York:

Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Paul LeClerc for his
willingness to invest, his unwavering support for the project, and his
continuing understanding of the complexity of change in teacher
education;

Howard Siegel, Chair of the Department of Education, who never
stopped believing and was instrumental in moving the internship from
project to program status;

Faculty members of the Department of Education who contributed ideas,
reviewed progress, and spent time and expertise in what sometimes seemed
purely academic exercises - especially Lester Alston (documentation
coordinator for the project for one and one-half years), and Mordechai
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Friedman and Elizabeth Reis who served on the planning committee/policy
board for the entire three years and made many contributions to the
content and evaluation designs for the program;

Faculty from Liberal Arts and Sciences, Tom Frazier (History), Isabel
Sirgado (Romance Languages), and Ronald Schweizer (Natural Sciences); and
Ellen Block (Department of Compensatory Education) for their continuing
interest in seeing the program come into being, their membership on the
planning committee/policy board, and the liberal arts perspective and
good old-fashioned common sense they lent to many tough issues;

Katherine Grunfeld, a doctoral intern from Teacher's College, Columbia
University who served without pay but with much gratitude as participant
observer Tor this project for one year;

The research assistants, administrative assistants, and student aides
without whose practical contributions this project could not have been
undertaken; especially Anita Hall who balanced duties as research
assistant, administrative assistant extraordinaire, and adjunct faculty
at the college simultaneously, and Marcia Stewart who did a masterful job
of conducting and summarizing structured interviews of all mentors and
interns in the urban cohort.

From the United Federation of Teachers:

Sandra Feldman, President, whose agreement to enter into this
collaborative effort was immediate and enthusiastic:;

David Sherman, Assistant to the President of the U.F.T. and David Florio,
then a special assistant to Albert Shanker, both of whom represented
Sandra Feldman on the planning committee/policy board and did much to
shape the nature of the intern and mentor arrangements and the incentives
for teacher participation in the program;

Ann Rosen, now a co-coordinator of the state-funded Intern-Mentor Program
for the New York City Public Schools fo; Jeing a three-year member of the
policy board, bringing a teacher's and t' cher unionist's perspective to
the design of program and evaluation activities, and for her continuing
efforts to bring about coordination of the Baruch internship with those
sponsored by the public schools.

The U.F.T. district representatives who served on the planning committee
and who carried the word to the schools, and the U.F.T. Chapter
Chairleaders in the schools who added involvement in this program to
their other teaching and union duties.

From the New York City Public Schools:

Edward Acquilone and Nicholas Aiello of the Division of Personnel, and
Charlotte Frank, Pearl Warner, and Maria DeSalvio of the Division of
Curriculum and Instruction - all of whom were members of the planning
committee/policy hoard for varying periods of time, all of whom provided
information and advice from the central office perspective and all of
whom took seriously their planning and reviewing responsibilities;



The community school district administrators and public school principals
and assistant principals whose schools offered the program to interns and
mentors - and those who just offered advice as policy board members
during the planning year;

Russell Cunnincham, Principal of P.S. 194, and Harriett Fortson,
Assistant Principal, whose vision of what could be and whose hard work
and commitment of time, resources, and expertise made it happen for
teachers in their school and whose continuing efforts are making it a
possibility for many more teachers in their district.

From the New York State Education Department:

Assistant Commissioner for Higher Education Services Mike Van Ryn and
Director of the Division of Teacher Education and Certification, Vincent
Gazzetta who provided information and valued counsel;

Charles Mackey, Jr., who made trips from Albany for almost every one of
the planning committee/policy board meetings, who actively spread the
word, and whose continuing encouragement and advice was always helpful.

Because of Charles Mackey's spreading the word about the program, we were
fortunate in being able to implement the program in a context and with an
audience that we had not originally designed the program for. We are grateful
to all those from the Valley Stream Central School District who aided in this
effort, particularly Hank Cram, Assistant Superintendent, whose knowledge
about and commitment to staff development is extraordinary.

We are also particularly fortunate to have had the services of Carolyn
Evertson of Peabody College, Vanderbilt University, and Betty Fry of the
Florida State Department of Education as external consultants over the three
year period of OERI funding. They have, yearly, reviewed the work of the
project and made suggestions and recommendations from their vast combined
knowledge about teaching and schools, research on teaching and avenues for
linking it into classrooms, and change in teacher education. They were
invariably helpful in assisting project staff to rise from a sea of detail and
be able to view the larger picture. Their suggestions and recommendations
were always on-target and, when implemented, resulted in giant steps forward.

Finally, we thank those teachers who participated in this program as mentors
and interns. The mentors say that they have learned as much from the interns
as the interns have learned from them. We have learned as much from all of
them as they have from us. These teachers must be acknowledged not only for
what we have learned from them, but also for their good nature and tolerance
when "glitches" were discovered in the new system and when extra demands were
placed on them to provide data and feedback. Mostly we thank them, especially
those at P.S. 394, for helping us to demonstrate that there could be
colleagiality, sharing, confidence, and trust between interns and mentors,
teachers and administrators, college professors and school personnel and that
that atmosphere makes for a better life for teachers in schools and better
education for their pupils.
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A Research-Based Internship for
Emergency Credentialed Teachers

PROJECT PORTRAYAL

This report documents the development of the Baruch College/New York City
Teaching Internship Program. It describes the participants in the
collaboration and their activities in planning, developing, implementing, and
evaluating the program. It documents the major issues that were faced and how
they were dealt with and summarizes the outcomes of the project. The
portrayal describes the way in which the program will be continued beyond the
OERI funding period. We include a summary of what has been learned from the
experience: the outcomes for interns and mentors as well as how interns,
mentors, their schools, and the college experience the program. Finally, we
discuss the implications of this work for others and point to products of the
work that may assist those interested in knowing further details of what was
done and the manner in which it was accomplished.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND EVOLUTION

Need for the Program

The immediate question is, "Why an internship program for emergency
credentialed teachers?" What was the need for it and the context that
highlighted that need? While it is difficult to get exact statistics on the
number of uncertified teachers working in the city's schools, several facts
will indicate the size of the problem. In the academic year 1986-1987, for
example, about one-fifth of the city's teaching force was teaching in full-
time classroom teaching assignments on temporary per diem (TPD) licenses. Not
all but a very large proportion of these 11,000 TPD teachers were uncertified
or lacked the education courses that would make them eligible for a state
teaching certificate. in each of the last several years, over two thousand
uncertified or unlicensed people have been hired by the system and placed in
regular teaching positions. In one school with which we worked in 1987-1988,
one-third of that year's teaching staff had been brought into teaching through
this route either that ye'r or in the preceeding two years.

Whether or not this is viewed as a desirable, satisfactory, or unsatisfactory
situation, it is a fact of life in New York City schools. It is a condition
not likely to disappear in the near future,. While the size of this problem is
dramatic, the nature of the problem and the need for the kind of response that
we developed to it becomes apparent only by looking at it from the new TPD
teacher's point of view.

Educators have a good idea, from experience and from research, of the needs,
concerns and problems of beginning teachers in general. We need to keep in
mind, however, that most research on beginning teachers studied teachers
recently graduated from college who had completed undergraduate teacher
education programs. The uncertified TPD teachers in New York City do not fit
this description. They all have bachelor's degrees but their undergraduate
majors vary widely; business, music, performing arts, and all of the liberal
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arts and sciences. Some have taken an education course here or there, usually
an introductory or foundations course. Not very much help when faced with a
classroom of thirty children who must learn long division! Additionally, a
large proportion of these uncertified TPD teachers enter the field from
successful jobs in other fields. Among those in one of our cohort groups of
interns for example, are people with experience in drama, journalism, banking,
photography. Most TPD teachers are not fresh out of undergraduate college.
Frequently, where they are, they are not the usual age of new college
graduates. Many of them are parents: one intern in the program is the parent
of five, another has a sixteen year old son. They have a great deal to offer
children in the schools if they can be helped to survive in the profession.

When these people enter the teaching force, they suffer all of the problems of
beginning teachers everywhere. Tney must adjust to a new working environment
and learn to relate to teachers and administrators as new colleagues. They
worry about discipline, parent conferences, record-keeping, and how their
pupils will do on "the tests." They wonder if their classroom rules are
consistent with those of the school; indeed, they wonder what the school rules
are They tremble at the thought of administrative observations just as their
peers who have teacher preparation programs behind them do. They are
overwhelmed by the amount of lesson- planning and paper grading that must be
done at home and are frequently in a quandry about how to get appropriate
materials for instruction. They go home at night exhausted and, sometimes,
ill. In these respects they are very much like their peers who have had the
advantage of methods and student teaching courses.

For uncertified TPD teachers, however, many of these problems are exacerbated
by their lack of teacher preparation. They must quickly acquire the planning,
managing, presenting, and evaluating skills that will enable them to survive
in the classroom, and, not incidently, enable their class to learn. At the
same time, as a condition of their employment, they must also acquire the
education credits they do not have. They must do this at the rate of six
credits a year until they have the total that will make them eligible for a
regular city license or provisional state certificate. At that point, they
will have a period of five years to acquire the master's degree that is needed
for permanent certification/license in New York State/City. Their peers who
start teachift careers with provisional certification have five years from the
date of their initial appointment to complete the master's' degree, thus, the
luxury of being able to cope with the first year or two of teaching without
having to attend graduate school if they so choose.

The response of the majority of these uncertified TPD teachers to the
education course requirements is predictable. There are some thirty colleges
in the New York City area offering education courses. Being realists, these
teachers shop for the college offering a course at a location and time most
convenient for them. Title and content of course are not the prime
consideration. Too often, the collection of credits that they acquire over a
three year period will come from different programs at multiple colleges; a
hodge-podge potpourri from the rich and varied cafeteria selection available
to them.

The result is that a TPD teacher, exhausted from the struggle of the classroom
during the school day and wondering what to do in the classroom tomorrow will
typically spend an undue number of hours after school devoted to education
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courses that do not help with the immediate problems and issues the person is
facing. And because of the cafeteria course selection process, it is unlikely
that the courses chosen will constitute a coherent program of teacher
education that might be helpful in the long run either. Most discrete
education courses were never intended to stand on their own. They were meant
to take on meaning in the context of a coherent set or program of courses.

Three years ago, when planning for this program started, there were no
comprehensive efforts from either the colleges in the area or from the public
school system to help uncertified TPD teachers deal with the day-to-day
problems they were facing. There were inservice programs and university
courses available to them: some sponsored by the public schools, some by the
teacher organization, some by colleges. There were no programs that combined
both induction training and credit-bearing education in site-specific

settings. ,Inservice programs which were available and/or required for them
were certainly helpfu,, but usually too little, often too late, and, of
necessity, too remote. They had to provide induction training at a level
applicable across all schools. Graduate education programs at the colleges
were not appropriate for them having been designed specifically for people who
had completed undergraduate teacher education programs. TPD teachers wishing
to pursue graduate education programs were forced to make up this lack in
their backgrounds by taking a series of undergraduate education courses. The
undergraduate courses were, in reality, no more appropriate for them, and were
often offered during the school day when they had to be with their classes.
In addition, having to take a whole set of additional undergraduate courses
was an expensive proposition on what was then the beginning teacher's salary
of $14,500.

It is little wonder that many of these people did not survive the first year
of teaching. These are numerous examples of classrooms having multiple TPD
teachers in succession over the course of a year. One third grade classroom
that we know of had seventeen different TPD teachers during the 1986-1987
academic year. This is, of course, the most dramatic example we have run
across, but an turnover of teachers in a classroom during the year presents
real probleMor he children and setbacks in their learning. A wholesale
revolving door into and out of a teaching career is not only unfair to the
children in these classrooms and to the people who thought they would like to
become teachers, but also represents an unacceptable loss of talented people
to the profession.

In response to this situation, we proposed to plan, implement, and evaluate,
in collaboration with administrators from the central Board of Education,
districts and schools, representatives from the teacher organization and state
education department, and colleagues from the liberal arts and sciences, a
one-year program that would combine credit-bearing teacher education
coursework with in-school intern-mentor induction activities for these TPD
teachers. The design of key elements of the program would take into
consideration knowledge generated by recent research on teacher development
and the needs of beginning teachers as well as analysis of local contextual
conditions. The program structure would integrate content of seminar and
clinical activities and attempt to merge research-based knowledge about
effective teaching with the wisdom of experienced teachers. It would provide
credit-bearing training activities for the experienced teachers in order to
provide them with support as they learned the new role of mentoring their new
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colleagues. These mentors would become adjunct clinical instructors for thecollege to collaborate with regular faculty in the delivery of the program.

fl222119. Year Activities and Outcomes

Activities of the planning year created the collaborative structures forprogram design and policy decisions, and developed a plan and arrangements forimplementation and evaluation of the program.

Collaborative Structures and Working Arrangements

The structures that were arranged for making collaborative decisions about thekey elements of the program were relatively straightforward given the large,
many-layered, complex education community of New York City. Initially, atleast, the project had to touch base with at least two operational levels
within each participating

agency/institution/organization in order to maximizeknowledge about and support for the program at both policy and practice
levels. There was both an advisory board of policy-level participants fromthe collaborating groups and a working planning committee of their
representatives.

The advisory board members were the provost and academic vice president of thecollege, an academic dean of education, the then executive vice-president andnow president of the teacher organization, the executive director of thepublic schools' central division of curriculum and instruction, the executive
director of the schools' central division of personnel, and the assistant
commissioner for higher education services of the state education department.
These people worked primarily through their representatives on the planning
committee but also provided active assistance by reviewing drafts of the
developing implementation plan, providing relevant information and analyses,and, in some cases, by attending and participating in an early spring working
conference where many of the details of program design were finalized.

The planning committee had major decision-making responsibility for programdesign and the implementation plan. Initial membership on this committee
consisted of six college faculty members from the department of education
(including the chair of the department and the project director), five faculty
representing the college's School of Liberal Arts and Sciences, two
representatives of the teacher organization, two representatives of the
central offices of the city school system, and one representative from thestate education department division of teacher education and certification.During the year, as a potential d!ctrict and schools within i' were identifiedfc,- the demonstration phase, three school principals, their tt,cher
organization chapter chairleaders, the district superintendent's
representative, and the district representative of the teacher organization
were added to the committee. The principle regarding membership on thiscommittee was to be inclusive rather than exclusive; to include
representatives at all applicable levels of the organizations and agencies whowould ultimately be involved in some aspect of the program implementation andall who were in a position and of a mind to make a positive contribution tothe design, development, implementation, or evaluation of the program.



The principle of inclusion regarding the membership on the planning committee
was only possible because the group followed a consensus-building model of
collaboration. The only item on any planning committee meeting agenda that
was ever "voted" on was approval of the minutes of th,. previous meeting.
Because of this, and because no critical decisions about the program were made
unless representation from all cooperating agencies and institutions was
present and heard, the balance of representation on the committee did not
become an issur.

The planning committee met monthly during the first year of the project to
consider, debate, and negotiate over the key elements of the program. At each
meeting, analyses of research and context were presented to the committee
along with recommendations for the design of the program. These analyses and
recommendations were prepared by roject staff (faculty who had been given
released time to do the work) or by subsets of the planning committee who met
and worked between the monthly meetings.

Key decisions were made by the planning committee about:

Incentives for mentors;

Incentives for interns;

Intern recruitment and selection;

Mentor recruitment and selection;

Selection of college fp-ulty and their teaching loads for the program;

Program structure, instructional content, and instructional activities
for the interns;

Program structure; instructional content, and instructional activities
for the mentors; and

Intern and program assessment.

In addition to making key decisions about the program, planning committee
members were instrumental in planning for demonstration of the program in city
schools. Arrangements were made with one of the community school districts in
the city for implementing the program the following year for at least one and
possibly up to three cohort grcups with between twelve and sixteen interns and
four or five mentors in each cohort group.

Program Description

The program that was designed during the planning year is described in detail
in the Project Profile portion of this report and in the manual for the
program that is appended. Briefly, the one year program for 4nterns consists
of six graduate level courses, a total of seventeen graduate credits,
organized into three sequential modules. Each module consists of a pair of
courses; one a seminar and one an internship or clinical education course.
The content of the seminars is drawn directly from research on effective
teaching and relies heavily on summaries of that research such as the



synthesis of studies undergirding the Florida Performance Measurement System.
The content is organized around the tasks of teaching and is sequenced to
reflect the progression of concerns of beginning teachers in general and the
manifestation of the specific needs of the participating intern teachers.
Seminars generally meet once a week, after sc:aool hours, for fourteen weeks.
They are usually but not always held at a school site. Seminars carry three
graduate credits in each of the three modules, and are taught by college
f,:ulty.

Each school participating in the program assigns an experienced, effective
teacher '-o mentor each intern in the program. The mentors' primary
responsibility is to help the interns adjust to the demands of teaching in
that school aad to assist them in using the knowledge that is acquired in
seminar in ifiar day-to-day teaching. Mentors work closely with the college
instructor to plan and coordinate seminar and clinical education activities.
They are paid by the college as adjunct clinical instructors. Both mentor and
intern teachers are released from a portion of their regular classroom
teaching so that they can engage in the clinical activities during the school
day. Interns are awarded two or three graduate credits for the clinical
education experiences in each of the three modules.

At the completion of the internship year, interns are recommended by the
college for provisional state certification. Providing they have passed the
New York City licensing exam, having provisional certification permits these
teachers to exit their TPD status and acquire regular teaching appointments.
Nine of the internship credits are directly applicable to Baruch's thirty
credit master's degree program in elementary and early childhood education.

The mentor teachers for this program perform a critical dual role for the
school and the college. Selection of these mentors is carefully done by the
participating schools' teachers and administrators. Criteria used in the
selection process were collaboratively arrived at after examination of the
literature on mentoring and on teachers in other staff development positions.
The selection process and criteria are both public and explicit. Mentors are
assigned to interns by school administrators to insure as close a match as
possible between intern's and mentor's current teaching assignments.

The mentors are required to participate in a mentor training program either
prior to being assigned as a mentor or simultaneous with their first mentoring
experience. This training program carries six graduate credits and helps the
mentors to acquire skills of mentoring (e.g., conducting peer observations and
conferences, assisting new teachers to u'e available materials, demonstrating
for peers, advising peers, etc.). The mentor training also involves
consideration of the teacher development literature as well as consideration
of how interns may best be helped to acquire and use knowledge about effective
teaching that is based on recent research. The mentor training itself
involves a form of clinical education; an individualized mentoring of mentors.

Implementation Activities

Contextual Changes That Impacted Project

Over the course of the three years of OERI funding, important changes took
place in the regulatory, legislative, political, and budgetary context in
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which this program was designed. Indeed, these shifts started to happen even
as the planning committee was beginning its work. These changes impacted
every aspect of the project and had important consequences, both positive and
negative, for the program. Most importantly, as the project responded to
these developments, there resulted certain variations on the original design
of some of he key elements of the program. Implementation activites and
program o comes are best seen in light of these changes. Briefly, we believe
that the important developments that impacted project activities and program
outcomes are as follows:

1. A City-Wide Development. Shortly after work on this project began, a
parallef-city-wide effort was initiated. In an unprecejented collaboration,
the United Federation of Teachers, all of the senior colleges of the City
University of New York that had graduate programs in teacher education
(including Baruch), and the central offices of the New York City Public
Schools, joined forces to develop a proposal for state legislative action to
support internships for beginning teachers. The focus of this city-wide
effort was to be to recruit bright liberal arts graduates to the teaching
profession and to offer them the support and education needed to retain them
in the profession. Work on this venture was continued over a two-year period,
but was unsuccessful in gaining the funds needed to support the project.

2. Legislation E:tablishinq Pilot Intern-Mentor Programs For several
years prior to the start of this interest in and work towards state-
funded internships for beginning teachers had been building. Eleventh hour
legislation to establish these programs was approved in the summer between
planning and demonstration phases for this project. There was no provision in
that legislation for college involvement in these pilot intern-mentor
programs. Nor, as it turned out after much debate, discussion, and study, was
there any provision for using the funds to support internships for emergency
credentialed teachers. Changes were made in the legislation for the following
year that made it possible for school districts to use the funds both for
uncertified teachers and for college provision of staff development
activities.

3. New Commissioner's Regulation on Uncertifed Teachers Effective with
the start of the 1987 academic year, sabol disticts in New York State were
subject to a new set of regulations governing the employment of uncertified
teaching personnel. Among other conditions, this regulation mandates that a
district hiring such persons must provide released time to each uncertified
person and also released time to a non-supervisory mentor who will work with
that person on staff development activities during the school day. The
uncertified person, no later than the second semester of teaching, must be
enrolled in a college or university program leading to certification.

4. Development of Board of Education Mentor - Intern rro rams In response
to the legislation iiiaFiTTiTion mentioned above, the oar of Education,
working closely with the teacher organization mounted several large intern-
mentor-programs: a state-funded pilot program; an uncertified teacher
program; another program using retired teachers as mentors.

5. Adminstrator/Supervisor Organization Response to Mentoring The rapid

development and implementation of intern-mentor programs across the state
raised a number of important issues, but also made the mentoring concept an
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ambiguous one as each project defined the mentor role somewhat differently and
also had varying selection criteria for them. Strong opposition to the
concept of teacher-mentors developed among supervisors and administrators.
This opposition reached the point where legal challenge was taken by their
professional associations in at least two locations in the state, among them
New York City.

As might be expected, these developments led to a waxing and waning of
interest, commitment, and energies devoted to this project, and a changed
implementation strategy for the program.

implementation/Demonstration Sites

The program was implemented for three different cohorts of interns and
mentors. The first conort was very much smaller than had been planned for in
the first year of the project. Since we lacked the expected funds to support
the full-scale implementation, a modified, scaled-down implementation was
planned with the cooperating school district. It was not feasible tc expect
new uncertified teachers to undertake the credit-bearing program without
reduced teaching loads. Our modified plan was to provide up to eight of them
with the informal assistance of experienced teachers in their schools. Four
experienced teachers from two schools (one of them in another community school
district) volunteered to enroll in the mentor training courses for the program
and to provide their new colleagues with assistance and support based on what
they learned in the program. One school district paid for half of the tuition
for the mentors with the mentors themselves paying the remaining half. The
other two mentors paid all tuition costs for the program on their own. 'I

both schools, principals provided non-financial and mostly moral support for
the teachers and for the program: (e.g., for some, minor rescheduling to
permit new teachers and the mentors to confer during common free periods
during the day).

The experience with this small cohort, especially the outcomes for the
beginning teachers and their mentors, and the enthusiasm with which the
program was received in spite of the burden that this modified plan had placed
on the teachers themselves, were convincing that we were on the right track
with respect to program content and instructional activities, as well as
collaborative delivery of program. The four mentors who had completed the
training were hired to assist in drafting a manual for the program. At the
same time, additional modifications were made to certain key elements of the
program in response to the changed context of the program. (The next section
of this report summarizes these changes.)

Following these developments, the program was implemented for two other
cohort groups at different sites. A suburban cohort consisted of eighteen new
provisionally certified teachers and four mentors. These teachers completed a
somewhat modified version of the first module of the program (addressing
classroom management and instructional organization) between October, 1987 and
January, 1988. These teachers had teaching assignments ranging from
kindergarden through secondary academic and non-academic subjects. The
program for the suburban cohort was offered to the teachers jointly by the
district and the college with the district paying the full tuition costs of
both mentors and interns. In that location, the program was coordinated with
the district's state-funded pilot intern-mentor program which provided
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released time for both interns and mentors to work together during the school
day.

An urban cohort consisted of eleven TPD teachers and their five mentors who
undertook the full program between December, 1987 and June 1988. These
teachers all had elementary school teaching assignments in one of the schools
where two of the mentors had completed the training previously. These
teachers all paid their own tuition costs. Based on the number of interns
assigned to them, two of these mentors had varying amounts of released time;
three of them had none. None of the interns had released time.
Administrators in the school were highly supportive of the program and the
teachers' involvement in it and made significant changes in the school
schedules to insure that the participating teachers had common blocks of time
(lunch, preparation and special subject periods) in which to engage in program
activities. They also supported the staff through providing equipment and
other resources for the program. They continued right through to the end of
the school year (and still continue) to seek to coordinate this program with
those sponsored by the Board of Education in order to provide additional
resources for the teachers.

MAJOR ISSUES

We have already, in this report, pointed to the major issue that this project
had to respond to, and indicated that the main strategy for dealing with it
was to alter program components to suit the altered context. Over the three
years of the project, the alterations may be summarized as follows.

Collaboration

In the second, and more explicitly, in the third years of the project, the
major focus of collaboration shifted from a central committee with city-wide
implications for the program to effecting agreements with districts or schools
that were interested in providing this program for their new teachers, to
negotiating the goals and details of implementation, and to maintaining
communication with key staff as the program was implemented and evaluated.
The planning committee was reconstituted as a policy board which meets only
two to three times a year. This strategy met with considerable success:
renewal of interest and commitment of the original organizations, agencies,
and institutions represented on the planning committee; and the involvement
and commitment of school and district administrators who are key persons in
the successful implementation of this program. Most important, the increased
emphasis at school and district levels was key to our ability to tailor the
program to the context in which the interns and mentors were working.

Incentives for Mentors and Interns

With exceptions depending on the school or district with which we had entered
into agreement, the incentives for interns and mentors to participate in this
program have not been changed. Interns who complete the full program are
still eligible for college recommendation for provisional certification. They
earn seventeen graduate credits through the program, or, in the case of the
suburban district, where the agreement was for only a portion of the program,
five. The most important incentive, as we have discovered, was the assistance
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of experienced teachers as the interns, whether certified or uncertified,
adjust to the demands of teaching.

Incentives for experienced teachers, for the most part, also remain the same:
an opportunity to develop as a professional in a new helping role in the
school; credit-bearing training and support activities that help them to learn
and adjust to that new role; and and status and salary as an adjunct college
instructor.

The important incentive of released time for mentors and interns to engage in
clinical program-related activities during the school day has not been
changed. With one of the cohort groups it was achieved, with another, only
partially so.

Recruitment/Selection Processes

Perhaps the most important changes in the plan in response to the shifting
context lie in the recruitment and selection strategies. This was originally
planned to be a joint central Board of Education/College recruitment of recent
or prospective holders of bachelor's degrees to become, at the same time,
teachers in the schools and interns in the program. The shift in
collaboration structure automatically meant that the potential intern pool
would be the uncertified TPD teachers in the school or district with whom an
agreement is made. These teachers, and simultaneously, prospective mentors
are recruited directly at the school sites in cooperation with site
administrators. Participation in the program at all sites remains voluntary
on the part of interns and mentors. The intern and mentor selection criteria
remain essentially the same, but have been adjustea somewhat to permit the
cooraination of this program with Board of Education Intern-Mentor programs
for the same teachers.

Program for Interns and Mentors, Intern Evaluation Process

The programs for mentors and interns, their structures, instructional content
and activities, and intern assessment strategies were not altered by changing
contextual considerations. To some extent, however, the outcomes of the
program for the urban cohort were impacted, if not by the tide of rapidly
changing regulations, political alliances and positions, legislation and new
programs, at least by the ambiguity and confusion that followed in its wake.

MAJOR OUTCOMES

The guiding questions for the assessment of this program were very basic. We
wanted to know how participants, both mentors and interns, experienced this
innovative program, what they learned from it, and whether they were able to
use what they learned in their work. Because the program is jointly offered
to teachers by the school and the college, and thus is very different from the
usual way of doing teacher induction and teacher education business for
schools and colleges in New York City, it was also necessary to document how
the program integrated with, related to, and worked with or against both
school and college contexts.



In designing the assessment strategy, we did not attempt to frame research
questions that would be amenable to quasi-experimental designs. We did not
feel that at this point in a program that is still evolving that those kinds
of questions and evaluation designs would be a particularly appropriate
strategy. We chose instead, a more qualitative strategy that trades off a
degree of certainty about results for illumination about a phenomenon and
extended understandings of the outcomes of the program. We believe that this
approach provides the kind of information needed not only by program
developers of this project in order to make improvements in it, but also by
those in other locations who seek to develop similar programs.

A wide variety of data collection tools were woven into the routine
administrative procedures or instructional activities of the program:
participant journals, critical incident reports, observations, interviews,
questionnaires, and a variety of course assignment work sheets. While many of
the data collection tools constitute self-report and might be suspect on that
count, several factors lead us to believe that we have obtained truthful
honest reporting. First, conscious norm of sharing, confidentiality, trust,
and helpfulness were established early in the program and are reflected in the
utter candor with which interns and mentors alike reported their frustrations
and failures as well as their successes and "Aha's." Second, because
information was collected from multiple sources over multiple occasions, we
were able to look for and found confirmatory evidence of important outcomes
from more than a single source.

With these caveats in mind, we present the important outcomes for each set of
guiding questions below.

Interns' Knowledge and Use of Effective Teaching Practices

There is a considerable amount of data from the interns themselves, confirmed
by mentors' and administrators' reports that the interns acquire, use, and
value the content of the program. While we expected this, we were, early on,
impressed with the speed with which interns began to make use of the content
in a wide variety of situations. We know, primarily from the urban cohort,
that most of the research-based knowledge of the program was operationalized
in most interns' classroom on a daily basis by the end of the program. That
which was not, had been presented to them for their consideration only during
the final month of school. They had not had sufficient time to integrate it;
to think about it, to plan for its use, to "try it," to see how it worked.

While there were important differences between the conditions and contexts of
the program for the two cohort groups, we found that the urban and suburban
interns had much in common with respect to the ways and settings in which they
used research-based knowledge about effective teaching. It seems that this
body of knowledge is so basic to classroom functioning, and so powerful for
teachers when they use it, that they naturally find ways and means of
extending its use.

There is a great deal of data, particularly from the urban cohort again, that
the interns, mentors, and at least some of the other teachers in the school
who were not involved in the program started to construct a shared language
for talking about teaching. While this outcome may help to overcome the
isolation of the classroom that all teachers, but especially new ones feel,
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the most interesting aspect of this outcome for us is the fact that the
vocabulary of the shared language is the vocabulary of research. Contrary to

popular belief, the research language is "user friendly." Interns and mentors

in this cohort group not only used it in their communications about teaching,
they also realized that they had acquired a shared language and, at times, had

fun with it.

Interns' Sense of Professionalism, Belonging, Confidence

There is no doubt that the interns' sens f confidence as teachers was
enhanced. They attribute a great deal of that to the program. According to
the results of a questionnaire that they responded to at the end of the
program, the urban interns felt that it was very true that program effects for
them included: knowledge of what to do and how to prepare for the next school
year; greater pride in their profession; greater awareness and use of alternative
teaching techniques that are possible; more information about how other
teachers in their school teach; improved ability to observe and analyze their
own teaching; a better understanding of why some teaching techniques work and
others don't; improved abilities to plan instruction and communicate with
children; and a better sense of exactly what it is about teaching that they
are particularly good at.

We feel that the strongest indicator of their increased sense of belonging in
the school and in the profession as well as their increased confidence as
teachers is that none of them are leaving teaching, although one has made a
change from public to private school.

There are indications that the program impacts colleagueship in the school
even beyond program participants. Interns felt that the mentoring process
resulted in quicker acceptance of them by other teachers in their schools, and
thus opened avenues of additional resources to them. They found it easier to

go to other teachers for advice and assistance. There is some evidence to
indicate that where this program operates for a large number (about one-third)
of the teachers in a school, not only does increased colleagueship occur, the
program norms and language spill over to other members of the staff. Given

the research on collegiality in schools that indicates that teacher sharing of
ideas about and techniques for teaching can have strong effects on the
learning of children in the school, we consider this a particularly
significant finding.

Mentors' Knowledge and Use of
Effective TEEFTWJ-Practices FITHiFtoring Skills

From some of our data sources, we were able to see that, in most cases, the
program impacted the mentors' knowledge and use of effective teaching
practices and mentoring skills in both their own teaching and the
teaching/assisting of interns. From other data sources, it became clear that
experienced teachers had so well and naturally integrated the research-based
knowledge about effective teaching and the knowledge about effective mentoring
with their own experience of teaching that they often could not be seen apart.
When asked directly, they differentiated these outcomes. From journal, logs,

and critical incident reports, we saw the integration.



On the whole, program outcomes for mentors vary with respect to both the
research-based knowledge about effective teaching practices and the
development of mentoring skills. For some, knowledge about effective teaching
practices derived from recent research was reinforcing and legitimized the
teaching practices they had been engaged in for years. They appreciated
having the vocabulary or "labels" for these practices and found them helpful
in assisting interns. For most of the mentors, the knowledge about effective
teaching practices combined with the mentoring skills they acquired,
particularly the observation and conferencing skills, helped them to re-
evaluate their own teaching practices. In a sense, they had to look more
closely at their own teaching and "break it down" if they were going to help
others. They had to clarify, for themselves, just what it was they did in
certain situations. In many cases, this resulted in changes in the mentor's
own teaching: new realizations; new adjustments; new extensions; increased
repertoires; and, for some, some very different techniques.

Usually, awareness on the part of mentors for need of the research-based
knowledge and mentoring skills came when there was a problem or issue that the
intern was grappling with or when there was a problem or issue in the
mentoring process. The very experienced teachers, those who had been teaching
for twenty years or so, strongly acknowledged the benefit of learning this
knowledge base. Most of the research was done after they had completed formal
teacher education programs. As they experienced the program, they saw the
things in their teaching that had become so routinized they were simply
unaware of them.

Mentors' Sense of Professionalism, Interest in Teaching, Confidence

To date, and without exception or qualification, mentors experience their role
as professional renewal, enhancement of status, and a "recharging" of their
own teaching techniques and strategies. Their greatest reward was in being
able to share their knowledge with new teachers and in helping them to use it
to succeed. As the program proceeded, they made such unsolicited comments as,
"I was thinking of retiring at the end of this year, but now there are too
many things I want to do in my classroom next year," and "It has been
wonderful to share the excitement of the new teachers as they have made
discoveries about what works, " or "I learned as much from my intern as she
learned from me."

Taken across all data sources, these kinds of effects for mentors may be
summarized as: increased interest in their work; a sense of growth that comes
from "taking a second look" at their own teaching; an increased repertoire of
teaching ideas; an emergence of leadership qualities; new avenues for
increased interaction on a more in-depth level with their colleagues; and,
most important, pride and satisfaction in the success of the interns.

Experience of Interns and Mentors With the Program

On the whole, almost all interns and all mentors liked the program, would
recommend it to others, and would repeat the experience if given the choice to
"do over again." To say that they liked it, that they judged it to be a good
program, does not mean that they liked everything about it. Over the course
of the program, many issues and concerns were raised by interns and mentors.
Where troubles, problems, or concerns were resolved, interns and mentors looked
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back and saw things positively. Some concern or issues were not resolved but
did not seem to effect participants' reactions to the program other than to
offer recommendations or suggestions. Some unresolved issues appeared to
elicit generalized negative comments and caused some specific frustrations for
some mentors and/or interns. We divide the presentation of this information:
those aspects of the program most highly valued by the participants, and those
issues that caused concern for mentors and interns.

What Interns and Mentors Valued Highly

Without question, interns val'ied most highly the intern-mentor relationship
and the availability of on-site assistance during the school day. They liked
the fact that they were awarded university credits for engaging in intern-
mentor activities and on-site seminars. They appreciated the norms of the
program: confidentiality, trust, helpfulness, and especially sharing and the
kinds of interactions with their colleagues and with college instructors that
these norms fostored. They appreciated the immediate applicability of the
content to their classrooms. As one teacher said, "The topics of the program
mingle with my classroom -- they go hand-in-hand, and they mesh."

One of the most exciting outcomes of the program is the way in which teachers,
both interns and mentors, came to value research on teaching as being valuable
to them in their work. We strongly suspect that the non-prescriptive way in
which research-based knowledge was presented to them in the context of their
daily tasks and concerns and questions about teaching combined with the
meaning of that knowledge as it was extended for them by experienced teachers
had a great deal to do with the ultimate value they placed on it.

The mentors placed particular value on the mentor training. They liked what
they got, used it, found it valuable and, without exception wanted more of it,
wanted it to start earlier in the program and continue longer, and wanted more
university credit for it. Since we had been hesitant to require this of all
new mentors, we were, frankly, relieved to see this finding. Based on our
experience, not too many experienced teachers would want to continue long in
mentoring without the support that this training provides for them.

Issues of Concern to Mentors and Interns

The issue or concern that we believe was most serious, though not widespread,
is the issue of intern-mentor mismatch. There are instances when, for
whatever reason, interns and mentors cannot develop the mutual respect and
trust that are necessary if both are to benefit from the activities and
relationship. Of the twenty-nine intern-mentor matches in the sample of two
cohorts studied, this became an issue in three cases. In two of those cases,
the issue was ultimately resolved, and the pairs went on to function
productively in mutually acceptable ways, but the period of adjustment was
difficult and diverted energies that might better have been put to use in
other ways if the persons concerned had not had to ded with this problem. In

the third case, the issue was not resolved in spite of the best efforts of all
involved. The intern in this case found little of value in the program.

We believe that the odds for "making good matches" can be better than we
experienced with these twenty-nine pairs; that they can and should be
maximized. The experience of mentoring programs elsewhere indicates that in
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order to maximize these odds, the matches should be made so that intern and
mentor already shore much in common: same grade level or subject area teaching
A4zignments, close physical proximity of the locations of their classrooms,
similar interests and backgrounds, etc.. While program staff did not assignmentors to interns, we feel somewhat responsible for not sharing that
knowledge in more detail with ti.ose who effected the matches before they weremade. That won't happen again. It may also be possible and important to have
a fail-safe option so thEit reassignments can be effected.

Interns particularly, but mentors as wall, were initially concerned about
confidentiality. We experienced only one breach of this norm and, with some
difficulty, intern and mentor were able to work though the problem. Other
concerns about confidenti !ty dissipated as particpants experienced theprogram. Interns and mer: Ts were initially concerned about the potential for
conflicting mentor/administrator philot.ophies and that they might be caught inthe middle. There were two incidetts of this kind, both were worked through
to everyone's mutual 7atisfaction, but the issue itself speaks to the
important role that school supervisors play in the success of this program.
It is probably more successful where supervisors are aware of details of the
content and where they see the program as an extension of their area of
responsibility: where it helps them to be better at their own job and provides
staff development for their charges th?t one supervisor could not begin to
provide in a context that is free from concerns about supervisory evaluations.

For the interns of the urban cohort, the complexity of the regulations
and procedures pertaining to state certificates, city teaching licenses,
salary increments for university credit-bearing courses, as well as
regulations regarding state-mandated internships for uncertified teachers led
to an inordinate amount of confusion. We attempted various strategies for
sorting out these issues for the interns and were not successful until both
the project director and officials of the school system's division of
personnel met with the interns together to jive them both general information
and information regarding their own status with regard to these issues.
Someone should develop a continuously up-dated flow-chart to guide new
teachers through this maze. While this was one example of how the program
came up against the established bureaucracy of the school system, there were
other examples of how the bureaucracy of the college caused aggravation for
the interns and mentors. In retrospect, we do not think we had prepared
adequately for dealing with the bureaucratic necessities of either of the
systems.

A serious practical issue for the urban interns concerned money for tuition
and fees to pay for the program. Being a public university, the costs were
relatively low but still represented a significant amount for persons who had
not planned to spend that much on education at that time. They were willing
to pay the costs, thought it was worth it, but experienced difficulty meet.og
payments when they were due. While we were able to effect some relief for
them, means should be sought to either underwrite a portion of the costs or to
establish a deferred payment plan that extends for a period beyond the year of
the program.

Time was an issue for the interns and mentors in several regards. Where
released time was provided for mentors and interns according to state pilot
program guidelines, th'y felt they had enough; where it wasn't, they didn't,
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and we agree with them. We found that scheduling of the seminars is better
spaced than massed; from both the participants' and instructors' points of
view.

Experience of Schools With Program

Administrators who experienced the program in their schools were very pleased
with it. They felt that the program had given participants a great dial of
practical assistance to improve their teaching. They pointed to increased
collegiality among participants (and in some cases, among staff not
participating) as an unexpected benefit of the program for the school. In

some cases, administrators saw the program as a way of insuring that practices
they wanted teachers to use were used; in others, they saw the progress made
by teachers, the knowledge, understandings, and new teaching techniques, as
complementary to or supportive of administrative goals for instruction.
Without exception, they wanted the program to continue in their schools,

Data from the program assessment indicate that, in order for this program to
be most successful for a school that the administrative role with regard to it
is critical. While the general administrative context and philosophy of
schools participating in the project differed significantly, the

administrative factors most important for the successful operation of the
program require frequent communication between college and school supervisory
personnel before, during, and after the program. Planning for releasing
teachers from classroom duties to participate in the program is best done well
in advance of implementation. When this is done early enough, scheduling for
continuity and coverage of curriculum for pupils is viewed as a total school
staffing issue rather than as a matter of providing substitutes to cover
classes. In that case, creative, educationally sound, and politically
acceptable solutions emerge.

It is important that supervisors and college personnel confer regularly, if
briefly, about the content of the seminars and clinical activities to develop
shared expectations of what interns and mentors will learn and do. It is
extremely important that these communications do not violate the
confidentiality norms of the program: between supervisor and teacher, intern
and mentor, college personnel and participating teachers. Where shared
expectations about the program develop, administrators and supervisors view
the program as an extension of their role; as a way of providing staff
development that they themselves could not begin to provide alone. In

addition, regular communication about the content and objectives of the
program permit modifications that mold the program to the contextual
conditions of the individual schools.

Experience of College With the Program

At the college, the program is seen as a positive development by both
faculty and administrators. It is viewed as "forward looking," and in keeping
with the direction that new program development ought to take. It is
recognized as meeting a need that previously established programs did not meet
in ways that are in keeping with recent state and local mandates for reform in
teacher preparation. It is consistent with the Education Department's goal of
working more closely with schools and districts in the city and has been
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valued as serving as a pilot for the development if other school-college joint
ventures.

To say that the program was seen as a positive development at the college does
not mean that the development and implementation of the program did not cause
concern over important issues. Two issues, particularly, impacted program
design and implementation. One issue, involvirn the appropriate balance
between clinical and academic activities for graduate programs, was brought to
a somewhat uneasy resolution for this program. It is likely that there will
be continuing attention to this issue both in future revisions of program
content and in the development of new programs for teacher education. The
other issue, arising from the academic year mis-match between school and
college calendars and the special procedures that had to be developed for
generating and maintaining official college records for interns and mentors,
has not yet been resolved to the satisfaction of all concerned.



IMPLICATIONS

In this project portrayal we have attempted to describe and summarize the
evolution of the Baruch College/New York City Teaching Internship. We have
presented the major issues and approaches taken in the development and
demonstration of the program and summarized the majo outcomes frm the
program assessment. We believe that there are lessons from the work that may
inform other institutions in other contexts who undertake the development of
similar programs.

The program, as it was demonstrated, did the job it was designed to It

helps beginning teachers to adjust to the demands of teaching by prov ig

them with important concepts and principles that have immediate application in
their teaching situations and which they find useful and valuable. It

provides on-site assistance in the form of an experienced teacher-mentor-
college adjunct clinical instructor. The mentors help them to understand the
meaning and application of that knowledge in the local context in which they
are working. The program assists mentors by providing them with knowledge
about and skill in mentoring which they find immediately applicable in the
situation and which they value. The program accomplishes these things through
a process that is marked by a high degree of colleagueship and cooperation
among all of the participating institutions and individuals: schools and
colleges; teachers, administrators, and college professors.

Some of the program outcomes for interns and mentors were expected. The
research base that was analyzed to undergird program design told us to expect
those outcomes. Other outcomes were unexpected or exceeded our expectations.
We expected that beginning teachers would appreciate and find useful the
research-based knowledge about effective teaching given the context and
conditions under which it was introduced to them. Most of them did. We did
not expect that they would use this knowledge as quickly as some of them did
or that they would integrate it so rapidly into their usual teaching routines.
We did not expect that the labels of this research would become the "software"
for effecting efficient communication about teaching among program
participants in much the same manner as it does for the researchers
themselves.

We regard this finding as extremely important for the professionalization of
teaching. In the well-established professions, members of the profession are
routine consumers of research. The producers of the professional knowledge
base communicate with them using a common language and practitioners look to
the researchers for answers to intractable problems. The shared vocabulary
and the concepts and principles the language represents are transmitted to
practitioners through professional education. In too many instances in the
fled of education, the language of the researcher and the language of the

teacher are incomprehensible to one another which, for teachers impedes the
use of the knowledge that the researchers have produced. Is this the "fault"
of teacher educators? Have they not done their job of transmitting the
professional knowledge base? Too often, teacher educators who have helped
undergraduate prospective teachers to acquire research-based knowledge about
effective teaching have been disappointed to see their graduates reject,
forget, or simply ot use the knowledge they had acquired when they begin to
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practice. The knowledge is dissipated and replaced by mostly self-learned
survival strategy concepts and principles. These survival principles then
form the base from which teachers generate strategic knowledge.

Based on our experience with this program, we suggest that it is not the
language itself that is incomprehensible, but the context and conditions under
which it is usually learned that may be at the heart of the problem. Too
often, it is simply not memorable because it is too far removed from the
conditions of experience that would make it memorable. Certainly, not all of
the knowledge base can or should be transmitted through combined teacher
education-teacher induction systems. But we do think that our experience
demonstrates that this kind of program, where school and college cooperat- to
provide important leanings for new teachers as well as support for using
ttLt knowledge as it helps them to answer the questions that beginning
teachers have, helps fledgling professionals in our field not only acquire,
but also to use, holo on to, and then build their strategic knowledge upon a
sounder base than self-generated survival strategies. The knowledge base
transmitted to teachers in this way can become their base for survival - and
then the base for their continuing professions l development. Knowledge of
powerful concepts and principles learned in the context of this kind of
program takes on a rich, extended meaning that makes it memorable and adds to
its power.

We expected that experienced teachers would value the mentoring experience and
learn and grow from it. Research and experience with similar programs
elsewhere indicated that they would. The program design attended to the
selection and training/support system for these teachers as well as incentives
for their participation; all things that the research had indicated would be
important factors in the success of the program for them as well as for their
interns. The planning committee that designed the program debated long and
hard over requiring experienced teachers to engage in credit-bearing
experiences to help them acquire knowledge _ad skills that would make thei-
experience of teaching more available to new teachers. Based on our
experience, not too many experienceu teachers would want to remain in
mentoring without that support. The only problem with the mentor training,
from the mentors' perspectives, was that there was hot enough of it. All of
them not only wanted more, they wanted more university credit for it. We did
not expect that.

We had real questions about how experienced teachers would react to,
integrate, and use the research-based knowledge of the program in both their
own teaching and in mentoring. We wondered if it would be "new" to them or
"insult" their knowledge gained over the years. Our experience indicates that
they found this knowledge useful not only to their mentoring, but also, in
most cases, to their own continuing development as classroom teachers. For
many, it was new knowledge in that it had been generated after their formal
teacher education had been completed. Most importantly, however, all of them
used this knowledge and the opportunity of the program to "take a second look"
at their own teaching. In order to help new teachers, they had to "break
down" what is was they did in teaching situations, reflect on it, and
"repackage" it for their newer colleagues. They found the research-based
knowledge of the program very helpful in this respect and valued it for that.
For most of them, the knowledge also functioned as a powerful reinforcement of
their beliefs and practices, and that improved their confidence as teachers

9
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and helped them to feel a part of a larger community of teaching.

In retrospect, we should not have had any hes ,ation. Developing this sort of
program or, for that matter, any kind of program that nuts teachers into a new
role in the school without providing them with all of the relevant knowledge
is not only unfair to them, it assumes that experienced teachers are as good
as they are going to get. Our experience with this program demonstrates that
very good, even the best, of teachers can get even better.

We expected and did our best with this program to help new teachers develop a
sense of professional collegiality with their more experienced peers. There
is research that tells us that heightened collegiality not only makes life in
schools better for teachees, it also has important consequences in the
enhanced learning of children. The program design took this into account. We
assumed that, in time, and combined with other changes in schools that seem
somewhat likely to come about, that that colleagueship would spread. We did
not really expect that the colleagueship established by the program would
spill over to other members of the teaching staff, but we hoped it would.
There are some strong indications that it did, especially where close to one-
third of the staff of a school was involved in the program in some way. Not
only did other members of the staff become more sharing and cooperative, there
are also indications that they picked up some of the language, concepts,
and principles of the program as well as some of the processes established
with the interns for looking at their own teaching. To what extent this
happens, we cannot accurately say: the data we have are not good enough. But
we know that it happens and believe that that is good. Future implementation
of this program itself, and the development of similar vehicles ought to be
alert to this possiblity, encourage it where possible, and document what was
done and what happens as a result to shed more light on this phenomenon.

Three years ago, we set out to develop a program targetted to meet the needs
of beginning elementary teachers in an urban context who did not possess the
education background that would qualify them for teaching credentials. We
expected, through the program, to be able to help them to acquire knowledge
that they needed to function in the classroom as well as university credits to
enable them to obtain credentials and get "on-track" in established
professional education. We did not, at that time, expect that the same
program, with some modifications, would be of as much value to beginning
teachers in a very different context; teachers who possessed initial
credentials based on prior teacher education, and who were teaching at
secondary as well as elementary levels. The fact that the program was
successful, useful, and valued in both situations by administrators as well as
participants, speaks to the importance of the key elements of the program.
Most importantly, it underscores the puwer of school/college collaboration in
program design and program implementation.

We expected that it would not be easy to establish this program. It wasn't.
It involved new roles and relationships in schools and college and between
schools and college. These had to be developed within and relate to a larger
political and regulatory context that was rapidly shifting in the sea of
education reform. B. Othanel Smith, in Teachers for the Real World referred
to change in teacher education as being like "chaTging tiii-firi-FIM moving
vehicle." We now know, from experience, what that means. The program also
had to work within two separate large, complex, bureaucratic systems. Most of
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the concerns of program participants, school administrators, and college
faculty and administrators, whether they were resolved issues or unresolved
issues had to do with one of these three factors: the establishment of new
roles, the political and regulatory context of the project, and the
bureaucratic systems in which it was embedded.

The project was most successful in dealiog with issues for participants
surrounding the establishment of new roles. For participants, these issues
were resolved by experiencing the program. The concerns themselves were
similar to the concerns of any persons entering into a new venture. They
could only be resolved by testing the waters.

The response to bureaucracy was, in some respects, to build a bureaucracy
within the bureaucracy. The ultimate success of this strategy remains to be
seen, but for the time period covered in this report, it resulted in
aggravation for mentors and interns, college project staff and college
administrators, and for school administrators in the urban location. The past
experience and familiarity of these individuals with the unresponsiveness of
bureaucracies probably went a long way in helping them to shrug off or deal
with these concerns in a most good-natured manner. All of them seemed to take
a "what can you expect" attitude and while not particularly liking it, were
able to accept it. We do not believe that these issues are resolved yet.
Further work need to be done.

That the program was implemented in the first place speaks to the importance
of flexibility in teacher education programs. If we had not been able to
respond to the shifts in political and regulatory contexts by making
adjustments to the key elements of the program, it would not have been
demonstrated at all. This underscores, again, the importance of collaborative
planning for policy matters. The extent to which this program will continue
to grow and develop in the future and the extent to which similar school-
college ventures can be mounted at all seems to be highly dependent on
continuing knowledge about, analysis of and, most of all, the ability to
quickly respond to these considerations. We believe that the outcomes fo,
both new and experienced teachers as well as for the profession, make the
difficult tasks of establishing these programs worthwhile.
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INSTITUTIONALIZED FEATURES OF PROJECT

All elements of this program will be continued after the OERI project is
concluded. A major goal of this project has been to work toward
institutionalization of this program in the college and in the public schools
and many of the decisions made about program design and implementation were
made with that goal in mind.

During the 1987-1988 academic year, special attention was given to plans for
program continuation in subsequent years. Faculty of Baruch's Early Childhood
and Elementary Program Center considered and made decisions about the
coordination of this program with other program offerings at the college, and
conducted an analysis of the resources needed for the continuation of the
program. The college appointed Dr. Bernard Friedman as coordinator for the
on-going administration of the program. Dr. Friedman, a former New York City
Community School District Superintendent, started working in the spring to
effect final arrangements for the fall 1988 cohorts of interns and mentors.
The plan for continuing implementation has been coordinated with key
individuals from each of the constituent groups of the policy board and will
be the joint effort of Community School District #5 and the college.
Continuing implementation of the program will also be coordinated with the New
York City Board of Education's Intern-Mentor Programs.

In addition, the United Federation of Teachers and Baruch College have
developed a joint proposal to the City University of New York Worker Education
Program to obtain funding to support the continuing development of the
program. This proposal, which at this writing seems highly likely to be
funded, will also enable a cohort of approximately one hundred interns and
mentors to participate in the program with the financial relief that was
recommended as a result of the implementation study documented in the program
assessment report.

OVERALL STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

In retrospect and in summary, this project has done what it set out to do.
While the project can be considered a success from many perspectives, there
are some aspects of the work that we believe, on the basis of the data we have
collected, that have been more effective than others. On the most effective
side, we point to the program components and features that are undergirded by
or closely related to a strong or relatively strong research base: namely, the
program process and content for both interns and mentors. It is interesting
to note that where we listened to the lessons of the research whether in
program design or program content, the outcomes far exceeded our expectations.

There is no doubt that the least effective of our endeavors was in dealing
with the bureaucracies, both school ana college, in which the program is
lodged. Any school-college joint venture must face the fact of separate
bureaucratic system elements. In this project which combined teacher
induction with teacher education, elements of scheduling and personnel record
keeping within the two systems were at great variance. It was not possible to
operate the program only in one system or the other, nor was it possible to
merge them. The response to these differences was, in many respects, to build
a bureaucracy within the bureaucracy; to develop a set of procedures unique
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to the program but acceptable to each of the systems as an exception or
special case. The ultimate success of this strategy remains to be seen, but
for the time period covered in this report, it resulted in a great deal cf
aggravation for mentors and interns, college project staff and college
administrators, and for school system administrators. Those involved were
able to deal successfully with the concerns that these kinds of problems
raised; no serious or lasting harm was done to either persons or the program.
Nevertheless, we do not believe that these issues have been resolved yet.
The lesson we have learned with respect to this issue might be stated as an
extension of Murphey's Law: In collaborative school/college programs, no
matter how well prepared you think you may be for dealing with the
bureaucratic necessities, you really aren't.

PRODUCTS AND DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

To date, most of the dissemination activities completed for this project have
been papers for presentation at professional meetings (National Council of
States on Inservice Education, 1986; Association of Teacher Educators, 1987
and 1988; American Educational Research Association, 1988) or brochures,
flyers, or information packets for prospective interns and mentors or for
collaborating school districts. These materials or reports of them have
already been sent to OERI.

The dissemination plan and products that will be completed in the coming year
include:

A monograph in collaboration with persons representing three other

development/demonstration projects (Peabody/Vanderbilt, Ohio State, Kent
State Universities) on the use and results of using research to improve
teacher education in the pre-service/inservice continuum of teacher
education;

An AERA follow-up symposium stressing data analysis and results of the
evaluation of four development/demonstration projects spanning the pre-
serice/inservice continuum of teacher education (in collaboration with
the projects mentioned above);

An ATE symposium focussing on implications for practice based on the
program assessment of four development/demonstration projects spanning
the pre-service/inservice teacher education continuum (in collaboration
with the projects mentioned above);

A presentation at the New York State Inservice Education Conference held
innuaiiy in December in Albany. This presentation will highlight the
.4eriences of several interns, mentors, and school administrators with
the program.

Since the second year of this project, a major part of our dissemination plan
has involved the publication of a manual for the program. This manual has
developed over two years based on the instructional content and processes used
with three cohorts of interns and mentors. The manual, a draft copy of which
is appended, is currently under revision based on the assessment of and
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experience with the program du ig the 1987-1988 academic year. In the last
several months, we have also revised our plans for the publication of this
manual and are now considering, with several publishers, the production of a
book that includes the manual as revised, but that also addresses the larger
scope of questions addressed by this highly unique project and program.
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PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY

The Baruch College New York City Teaching Internship Program views teaching as

a reflective, decision - making activity that is based on:

(1) practitioners' knowledge of students and the workplace:

(2) practitioners' knowlege of effective teaching strategies and

how to iAplement them; and

(3) teachers' knowledge gf subject matter and how to structure it.

This broad storehouse of knowledge is used by effective teachers to inform the

multitude of important decisions that must be made in the course of each

teaching day. Berliner (1984) reminds us that teachers make about ten such

decisions each hour in evironments in which they have about fifteen hundred

interactions each day with individual children on different issues while

simultaneously supervising classes of thirty students. The ways in which

effective teachers use their knowledge to make teaching decisions and the

manner in which they acquire that knowledge as they develop professionally are

important considerations underlying the way in which this program is conceived

and structured.

Experienced effective teachers frequently think of themselves as "doing what

comes naturally." In fact, they no more do what comes naturally than the

ac.;omplished pianist who has spent untold hours polishing and perfecting

pz,riormance through practice, listening to and analyzing their own

performances and the performances of others, and reflecting on nuances of
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interpretation and meaning; all of that being based on a solid grounding in

music theory. Expert teachers, like experts in other fields, don't

consciously apply rules, make decisions, or solve problems. What comes

'naturally' to them, what 'works for them' is effective because they have

integrated the various domains of knowledge base, the subject matter and the

rules into a coherent sense of the overall task. Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986)

contend that in all cases, learners go through a number of stages from novice

to expert, and that these stages are characterized by decreasing attention to

rules as the integration of knowledge and experience takes place.

Shulman's (1986) perspective on teacher knowledge, its domains and its forms

is particularly useful in thinking about how beginning teachers, especially

those who approach practice without rudimentary preparation in pedagogy, might

most effectively be helped towards achieving this integration while

simultaneously concentrating on mastering the 'rules." This concepts Also

places the planned use of research-based concepts and principles for this

program into a broader framework of the total knowledge base for teaching

which extends far beyond the propositional knowledge about the tasks of

teaching that constitute, in part, the knowledge to be addressed in the

internship program.

Shulman posits three forms that teacher knowledge may take: propositional

knowledge, case knowledge, and strategic knowledge. Much of the knowledge

that has resulted from recent research on teaching is formulated as

propositions. One synthesis of that research that has been most useful in

planning and developing curriculum and evaluation procedures for this program

is presented in propositional form in Domains: The Knowledge Base of the

porida Performance Measurement System (1980). However, the representation of

.2..
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knowledge in the form of propositions, whether drawn from research on teaching

(principles), practical experience (maxims), or as a result of moral or

ethical reasoning (norms), presents a distinct disadvantage to learners.

Propositions about teaching practices are economically stated but devoid of

context that gives them practical meaning for part!ct'lar situations. Bacause

of this, propositions, though powerful when used, are difficult.

Consequently, there would not be high likelihood of teachers finding knowledge

presented in this form particularly practical or useful.

In order for propositions about the tasks of teaching to gain meaning for

teachers, they need to be presented surrounded by the details which make them

memorable. Case knowledge, Shulman contends, provides the rich contezt that

makes principles memorable. Other professions use the case method to

effectively teach theory, principles, and laws to practitioners. In teaching,

the use of case knowledge to make propositions more meaningful ought to make

propositional knowledge more accessible to memory and, thus more useful for

teachers as they engage in their daily work.

Shulman is not the only educator who has called for the presentation of

teaching theory and propositional knowledge to take place within the rich

context of cases or instances that make them memorable. His proposal for the

development of case materials for tne education of teaching professionals is

akin to the efforts of the recent past to develop protocol materials to

provide instances of important concepts in teacher education. As appealing as

the idea is, and it is appealing, the feasibility of the development of case

materials is only slightly better than the feasibility of protocol materials.

The history of the protocol materials projects shows that 1) it was not

possible to comprehensively address the knowledge base in the development of

3.
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these materials (for any number of practical reasons) and 2) materials that

were developed in one part of the country or for one kind of context (i.e.,

urban vs.rural), were not necessarily helpful in another because of the

contextual differences encountered.

Given the lack of availability of these materials (protocol or case), an

internship program that combirles the education of teachers with apprentice

level practice may be the most appropriate context for delivering this kind of

knowledge to teachers. We envision. that the cases routinely encountered by

the intern and mentor teachers of this program will provide the experiences to

be reflected on by reference to propositional knowledge. The approach to be

taken here is much like that taken by medical interns and their clinical

professors in the making of 'grand rounds.' In making these rounds, interns

present patients they have worked with, their symptoms, data about their

condition, treatments that have been attempted, etc., and interpretations

about and around the cases. Clinical professors monitor this work, help the

interns to make connections between the rules and the particular case, and

extend the meaning of the experience by reference to context, theory and

research.

This process, which we hope in some respects to be able to emulate, ought to

help the beginning teachers to acquire a set of powerful propositional

knowledge consisting of principles drawn from research, maxims drawn from

experience, and norms derived from the culture and context of the school.

Further, this knowledge ought to be easily brought to mind for use in their

classrooms because of the rich contextual meaning inherent in the form of the

presentation.
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Thus far, we have addressed the beginning teacher's concern with and need to

master the 'rules.. Helping them along the road towards achieving the

integration of knowledge that underlies experienced teachers' claims of 'doing

what comes naturally,' is another matter. What Shulman calls strategic

knowledge is knowledge that is generated to extend understanding when single

principles are contradictory or when cases provide contradictory

interpretations. When teachers use strategic understandings, they move beyond

general rules to use content and rationale in formulating reasoned

professional judgement to guide practice. He says that, 'knowledge of the

relevant propositions and cases is needed to form the underlying knowledge

base. Strategic knowledge must be generated to extend understanding beyond

principle to the wisdom of practice.' (p.13) We believe that the examples set

by the research professor and the experienced teacher-mentors in this program

as they reflect on school experiences with the interns will point the way for

the interns towards this level of professional knowledge.



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

The internship that has been implemented contains a number of characteristics

that represent significant change in teacher education and induction in New

York City. Most of the the characteristics have been well grounded in recent

research on teaching and teacher education. All have been grounded in

analysis of the needs of beginning teachers as they have been manifested by

course participants.

1. The curriculum for the courses that constitute the program have addressed

reliable knowledge about effective teaching as well as consideration about

how that knowledge could best be used in the local school and community

district. NOTE: The research has not been delivered in a prescriptive

manner.

2. The curiculum has been sequenced and spiraled to be responsive to the

progression of concerns expressed by participants and reported in the

literature.

3. The courses in the internship program have been delivered for the most:

part at the school site not at the college.

4. The courses have been formatted such that the interns have been able to

apply the knowledge they have acquired in seminar to their daily classroom

decision making. This has been done with the help and support of a mentor

teacher and the assistant principal.

5. The program has provided interns with graduate credit that may be applied

towards and consist of the first year of study in a master's degree

program in elementary and early childhood education.



6. The program has been taught jointly by mentors functioning as adjunct

clinical instructors for the college and by a college instructor

functioning as the research professor.

7. Mentors have completed two three credit graduate level courses to prepare

them for their role as mentors.

8. Both mentors and interns have been released part-time from their regular

teaching assignments to participate in the program.

9. Coursas have been mutually planned, monitored and adjusted on the basis of

participant concerns, needs, school culture and local context.
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OVERVIEW AND GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Program's Research Knowledge Bases

Effective Staff Development Program Design

Effective Teaching Intern Curse Content

Beginning Teachers' Needs
Intern Course Sequence

Teacher Development Mentor Training

II. Program

To individulize this program for each teacher, school, and district demands

very close working relationships between the schools and the college. The

necessary collaboration is achievfA in part through a district coordinating

committee, and in part through co-teaching arrangements for instruction. Each

intern's mentor is assigned by the college as an adjunct instructor to

co-teach courses with a regular member of the college faculty. To qualify as

a mentor for this program, experienced teachers must complete a mentor

training program (either before their interns start the program or at the same

time).

The courses in the program are divided into three phases or modules.

Module 1

For Interns:

EDU 9824 Classroom Management and Organization - 3 credits

EDU 9880 Teaching Internship (1)

8.,

- 2 credits



For Mentors:

EDU 9842 Supervision of Analysis of Teaching - 3 credits

(Mentoring New Teachers)

Module II

For Interns:

EDU 9821 Analysis of Teaching

EDU 9881 Teaching Internship (2)

For Mentors:

EDU 9843 Supervision of Self-Assessment

of Teaching

Module III

For Interns:

EDU 9832 Strategies for Teaching

EDU 9882 Teaching Internship (3)

- 3 credits

- 3 credits

- 3 credits

- 3 credits

- 3 credits

The internship consists of a total of 17 credits. Successful completion

results in college recommendation for provisional certification, and nine

credits applicable toward a mastei'c degree.

The mentor training consists of a total of six credits. Successful completion

results in eligibility for college adjunct position in this program.



III. How it Works (For each module)

Interns in 14 sessions, each 2 1/2 hours

Mentors in 14 sessions, each 2 1/2 hours (1 1/2 overlap with interns)

A H C
Mentor Interns and Mentors Interns and Mentors
Seminar Seminar Field Experience

1 hour 2 1/2 hours 1 1/2 hours

IV. Course Requirements

A reasonable number of:

Logs and journals

Critical incident reports

Audiotapes of conferences

Videotapes of lessons

Questionnaire and/or interview

Written/oral reports of how it worked

are required.
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Module 1

TITLE: Classroom Management: Theory & Practice

Teaching Internship I

DESCRIPTION: This course is a study of theory, research and practice in two

areas -- classroom management and instructional management.

The emphasis is on the application of research in the areas of

planning and implementing and evaluating classroom pratices

designed to foster .appropriate student conduct a;Ld student

learning.

The course is designed specifically for the newly hired

uncertified teacher who will be working as an elementary

sci-ool teacher in New York City.

RATIONALE: - Beginning teachers need to quickly gain a feeling of

competence in instructional planning, presenting, managing and

evaluating skills.

- Beginning teachers need to learn about the specific

characteristics of the workplace, their colleagues, and their

pupils if they are to function adequately in that particular

environment.

- Beginning teachers need a great deal of assistance and

guidance in gaining these skills and understandings to

overcome the feelings of being abandoned and alone and, in

fact, to socialize them to high standards of professional

conduct. The guidance that they need must be readily

available and preferably from people on the scene--what we are

calling mentor teachers in this project. (The Baruch College

- New York city Internship Proposal, 1986)

//
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THE BARUCH COLLEGE - NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP MANUAL

SESSION ONE: A

As a result of completing this session, mentors will:

1. Begin to uncover key elements of mentoring which elicit trust and

credibility.

2. Compare and contrast literature-based concerns of beginning teachers and

'real' concerns based on observations of their interns and their own early

experience as teachers.

ACTIVITY #1

Memory Walk: Mentors listen to the following statement adapted from Daloz

(1986).

At the heart of development is trust, a willingness to let go, to risk, to

listen to voices we often ..gut out, to receive what someone else has to

offer. Such trust rarely happens in a vacuum.

Think of someone you trust.

Why do you trust this person? Is it because you trust yourself?

How did this trust develop over time? Explain in writing.

Allow 5 minutes for free writing. Ask mentors to share thoughts and then

respond to the following question:

'How do you think you might be able to engender/develop trust in a

mentor-intern situation?'
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ACTIVITY #2

Elicit ways of establishing credibility. Say *Probably your reputation has

preceded you. However, now you are being asked to work with a colleague who

may not teach at same grade level or work with students whose ability level is

same.

What are some of the ways to establish credibility as a mentor teacher?

Which of these ways seems to be most feasible and comfortable for you?

If you were to ask your intern to come and observe your teaching, what

conditions would you want to have in place before the demonstration?

How would you assess the intern's perception of the demonstration lesson?

Share responses.



ACTIVITY #3

Conduct an informal interview with each of your interns to determine present

concerns. Probe for specifics.

What are some of the concerns that have been expressed by beginning teachers?

What do you think a beginning teacher means when he/she says, I do not think I

can control or manage my class? (list specifics)

Take 10' tc scan the findings from literature on the concerns of beginning

teachers. (For example, Puller, F. (1969.) Compare and contrast with what

you believe and have experienced.



SESSION ONE: B

As a result of completing this session interns and mentors will:

1. Uncover key features of their roles.

2. Critically assess the culture and context of the school in which they work

as well as the context of their own classrooms.

3. Self-assess their levels of concern and then make joint decisions about

teaching behaviors and classroom practices to work on for the next three

weeks of school.

4. Make joint decisions about course content.

ACTIVITY #1

Present overview and general information.

Review course description and rationale.

Suggest that the next few activities will 'nelp us decide on course content for

this term, Explain that content reviuions occur as needs change.



ACTIVITY #2

To help mentors and interns uncover key features of their roles and decide on

mutually agreed upon ways of working together, engage participants in the

following activity: Form three groups. Have each group brainstorm to begin

to uncover either the role of the mentor, the role of the intern, or concerns

about the interaction of mentor and intern.

Direct the groups to elect a recorder to write down words used to describe the

roles or concerns. Allow approximately seven minutes for the activity.

Share. Categorize. Define roles; describe concerns, ways of working together.

ACTIVITY #3

Discuss in large group format, impact forces beyond our personal beliefs, that

is, the school cultu:.! and context of individual classroom. Discuss

implications for teachers, teaching, and the development of classroom norms

and practices.

ACTIVITY #4

In mentor-intern groups, make decisions about classroom practices and teaching

behaviors to work on for the next three weeks. Prioritize. Schedule

mentor-intern contacts. (Preferably, at least one contact might be a

10'demonstration lesson by mentor.)

ACTIVITY #5

Make decisions about course content.

SESSION ONE: C

Fieldwork:

For mentor and intern, complete data collection form and record impressions of

mentor-intern contacts/demonstrations as they occur.



SESSION TWO: A

As a result of completing this session, mentors will:

1. Critically assess education as a transformational journey: the role of

mentor as guide (Daloz, 1986).

ACTIVITY #1

How did the demonstration lesson go? Describe eome of the specific feedback

you received from interns. How did their comments make you feel?

ACTIVITY #2

Storytelling: Present tales of mentors in history (for example, from 'The

Odyssey,' "Dante's Inferno's.

Follow up with a discussion of critical incieents related in tales. Elicit

mentor's vlew of the role of mentor as guide. Next discuss the role and

meaning of critical incidents using a sample form.

ACTIVITY i3

Prepare meGcor; fa: 1Qrgf. group session: Reflecting, Exploring, Transforming,

New Comprehension of the Physical Environment.



SESSION TWO: 13

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Critique, on an indiviival basis, the physical environment of their
classrooms.

2. Make a commitment to at least one change in the environment.

3. Make a journal entry of their impressions of their physical space in
relation to learner's needs.

4. Learn how to complete logs.

ACTIVITY #1

Led by the mentors, have each participant return to his/her classroom
environment. Critique using the following critieria:

Student behavior
Student visibility

Student academic and personal needs
Storage space
Traffic Patterns

ACTIVITY #2

In pairs, have participants go on a treasure hunt to find/borrow at least one

idea from colleagues regarding the physical environment. Ask them to share

their treasures. Then have participants tell how they will incorporate

"borrowed changes. within their own classroom contexts.

ACTIVITY #3

Explain and demonstrate documentation procedures for writing logs.

SESSION TWO: C

Fieldwork:

Keep daily logs of mentor-intern interactions. Focus on student effects as a

result of changes made in the physical environment.

/8`
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SESSION THREE: A

As a result of completing this session mentors will:

1. Critically assess their own development as beginning teachers and consider

realistir: expectation for interns.

ACTIVITY $1

GUIDED IMAGERY: Mentors listen to the following statement.

Close your eyes. Relax.

We're going to move the clock back in time - back to your first few days as a

beginning teacher. (Pause.) Try to xemember what it was like - how you felt,

what you thought as thirty or more children lined up in front of you - 60 or

more eyes stared at you from behind their desks. (Pause.) What did you do to

survive that first day, first week?

Free write describing the experience. Do not remove he pen from the paper.

Just write and keep writing until I say STOP.

Now try to recall how you felt leaving your schca on that last day of your

first year of teaching. What were some of your thoughts about teachtm about

yourself as a teacher, about your students? What had you learned that first

year which !wiped you prepare for your second year of teaching? Be specific.

What had you learned about handling students, scheduling your day. Planning

lessons, subject matter, school norms? (Pause.) How did you put these

thoughts into action the second year? What specific changes did you make?

How did you feel going to work each day? Did you feel more relaxed, more

comfortable about teaching?

Free write describing this experience. After 10', I will ask you to stop.

Share stories. Compare and contrast perceptions. List survival strategies of

first year teachers (Retrospective). List growth in knowledge, attitudes, and

skills evident during the second and third years of teaching.



ACTIVITY #2

On the basis of 'Guided Imagery' exercise, discuss and record expectations for

each intern over internship period.

SESSION THREE: B

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Articulate relationships between adult developmental theories and growth

as teachers.

2. Share field experiences in small group mentor-intern clusters on the basis

of log entries. Revise log entries focusing on more specifics and more

detailed reporting of contacts.

ACTIVITY #1

In mentor - intern groups, have mentors share guided imagery stories and

survival strategies with interns. Discuss. Ask interns to list their

expectations in terms of student gains/satisfactions and their growth as

professionals.

ACTIVITY #2

Introduce three maps of how adults change and develop (from Daloz, 1986,

Effective Teaching and Mentoring, pp. 55, 67, 79.) Develop key questions for

whole groups discussion. For example, 'What happens to people psychologically

as they grow older?' (Daniel Levinson) 'What does growth mean?' (Robert Kegan)

'What sorts of changes do liberal educators hope to witness in their

students?' (William Perry).

20
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ACTIVITY f3

In mentor-intern groups, articulate the relationship between adult

developmental theories and the mentor -- internship process/journey.

ACTIVITY 04

In mentor-intern clusters, share week's field experiences; critique and revise

logs.

SESSION THREE: C

Fieldwork:

Daily log reporting. Focus: Analyzing expectations and realities based on

present teaching situations.



SESSION POUR: A

As a result of completing the session, mentors will:
1. Assume a leadership position with interns assisting them with an

evaluation of rules, procedures, and consequences (positive and negative).

ACTIVITY ill
1. Present four concepts from literature on effective classroom management.

(Evertson, C.et al., 1984)

1. Good classroom management is based on children understanding the behaviors
that are expected of them. (Discuss, share, evaluate in light of own
experience)

2. A carefully planned system of rules, procedures and consequences makes it
easier for you to communicate your expectations to the children.

3. A carefully taught and rehearsed system of rules and procedures helps
insure that the system you set upwill be workable and appropriate.

4. A hierarchy of consequences can serve to identify alternatives for coping
with topical problems in classrooms.

SESSION FOUR: B

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:
1. Identify and appraise the merits of established ales,

procedures and consequences based on perceived
effectiveness with students.

2. Design, create and post classroom charts which list or
illustrate appropriate classroom rules, procedures and consequences.

3. Teach a rule and procedure to facilitate student order
and cooperation.

4. Evaluate the system of rules, procedures, and
consequences (positive and negative) based on a set of criteria.

5. Assume a "take charge" position with children.

ACTIVITY#1.: Creating and discussing rules, procedures and consequences

QUESTION: How are classroom rules, procedures and consequences
selected and implemented?

PROCESSES: 1. Identify schoolwide rules and procedures that you and
the children are expected to maintain.

2. Differentiate between a rule and a procedure by
defining terms.

3. Develop a list of three to five classrcom rules that
are important to you and to the functioning of your
classroom.

4. List a hierarchy of consequences which are appropriate
if the rules are broken.



5. Discuss the importance of establishing
consequences that are fea!::.ble.

6. Provide specific examples of rewards for good behavior.

PRODUCTS:
TASK

The research on Effective Classroom Management at the
Beginning of the School Year stresses the importance of clearly
establishing 3-6 rules governing the behavior or conduct of students in
the class.

The research also advocates that teachers plan how they will respond to
students who do not follow their rules and that they teach these
consequences to students just as they teach their rules.

In the space provided below, identify three or more behavioral rules you
will insist upon in your classroom. Next to the rule, develop 2 or 3
consequences you would apply the first time a student 'broke' your rule;
the second time, and the third time.

PRODUCTS:

Behavioral Rules Consequences

A.

B.

C.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

D. 1.

2.

3.

(Adapted from American
Federation of Teachers
Training and Resource
Manual, 1982)

2. Carefully designed classroom charts which state in
clear terms how students are expected to behave an
act.

3. Written record in planbook of system of rules,
procedures and consequences.
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CRITERIA: 1. Rules and procedures are appropriate to the
developmental age of your students.

2. Rules are stated positively and in complete
sentences.

3. Rules are poste] in some highly visible place.

4. Rules and procedures are stated in language the
children can understand.

5. specific steps for teaching rules and procedures
are written in your planbook.

6. Procedures are sequenced logically.

7. Charts are legible.

ay



For example, interns have suggested:

THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP

IDEAS for REWARDS and PENALTIES

STAR SYSTEM

SHOOT FOR THE MOON

DAILY GAME (Candy)

WEEKLY GAME (Prize)

SMELLY STICKERS

SMILING FACE

KEEP TRYING
TOPJOB

ETC.

SHAKE HANDS
PAT ON THE BACK

YOUR OWN SMILE
HUG

Stickers

DRAMATIC APPROVAL

TELEPHONE CALLS TO PARENTS

PUTTING CHILD IN HALL OR BACK OF ROOM

SENDING TO LOWER GRADE CLASS OR MR. LEON

SUPERPEOPLE

BLUECHIPS/REDCHIPS

SIBERIA

GIVE CANDY/RAISINS/OATMEAN COOKIES/SPELLING BOOK

DARK ZONE GIVES

PENCILS/FOLDERS

CERTIFICATES TO TAKE HOME

HAPPYGRAMS



ACTIVITY 2.: Analyze one case study of classroom rules and

PROCESSES:

procedures.

1. Divide the group into two mentor-intern teams --

primary and middle grade teams.

2. Have each team read the case study to determine

the teacher's purpose, objectives and opecific

techniques for guiding student behavior and

learning.

3. Role play the case study. (Each team)

4. Discuss and evaluate the role play, focus on the

teacher's specific behaviors which reinforce the

concepts of effective classroom management. Use

these questions as a guide:

1. Are the rules or procedures clearly stated?

2. Does the teacher offer a rationale for the
rule?

3. Does the teacher encourage children to
identify the rationale?

4. Does the teacher demonstrate the rule or have
children demonstrate it? How?

5. Are students given the opportunity to practice
or discuss the rules?

6. Are there other things that can be done to
enhance this teaching process? (Refer to
charts, rule posting, if any.)

.



CASE STUDY
CLASSROOM ROCEDURES AN RULES

IN A SECOND GRADE CLASS

Ms. Able's students followed four rules: We are quiet in the classroom.
We do our best work. We are polite and helpful. We follow all school
rules.

Students were taught that being quiet in the classroom meant that
they usually has a choice of being silent or talking in whisper voices.
When the teacher was addressing the class or when she told the class to be
silent, students were to stop whispering and be silent. Most of the time,
however, students were allowed to work together, talking softly.

The rule 'We do our best work. included listening carefully when the
teacher was giving instructions, completing all assignemts, turning in
neat work, and making good use of time in class.

Student behaviors relating to the rule 'We are polite and helpful,
included takini, turns in class and raising hands to receive permission to
talk. Ms. Able explained tc her students that in order fur everyone to
have a chance to talk and to be heard, they should raise their hands and
wait to be called on when they wanted to answer a question or make a
comment. Other aspects of consideration and respect for fellow students,
the Lacher, and other adults in the school rules referred to in the
fourth classroom rule governed stud-int behavior in the halls, cafeteria,
and other common areas of the school grounds.

Several other important classroom procedures provided guidelines for
student behavior in Ms. Able's classroom. Students were expected to stay
seated at their desks whenever the teacher was presenting directions or
instruction to the class as a whole. At other times, however, Ms. Able's
students were allowed to leave their desks to get supplies, hand in
papers, sharpen their pencils, and use the restroom that was adjacent to
the classroom. They did not have to ask tie teacher's permission as long
as they did not disturb other students. For example, students were
allowed to sharpen a pencil without permission except when the teacher was
talking to the class or when another student was addressing the class. No
more than two students were allowed at the pencil sharpener at one time,
one sharpening and one waiting. When the teacher was working with a small
group or helping an individual, students were not allowed to walk up to
her or interrupt. They stayed at their desks and raised their hands to
request assistance. If students finished their work early, they were
allowed to read their library books, work a dittoed puzzle, or play an
instructional game, They could talk, using their whisper voir'es, but they
could not disturb anyone still working on the assignment. Unless they had
permission to do otherwise, they were expected to stay at their own desks.

When Ms. Able needed to get the attention of the class, she routinely
used a bell as a signal. She taught students that when she rang the bell
once they were to immediately be silent and look at her. She explained to
the class that ringing the bell was a shortcut to save time, that she
would ring the bell only once and not several times, and that she expected
students to respond immediately. She used the bell in a very consistent
manner.

(Evertson, C., Emmer. E., Clements, B., Oanford,J.
and Worsham, M., 1984 pp. 33-34).



ACTIVITY 3.: Reinforcing rules and prOcedures to insure

student cooperation.

TIME: 15 to 20 minutes

FORMAT: Scenario

RESOURCES: Mentors

Task Sheet

QUESTION: How and why must teachers reinforce and reteach
rules and procedures?

PROCESSES', 1. Read the scenario of a less effective

teacher's approach to handling students who
fail to follow rules and procedures.

SCENARIO

On the first day of school, the teacher
established his classroom rules and
procedures and posted them on the bulletin
board for children to review. He carefully
read each rule to the class, explained what
it meant and what some of the consequences
would pe if children didn't follow the
rule. The ultimate consequence for
disobeying rules was to remove children from
the room.

On the second day of school, the teacher
began instructing the class. He found that
many of the children were not following his
rules or procedures despite reminders. By
mid-afternoon, he became exasperated feeling
as if he'd lost control and began asking
children to leave the room when they
misbehaved. At this point, three children
have already left he room.

2. In mentor-intern teams, decd how you would

respond to the children in this class. Use

the discussion questions to guide your
thoughts:



1. What could the teacher have done to gain
better control of his class?

2. Do you think asking children to leave
the room on the second day of school
will influence the children's

perceptions of the teacher?

3. How might he have avoided removing
students from the room so early in the
year?

01.1.17-Aui From 4141 Armeracio. t"exiara41:11 0.1
icor-hors. Tr..,;.1.1 assourca sioasi,mta.)

3. figmmarize some of the key points which come
out of your discussion.

4. For example:

1. The need to reteach or review the rules
to insure students understand them And
know what is expected of them; perhaps

encouraging discussion of the.rules and
rationale;

2. The need to reinforce the rules through

positive feedback and consequences;

3. The need to apply consequences in a

hierarchy, not just reminders and
removal.

4. The need to exert leadership and apply

the co.sequences outlined (students
obviously thought they could "get away"
with misbehavior); and

5. Perhaps the need to have students set
the rules and consequences.

-29
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SESSION FOUR: C

Fieldwork: Daily log.

FOCUS: Rules, Procedures, Consequences

30
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ACTIVITY 4;4: Design, create, rehearse and post classroom
rules, procedures and consequences.

TIME: 45 to 60 minutes

FORMAT: Task engagement

RESOURCES: Mentor Support

Checklist 2

Charts, magic markers, tape, tacks
Planbook

QUESTION: Are your charts appropriate for the age and
grade level of your children?

PROCESSES: 1. Working with your mentor-intern team, use
Cfp.82,313)

checklist 2,,to help you develop and design a
set of procedures that will be appropriate
as well as communicate your expectations to
your children.

2. Review your design with the mentor.

3. Prepare classroom charts.

4. Rehearse procedures. Walk and talk your wav
through critical periods of the day:

1. Lining up and entering the room

2. Starter activities

3. Before lunch

4. After lunch

S. Dts. rn;j,*(2.1



For Self-monitisrint and evaluation and Mentor *view

DEMIST 2 Classroom Procedures

%block 1Procejures or Expectations

1. Doom the

A. Teacher's desk and

storage areas

0. Student desks and

storage areas

C. Storage for common

materials

D. Drinking fountains,

sink, pencil sharpener

E. bathrooms

F. Center, station, or

equipment areas

11. Seatwort and Teacher-led

instruction

A. Student attention during

presentations

I. Student participation

C. Talk among students

0. Obtaining help

E. Out-of-seat procedures

during seatimrk

F. When seatuork has been

completed

111.1ransitions into and Out
of the loom

A. beginning the school day
B. leaving the room

C. *turning to the roam
0. Ending the day
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For Self - monitoring and evaluation and Mentor Review (Continued)

CHECKLIST 2 Classroom Procalures

idls1 Procesures or Expectations Revisions (Later Bate)

1V. Procedures Oaring Reading

or ether Grows

Al. Getting the class ready

11. Sudden movement

C. Expected behavior in the

grow
D. Expected behavior of students

out of grow

V/ General Procedures

A. Distributing materials

h. interruptions

C. Bathrooms

D. Library, resource room,

school office

E. Cafeteria

F. Playground

G. Fire and disaster drills

N. Classroom helpers

(Evertson, C., Eimer, E., Sanford, J.,.
Horsham, M., 1984).
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SESSION FIVE: A

As a result of completing this session mentors 'fill:

1. Generate a list of recurring classroom

distractions and a list of their present coping strategies.

2. Critique Behnke, Labovitz et al. (1974), 'Coping with

Classroom Distractions.'

ACTIVITY #1

Individually, have mentors generate a Het of recurring classroom

distrations, Share. Prioritize. Next to each distraction, have mentors

write an effective coping strategy.

ACTIVITY #2

Allow 30 minutes of silent reading - Behnke et al article. Discuss what

the research says. Discuss charts (see pp. 66, 68, 69, 71, 74). Have

each mentor make decisions about which ones work/can work for them.

(Compare and contrast with list generated from Activity #1.)

SE:.SION FIVE: B

As a result of completing this setdion, interns and mentors will:

1. Appraise the cultural and contextual demands of
the school.

2. Reduce the anxiety level by placing teacher -
student expectations in perspective.

Make decisions to try some effective distraction
c.,ping techniques.

3
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ACTiVITY #1: Are Children Really Like This?

PROCESSES: 1. Present interns with a list of diverse
student characteristics.

Competitive
Conforming
Cooperative
Critical Thinking
Creative
Curious
Pair/Just
Honest
Humanistic

Independent
Intelligent
Materialistic
Obedient
Open-Minded
Possess Strong

Convictions
Quiet/Orderly
Senstive

(Jacobs, H. H.)

2. Have them characterize themselves as former
elementary school students by selec`ing
terms from the list. encourage interns to
add to the list.

3. In mentor - intern groups, discuss the
combinations of characteristics represented
by interns as elementary school students.
Elaborate each characteristic.

4. Using the mentor as resource and
representative of the :school cult :re and
local context, have mentors describe the
typical youngster at
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5. Ask each team to produce a composite of
student types found in the typical target
population in each classroom at Is .

6. Share composites with the larger group.

7. For each composite, have the mentors offer
specific suggestions for handling and
instructing these students in classrooms.

Product:

Student Descriptor

Type A: Competitive

Intelligent

Type B:

Type C:

CRITERIA:

ACTVIITY #2

Trait

Aggressive
Shows off

Affective Cognitive

Praise Discover
Interests

Task-oriented Engage in work
immediately

1. Descriptors make sense within the context of the
school.

2. Traits exemplify the descriptor.

3. Coping techniques are appropriate for the learner

4. Teacher coping techniques have been tested by the
mentor and work most of the time.

In mentor fi...ern groups have mentors share research on coping effectively
with classr.00m distractions.

(see BehnkE, G., Labovitz, E. et al. (1981). Coping with classroom
distractions. The Elementary School Journal, 81:(3), 135-155.)
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ACTIVITY #3: Maintaining a positive self-image

QUESTION:

PROCESSES:

How do experienced teachers resolve the teqsion
between self-image and the realities of dealing
with students from an economically and socially
deprived background?

1. Each mentor tells a story that is based on
his or her own experiences as a teacher at
PS .

2. Intern questions.

3. Mentotsreply.

4. Session closes with intern's completing this
sentence:

I will resolve the tension that may exist

between my image of how children should

behave in sch000l and the way they do behave

by

For example,

1. Being prepared

2. Discovering their strengths
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ACTIVITY $4

Have mentors and interns interpret the arrangement of the
learning environment in terms of student characteristics such
as behavior, opportunity to learn, age and grade level. Plan
to make specific changes based on seminar topic.

SESSION FIVE: C

Fieldwork:
Daily log:
Task: During contacts, answer this question: How

do seating patterns influence student
learning?

1. Identify the principles of good seating
pattterns,

2. Distribute evenly high-, average-, and
low-achieving students throughout the
room.

3. Justify your arrangement with the
mentor. Refer to established criteria
below.

CRITERIA: Students are always visible to the teacher.

FOLLOW-UP:

Students can see
and read
instructional
displays,

Seating
arrangements
express
equitable
expectations to
all students.

Color codes are
used to
differentiate
instructional
areas.

Observe and Alcument the effects of your
physical arrc.agement on student behavior,
attention, work engagement and learning.
Make revisions (see checklist 1).



For Self-evaluation and monitoring and Mentor review

CHECKLIST 1 Boom Preparation

Subject Check When Complete Revisions (later Date)

A. Bulletin Boards and

Walls

B. Floor Space

I. Student

desks/tables

2. Small group area

3. leather's desk

and equipment

4. Bookcases

5. Centers

6. Pets and plants

area(s)

C. Storage Space and

Supplies

1, Textbooks

2. Frequently used

instructional

matierals

3. Teacher's supplies

4. Other materials

5. Student belongings

6. Equipment

I. Seasonal items

D. Seating Patterns

(Ado:pled From EYE./4$01,C,,Ersiller, E. Sa4.-d,

OconsAarvi, In.,
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SESSION SIX: A

As a result of completing this activity, mentors will:

1. Feel comfortable working with Bloom's
taxonomy and a matrix developed by
Jacobs and Borland (1981) which is
based on Bloom.

2. Share knowlege with interns.

ACTIVITY #1

Mentors review Bloom's taxonomy and discuss/critique research
on teachers' uses of lower order and higher order questions in
teaching. For example, one principle of instructional
organization and management states:

If low order questions are used by teachers
of low SES students, then achievement is
likely to be higher than if high orLn
questions are used. (FPMS)1982)

ACTIVITY #2

Have mentors analyze Jacobs and Borland (1981) matrix. Have
mentors practice creating one matrix based on a topic of their
choice.

'VG
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UNIT: Flight

1. How does
nature fly?

1. How and why
do people

fly?

KNOWLEDGE

Identify
birds

flight
patterns

PROCESSES

(Bloom's Taxonomy 1956)

COMPREHENSION APPLICATION ANALYSIS

Jacobs and norlanu

(1981)

SYNTHESIS EVALUATION

List prin-
ciples of

aero-'

dynamics

prin-
ciples of bird

flight

Translate
these prin-

ciples to:

balloon
jet

hang
glider

Read the
biography

of Lindburgh
and Edrhardt

Chart the
movements

of bird
flight

Illustrate
the prin-

ciples as
they apply
to space

flight

List modern
day counter-

parts to
these fliers

COmpare'
to man-
made
flying

machines

What are
the histori-

cal reasons
for change
in flying
preferences?
'Write in

essay form.

Compare
similarities
differences

between past
And modern
flight

heroes.

Create a
new flying
wattling in

a blue-print

Write a
biography

of a
fictional

flying
hero of
the future

AppEdiel
the

machine'
effect ii

ness



SESSION SIX: B

As a result of completing this session, the intern and mentorwill be able to:

1. Draft and sequence learning activities
appropriate to the developmental level
of the target classroom group.

2. Evaluate the merits of the activity and
appraise based on a set of established
criteria.

3. Fe41 comfortable working with the
mentor and appreciate the support
provided by an experienced and
knowledgeable teacher.

CONCEPTS: 1. Learning activities are organized
hierarchically.

..,4 Learning activities link one with the
other.

3. Continuity, sequence, an6 integration
are the basic guiding criteria to use
in organizing learning experiences.

4. The basic unit of classroom
organization iv the activity.

5, The activity occurs at a specific time
and place.

6. Activity formats vary.

7. The objectives for an activity are in
behavioral terms.



ACTIVITY 01: Drafting the Activity

QUESTION: How can activities be planned and designed
around a common theme?

PROCESSES: 1. Select an organizing theme that is
broad enough to generate activities
across grades kindergarten through 6.

BREAK

For ,Atample: COLOR IN OUR ENVIRONMENT

..... Recall the seven curriculum areas
included in an elementary school
curricula. Branch from the organizing
theme.

3. Divide the group into three
mentor-intern teams by grade clusters:
1) K-2; 2) 3-4; and 3) 5-6.

4. with mentor as leader, brainstorm
activities that might be developed
under each curriculum area.

5. Select three activities from each
sub-area of the language arts
curriculum: Reading, writing,
Literature. Categorize each activity
under each sub-area as 1) Easy 2)
Moderately Difficult; or 3)
Challenging.

6. Develop a set of guiding questions for
each activity. Use the material and
human resources provided by the mentor.

7. Generate a behavioral objective for
each activity. Review with the mentor.

I3
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ACTIVITY $1 cont'd:: How and why can activities designed for
different students in different grades
be modified and used across grades?

PROCESSES
(Cont'd) t For each activity selected and each

question asked, describe the processes
that you will use to accomplish the
objective. (Use the matrix developed
by Jacobs and Borland, 1981.)

PRODUCTS:

CRITERIA:

9. Share the product with your teem
members.

10. On the experience chart paper provided,
classify the activity under these
headings: Easy; Average; Challenging.

11. Carefully examine and consider each
activity by mingling and talking among
members of the larger group. Borrow
activities that seem appropriate for
your class. (Use the mentor as your
primary resource.)

12. Photocopy the activities that you have
chosen to use in the area of language
arts.

13. Decide on a scheduled sequence of
presentation for each activity. To
determine a "best order," consult with
the mentor.

1. Carefully designed activities and
behavioral objectives in the area of
language arts.

2. A timetable of presentation of
activities based on the age, grade
level and perceived ability of students.

ACTIVITIES

1. There are sufficient activities to
build a foundation of knowledge.

2. The activities move the child from
lower to higher levels of thinking.



3. Activities are appropriate to the
devlopmental level of the target group.

4. Activities hold together conceptually.

5. Behavioral objectives are state to
demonstrate changes in desired
attitudes.

SESSION SIX: C

Fieldwork:

Daily log/journal.

Follow-up contacts focusing on planning of activities based on
one theme.

TS



SESSION SEVEN: A

As a result of completing this session, mentors will:

1. Be able to instruct interns in the use of videotape
recorders.

ACTIVITY #1

Demonstrate use of videotaping equipment. Have mentors
practice using equipment.

ACTIVITY 2

Discuss/share interns problems planning instuctional activities.

SESSICN SEVEN: B

As a result of completing this session, interns will be able to:

1. Present/teach an activity to children
in a logical sequence.

2. Sequence activities based on what he or
she perceives to be the 'best older"
for children of a particular age.

3. Exhibit a degree of confidence about
teaching students on the first day of
school.

4. Demonstrate reasonable proficiency
using videotaping equipment.

RESOURCES: Self-made activities planned with mentor
during the week.

ACTIVITY #1 Presenti:IcliTeaching an Activity

QUESTION: How &rid why do we present/teach an activity
in A particular way?
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PROCESSES: 1. Select an activity you would like to
tAlach to your mentor-intern group.
(There will be approximately three to
four interns in each group.)

2. Sequence the activity.

3. Present/teach the activity to the
group. (Allow 10 to 15 minutes for
presentation. Ask team members to
assume the role of a particular type of
child in your class.)

4. Ask team members to make suggestions
for improvement of the activity and the
presentation. Record suggestions.

5. Appraise the activity and your
presentation on the basis of these
criteria:

1. Materials are readily available and
accessible to you and the
participants.

2. The visual and written format of
the activity is clear.

3. Directions and instruction to
participants are clear and
presented in small steps.

4. The activity moves the student from
lower to higher level thinking.

5. Action verbs are used to cue
participants' responses.

6. The activity is appropriate to the
developmental level of the target
group (children in your class).

7. The activity holds together
conceptually.

6. After each intern has presented one
activity, allow time for the intern to
reflect and revise at least one
acETVT-Ey in 111eTinguage arts
curriculum area prepared during
previous week.

8I



7. Organize activities according to time
frames suggested by the mentor.

8. Sequence the activities you have chosen
to use on Monday and slot them intothe
schedule posted in your planbook.



SESSION EIGHT: A

As a result of completing this session, mentors will:

1. Define Kounin's (1970) major desist techniques.

2, Cive examples of desist techniques.

3. Share expertise with interns.

ACTIVITY 111:

SESSION EIGHT: B

Present Kounin's major concepts. Give
examples and nonexamples. Have mentors
share reactions to research and discuss
implications for into -n development.

As a result of completing this session, the intern and mentorswill be able to:

1. Apply, to some extent, major desist techniques explicated
in Kounin's (1970) research on managing student conduct.These desists are named: withitness, overlapping, group
alerting, smoothness and momentum.

2. List specific techniques that mentors use to prevent
student misbehavior and to elicit student time-on-task.

3. Generate accountability procedures which communicate clearexpectations to students and provide feedback to students,parents and administrators.

11
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CONCEPTS:
(from Dunkin, M. & Biddle, B. (1974). The study of teaching.New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston)

1. Students work involy.nlent increases at
upper-grade levels and deviancy
decreases.

2. Student work involvement is greater and
deviancy lower in recitation than in
seatwork.

3. Teacher withitness is positively
related to student work involvement in
recita '-ion and seatwork.

4. Teacher transition smoothness is
positively related to student work
involvement in recitation and seatwork.

5. Teacher momentum is positively related
to student work involvement in
recitation and seatwork.

6. Teacher group alerting is positively
related to student work involvement in
recitation and seatwork.

7. Teacher accountability is positively
related to all aspects of managing
student work.

ACTIVITY #1: Withitness and Overlapping

QUESTION: What specific techniques demonstrate to
children that ..ou are "withiti and alert?



PROCESSES: 1. Define terms.

2. Provide specific examples from Kounin's
(1970) research Jr. teaching.

3. On the experience chart paper taped to
the wall, have mentors complete these
sentences:

I am withit when I ...

I alert the class group when I ...

I alert the child when I ...

4. Discuss. Provide a fast-paced question
and answer period.

5. Photocopy techniq-es. Have the intern
check off the techniques which are most
arpaling.



ACTIVITY #2: Smoothness and Momentum

QUESTION: How do effective teacher-managers make good
instructional transitions during a lesson
while maintaining an appropriate pace?

PROCES ,S: 1. Present original two-act play.

2. Assign parts.

3. Dramatize play.

4. List suggestions on chart paper.

5. Photocopy ana distribute to
particirants.
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CHARACTERS

Narrator

Smoothnesr,

Momentum

Secretary

Translator

TWO-ACT PLAY: Kounin's Key Desist Tzchniques:

Smoothness & Momentum

EFFECTIVE

INDICATORS

(Mentors)

Thrust
Dangle
Truncation
Flip-flop
Stimulus-bound

Overdwell
Fragment

LESS

EFFECTIVE

INDICATORS

(Interns)

ACT ONE

Narrator: Smoothness and momentum are probably the most

important behavior management techniques for

sustaining student invclvement and the teacher's
control of the classroom

Translator: You mean that in order to be op-notch teachers

we need to make good transitions from one activity
to the other.

Narrator: Yes, and good transitions only occur if there

are specific routines, that is, cues and/or signals

that students respond to immediately.

Translator: You mean that students and teachers know and have

practiced these ror :ines often. Consequently,

there is no slowdown of movement during the lesson

to interrupt the flow or allow students to be off-
task.

Narrator: That's exactly right. The pace is smooth, balanced,

and sometimes brisk.
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Translator: How do effective mr,nagers achieve this state?

Narrator: They do it by (1) being well prepared, that is,

their materials and props are ready and accessible;

(2) they know what to do next - in other words

they don't have to cons.at the teacher's manual to

take the next step; and (3) they make no false starts.

Therefore, they do not have to backtrack to present

information that should have bcen presented earlier.

Translator: Why don't you give me a minute to think about this.

The audience and I would like to think of classroom

techniques we might use to achieve smoothness and

momentum.

Narrator: Take a few minutes then to complete these two

sentences:

am smooth when I use these routines to make

transitions...

.I maintain the lesson's pace when I ...

Share. Record suggestions on experience chart paper.

ACT TWO

ENTER INEFFECTIVE INDICATORS

IN CHORUS: Things are not always as easy to do as they are

to say. Each of us has a problem to share that

we need some help with. These problems have been

getting in the way of :Jur being smooth and/or

effortless in our teaching.



Thrust: I am Thrust. I frequently burst in on students'

activities with a new statement or distraction

when the students are nft ready to hear it. For

example, today I was working with one reading
group. I listened to everyone read. Then I sent

he group back to their sea to work alone. As

they were following my direction, I spoke to the
second group. "Now it is your turn to work with
me. Put away your materials." Well, half the

group stopped and the other half Lapt right on

working. They hadn't even heard me. I had

interrupted them without warning. Consequently,
I lost instructional time.

HOW COULD I HAVE HANDLE.- THIS TRANSITION MORE
EFFECTIVELY?

Secretary: (Records audience suggestions on experience chart
paper taped to the wall.)

Dangle: I am called Dangle because I tend to leave one

activity in mi4itir to start another activity.

Then I return to the first activity.

F.ar example, Today, I began the class by going

over the homework assignment. I asked three

students to go to the board and write the answers

to the mathematics equations they had done for
homework. On the way to the board, I asked, "How

many of you are ready to write your conclusions

from yesterdzli's science experiment?" T then

counted the number of raised hands and jotted them
down. As a consequence, soiae students began talking
about their results. One student at the board

wondered if I had countet her and called out.
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Secretary:

Truncation:

Secretary:

Flip -Flop:

I had succeeded in distracting the class aid had

a hard Lime getting them to refocus.

wBAT HAD I DONE WRONG AND HOW COULD I AVOID THE

MISTAKE THE NEXT TIME'S

Records suggestions.

I am Truncation, Dangle's cousin. I forget to

return to the first activity or return to it too

late to be effective. For example, today I asked

the students to get out their homework assignment.

As the students were doing this I said, "Have we

gone c'ier the rules and procedures for goilig to

the auditorium tomorrow? No? Oh, I think we

should do that right now."

The homework was forgotten, left dangling in mid-

air.

CAN YOU THINK OF A WAY TO KEEP ME FOCUSED?

Records suggestions.

am Flip-Flop. I tend to introduce two different

kinds of activities at once and then deal with the

first activity. For example, I tell students to

nut away their teat papers, take out their s,,ience

books, and turn to page 23. After most of the class

has turned to the right page, I'll say, "Lees see

the hands of those who got all the test items

correct. Terrific! You're all doing so well. Okay

class, today we're going to review place value."



Secretary:

Stimulus-

Bound:

Secretary:

Overdwell:

I HAVE DESTROYED THE STUDENTS' TRAIT4 OF THOUGHT.

WHAT IS A BETTER WAY TO HANDLE THE SITUATION?

Records suggestions.

I am Stimulus-bound. I interrupt the flow of a

lesson to respond to an irrelevant event or one

that could have been handled just as effectively

later on after the lesson was over.

For example, Today I was reviewing some social

studies vocabulary with my students. I was

walking down the aisle looking at students' work

and explaining the meanings. I noticed a lunch

slip on the floor. I picked it up and said to

Mary, "What is this slip doing here? You know

you're supposed to hand ;t to the assistant

principal." I then gave her the hall pass and

resumed teaching while Mary was out of the room.

Y LOST THE FLOW CF THE LESSCN. SHOULDN'T I HAVE

REPRIMANDED MARY. AFTER ALL, SHt WAS BREAKING A

RULE. HOW WOULD YOU HAVE HANDLED THIS SITUATION?

Records suggestions.

I'm Overdwell. I spend too much time on an issue

than is necessary for the students' understanding.

For example, yoday I explained to the class how

to add by twos to prepare them for'an independent

seat a3sianment. I had the class call out in unison

ark of the odd numbers as I pointed to them on a

number chart. I began with 1. and continued through

59. By tht' time I had finished the activity, the

4-7
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Secretary:

Fre anent :

Secretary:

Narrator:

students had lost interest because they felt that

they had already understood the process and the

activity was too repetitive.

HOW WOULD YOU SUGGEST I HANDLE THIS KIND OF ACTIVITY

NEXT TIME?

Records suggestions.

I'm Fragment. I break down an activity into

several unnecessary steps when the activity could

have best been performed as a single activity.

For example, my students turn in assignments

individually - one by one. Also, when I want

students to put away on set of books and tae

out another, I coach them step-by-step: "Close

your hooks, put them in your desks, take out your

history book, turn to page 5,.... Or when I collect

the materials for their experiments in the science

lab, I do it systematically by rovel - one at a time.

THE SYSTEM IS NOT REALLY WORKING. WHAT nO YOU

SUGGEST?

Records suggestions.

We are all guilty of these behaviors at times!

However, Kounin believes that students tend to

be attentive when they have a clear, continuous

academic signal. Managing smooth transitions
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between activities and maintaining momentum are

key to behavior management. In fact, movement

management was even more significant in controlling

behavior than techniaues of deviancy management.

IN SHORT, WITHOUT A CONTINUOU1 ACADEMIC SIGNAL

OR TASK TO FOCUS UPON, STUDENTS TEND TOWARD

MISBEHAVIOR. SUCH PROBLEMS ESCALATE IN FREOUENCY

AND INTENSITY. SMOOTHNESS AND MOMENTUM APE CRITICAL

TO FACILITATING STUDENT ATTENTION, ENGANGEMEN1 AND

LEARNING.

Reesew and add to s L4-grie L ions.

. oat swriesti; AS.
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ACTIVITY #3: Accountability Procedures

QUESTION: What are some of the accountability
procedures used by the mentors at
which provide feedback to students?

PROCESSES: 1. In mentor-intern teams, re-visit the
mentor's classroom.

2. Use checklist 3 to guide your
discussion with the mentor.

C7eckiii..3 : ACCOUNTABILITY PROCEDURES
(see Everston, C., Emmer, E., Clements, B.

Sanford, J. & Worsham, M. (1984) p. 47.)

For self-evaluation and mentor review

Area Notes Revisions
(Later Date)

1. Communication Assignments
and Work Requirements

A. Where and how will you
post assignments?

B. What will be your
Standards for form and
neatness?
-Pencil, color of pen
-Type of paper
- Erasures
-Due dates
- Heading

op
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Area

II. Monitoring Progress on and
Completion of Assignments

A. What procedures will you
use to monitor work in
progress?

B. When and how will you
monitor projects or
longer assignments?

C. How will you determine
whether students are
completing assignments?

D. How will you collect
completed assignments?

E. What records of student
work will you retain?

III. Feedback

A. What are your school's
grading policies and
procedures?

B. What kinds of feedback
will you provide, and
when?

C. What will you do when a
student stops doing
assignments?

D. What procedure will you
follow to send materials
home to parents?

E. Where will you display
student work?

F. What records, if any, of
their own work will be
the students maintain?

rz

Notes Revisions
(Later Date)
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Session Eight: C
Fieldwork:
Daily Log.

PRODUCTS:

CRITERIA:

1. Completed checklist 3 which provides the
intern with a recor'keeping and
self-appraisal system.

2. Completed classroom charts which communicate
expectations and standards to students about
work requirements and assignments.

Under this category, criteria will be set by
each mentor-intern team because of the different
requirements for children of different ages and
grade levels. Some criteria, however, may apply
school-wide.

1_0I
.For example, the pool heading wi looVE un!form

> ,gar

across grades. However, the kinds oC notebooks
and writing tools will vary between and among
tethers teachin3 different grades.

For example, Grade I teachero will probably
create 2-holed one inch lined booklets for the
children. Grade 3 teachers may require 8 1/2
inch x 11 inch hard or sholkt-ccvered notebooks
and Grade 6 teachers may require a 3-holed
looseleaf binder in order to have lcuderts
insert "sages as needed.



SESSSION NINE: A

As a result of completing this se3sion, mentors will:

1. Reassess their beliefs about the value of teacher praise in the
classroom.

ACTIVITY #1

' Time Capsule": Have mentors. respond, in writing to the question:
' What are your beliefs about the value of teacher praise in the
classroom?'

Discuss guidelines of effective praise.

SESSION NINE: B

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Specify the who, what, how, when and why of their classroom
"praise practices."

2. React to research article. (Brophy, J. (1981). Teacher
praise: A functional analysis)

3. Demonstrate competence in using a video recorder

ACTIVITY #1

Have mentors repeat Time Capsule' activity and discuss Brophy
article with interns.

After
these

1.

a break,
questions

How

ask

often to

mentor-intern cluster to reconvene and answer
about teacher praise:

do you praise your students?

2. How do you praise your students?

3. What do you praise students for?

4. When do you praise your students?



5. Who gets praised most often/least often in your classroom?

6. How do students in your class react to being praised?

7. How do your students react to your praising another student?

8. How do you feel when you praise a student or the class?

9. How do you feel when the class praises a student?

10. Does your class praise you? How do you feel about that?

ACTIVITY #2

Have group members complete the following task: 'To Praise or not
to Praise: That is the Question' (AFT: Educational Research andDissemination Program)

DIRECTIONS: Consider the following classroom situations and
determine what kind of teacher response or
feedback is most appropriate. Indicate whether
you would praise, criticize, give simple
positive or negative feedback, provide some
other corrective feedback or not respond to the
student. Also indicate whether you think the
feedback should be given privately or publicly.
Give an example of who you would respond.

1. A reluctant reader has just handed in his first book report.

2. Johnny never participates in class discussions. He has just
volunteered and given his first response. The answer is
incorrect.

3. Ellen never participates in class. She has just volunteered
and given her first response. The answer is correct.

4. A student for whom you have high expectations and who is a
high-achiever has just failed a class quiz.

ACTIVITY #3

Demonstrate use of the video recorder.
Allow participants to practice using e-lipment.

61.
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SESSION NINE: C

Fieldwork: Keep daily logs. Focus on use of teacher praise.
Read Teacher Praise: A Functional Analysis
Brophy (1981)

Respond in writing to article



SESSION TEN: A and B

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Reevaluate the use of praise with students in their classrooms.

2. Review effective classroom management concepts, principles, and
practices.

ACTIVITY #1

Individually and then in small groups, have participants answer
these questonc:

1. What major conclusions do you draw from your reading of the
Brophy article?

2. In what way(s) did the Brophy paper challenge any belief(s)
that you hold (held) about teacher praise behavior in the
classroom? Please by specific.

3. Considering our discussion of teacher praise, the knowledge you
gained from Brophy's article, and your experience in the
classroom, what steps do you think you should take (if any with
regard to your use of praise with students or the class as a
whole?

ACTIVITY #2

In mentor-intern groups, have participants articulate the meaning of
concepts listed below giving examples and nonexamples.
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Module I. Summary of Concepts ,

A. Classroom Management

1. Physical Arrangements in Classroom

(See Evertson Handout)
COMMENTS

2. Rule Explication and Monitoring

Specifies a rule
Clarifies a rule
Practices rule
Reprimands rule infraction
COMMENTS

3. Withitness, Desist, Overlapping

Stops deviant behavior
Corrects worse deviancy
Desists student causing disruption
Suggests alternative behavior

Attends task and deviancy simultaneously

Attends to two instructional tasks
simultaneously
COMMENTS



4. Group Alert

Poses question-selects reciter
Alerts class-calls on reciter
Alerts non-performers
COMMENTS

5. Movement smoothness/slowdown

Ignores irrelevancies/continues on task

Gives short, clear non-academic directions

Moves whole/subgroup
COMMENTS

6. Praise

Praises specific conduct
Praises non-deviant, on-task behavior
Gives low-key, quiet praise
Uses conditional praise
Uses authentic, varied, warm praise
Controls class reaction to misconduct
COMMENTS

7. Distraction Coping Techniques

Deals quickly with distraction

Maintains flow of instruction
Eliminates distraction

COMMENTS

8"
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SESSION ELEVEN: A and B

As a result of completing this session, mentors and interns will:

1. Provide feedback on problem areas worked on during past week.

ACTIVITY #1

Divide interns into small groups based on problem areas worked on over

past week. Have one mentor lead each group. Focus on identifying

problem, corrective strategies, intern satisfaction, and

behavioral/academic changes in students. (from videotapes and personal

observations)

After approximately 30 to 40 minutes. Rotate groups by problem area

identified. Share reactions to session with whole groups.

ACTIVITY #2

In mentor-intern clusters, plan to videotape approximately 10 to 15

minutes of one day teaching a lesson. Set criteria for scheduled one-on.m

one pc.st video conference with mentor.

SESSION ELEVEN: C

Fieldwork:

Daily log

Videotaped segment and feedback session.
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SESSION TWELVE: A and B

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Critically assess principle of efficient use of time.

ACTIVITY # 1

In mentor-intern clusters, have interns discuss/show daily/weekly classroom

schedules using school guidelines, special subjects, preparation periods, and

pull-out programs as guidelines.

Have each intern evaluate schedule, .list problems, solve (on their own or

with help of group).

ACTIVITY #2

Write the following principle on the board:

If the teacher is efficient in the use of class time, then atudents will

spend a high proportion of class time engaged in academic task and

achievement will likely be higher. (FPMS. 1982)

Engage group members in discussion. Record ptls, cons and qualifying

statements. Draw some tentative conclusions. Record. Xerox.

ACTIVITY #3

In whole group format, teach the following terms:

allocated time

engaged time

- academic learning time

Refer to research particilarly the BTES study.

Within the context of research on time on task, review Kounin's (1970) desist

techniques.
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SESSION TWELVE: C

Fieldwork:

Daily log

With the mentor, evaluate and work on indicators of efficient use of time.

for example,

Begin work promptly
Management transition
Wait-time avoidance

Controlled interruptiJns
Housekeeping

7/
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SESSION THIRTEEN: A and B

?s a result of completing this session, mentors and interns will:

1. Appraise and make decisions about the management of seatwork and homework.

ACTIVITY #1

In mentor-intern groups, have participants articulate the meaning of each of

the principles written below:

If students are prepared in class for assigned homework so they

understand how to do it, the assignments are short, students are

held accountable, and corrective feedback is provided, then

achievement can increase.

If students understand what they are to do at seatwork and how they

are to do it; and if the teacher monitors their work, provides

corrective feedback, and holds them responsible, then learning will

be enhanced. (PPMS, 1982)

Direct mentors to share specific ways that each part of the principle can be

broken down for students. Elicit ideas from interns.

ACTIVITY #2

In clusters, have each mentor and intern demonstrate how each manages student

seatwork/homework. Have observers record teacht.r's actions in sequence.

Share records. Critique. Plan/develop at least two personal action steps to

improve management of seatwork and homework. (Discuss homework/seatwork

assignment within the context of the school's policy.)

SESSION THIRTEEN: C

Fieldwork:

Daily log:

Follow -up observations on topic.
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SESSION FOURTEEN: A

As a result of completing this session, mentors will:

1. Reflect on how reseeing, reforming and caring influence the professional

growth of interns and mentors.

ACTIVITY #1

Have mentors respond to these questions:

1. How are you helping the intern to see himself/herself in new ways?

2. How are the interns helping students see themselves in new ways?

Share Discuss

SESSION FOURTEEN: B

As a result of completing this session mentors and interns will:

1. Evaluate Module I.

2. Complete 'Instructional Orcanization Needs Assessment.'



Name
Date

INSTRUCTIONAL ORGANIZATION NEEDS ASSESSMENT

This information will be shared with your mentor as well as with the instructor of
the course.

Think about the different types of instructional activities that we have discussed
in class today and how you use them in your own classroom. For each type or
activity, indicate how often you use this kind of activity in teaching, whether youdo it (or some part of it) so well that you could help someone else do it better,
And whether you would like us to co,icentrate on giving you some ideas for how to do

on en eve opmen

1.I do some of this type of instructional activity: Several times a day
Once a day
Several times each week
Once a week
Hardly ever

2. With this kind of instructional activity, I am very good at

and would be willing to share it with others.

3. Check One: I am looking for ideas about this kind of instructional activity
I could probably use some ideas about this kind of activity
This is not an area where I need much assistance at all

Comments:

Seatwork

1.I do some of this type of instructional activity: Several times a day
Once a day
Several times each week
Once a week
Hardly ever

2. With this kind of instructional activity, I am very good at

and would be willing to share it with others.



Set:tuverk (col+)

3. Check One:

Comments:

I am looking for ideas about this kind of instructional activity
I could probably use some ideas about this kind of activity
This is not an area where I need much assistance at all

Checking

LI do some of this type of instructional activity: Several times a day
Once a day
Several times each week
Once a week
Hardly ever

2. With this kind of instructional activity, I am very good at

and would be willing to share it with others.

3. Check One: I am looking for ideas about this kind of instructional activity
I could probably use some ideas about this kind of activity
This is not an area where I need much assistance at all

Comments:

Recitation

LI do some of this type of instructional activity: Several times a day
Once a day

Several times each week
Once a week
Hardly ever

2. With this kind of instructional activity, I am very good at

and would be willing to share it with others.

3. Check One:

Comments:

I am looking for ideas about this kind of instructional activity
I could probably use some ideas about this kind of activity
This is not an area where I need much assistance at all

- IMEN0 4IM/ ow;
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Discussion

.. . /Wm.
.

1.I do some of this type of instructional activity: Several times a day
Once a day

Several times each week
Once a week

Hardly ever

2. Wi a this kind of instructional activity, I am very good at

and would be willing to share it with others.

3. Check One:

Comments:

I am looking for ideas about this kind of instructional activityI could probably use some ideas about this kind of activity
This is not an area where I need much assistance at all

Student Work in Groups

1.I do some of this type of instructional activity: Several times a day
Once a day
Several times each week
Once a week
Hardly ever

2. With this kind of instructional activity, I am very good at

and would be willing to share it with others.

3. Check One:

Comments:

I am looking for ideas about this kind of instructional activityI could probably use some ideas about this kind of activity
This is not an area where I need much assistance at all

.oral......11=1..... WOW . ' MIME.
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Small Group Instruction

la do some of this type of instructional activity: Several times a day
Once a day

Several times each week
Once a week
Hardly ever

2. With this kind of instructional activity, I am very good at

and would be willing to share it with others.

3. Check One: I am looking for ideas about this kind of instructional activityI could probably use some ideas about this kind of activityThis is not an area where I need much assistance at all

Comments:

....=1111. NON .11.10
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Course Evaluation Form

I. What three adjectives most closely describe your reaction to
the internship program?

2. What was the most valuable thing you learned in this course?

3. What could you have "done without" in this course?

4. Any suggestions for improvement of any aspect of the
internship program?
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SELF-EVALUATION - MODULE 1

Assignments Handed in:

Data Collection Sheets
Number of Logs
Praise Time Capsule
Follow-Up on Brophy KaTEIFEN Praise
Self-evaluation of Classroom Management
Lesson Plan

Report on Lesson Plan (To be handed in with this sheet no
later than

Attendance:

Number of Seminars Missed

What You've Learned and the Use You have Made of it in Your
Classroom:

Refer to the handout summarizing the concepts and principles
about classroom management and instructional organization that
we have addressed in this module. Tell us, in this space, hcw
useful these ideas have been to you in your teaching thus far.
Be specific. Use back of sheet or additional sheet if necessary.

Considering all of the above, what grade (A.B.C.D.F) would you
assign yourself for your work in this module of the internship?

Instructors Comments and Grade Assigned:

79
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SESSION FOURTEEN: C

Fieldwork:

Daily log.

'In mentor-intern pairs, decide on concepts you want to focus on in Module II.
Prioritize. Mail responses to by

(date)

yo
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TITLES:

DESCRIPTION:

MODULE II

Analysis of Teaching
Teaching Internship II
Supervision of Self-Assessment of Teaching

These courses prepare both mentors and interns
to analyse and reflect upon the relationship
between teacher thinking, teaching behavior
and the opportunity for student learning.
Emphasis is on the teaching act both in
seminar and in actual classroom settings. The
goal is to improve teachers' problem solving
skills and "in- flight" decisions.

RATIONALE: Teachers need to think about what they do
before, during and after classroom teaching.

Teachers need to act on their thinking
independently and to risk, re-evaluate and
revise, at times, without the pressure of
formal ratings.

Teachers prefer nonevaluative peer feedback
and support

Teachers need freedom to be creative and
innovative, to influedce/impact on students in
a positive manner, and to be recognized
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SESSION ONE: A

.:,s a result of completing this session, mentors will:

1. Reflect on the meaning of the term growth and grasp some
functional ways of understanding the term based on literature.

ACTIVITY #1

Have mentors define the word 5rowth in terms of their own
development as teachers. Have them be specific and highlight maintransitional periods . their careers. Then have each mentor
produce a personal m4, depicting growth as a teacher and, in
parallel, as an adult. Share conceptual maps.

ACTIVITY #2

Present summaries from the literature on how learning changes thelearner. (See Daloz, 1986, pp. 130-150). Discuss. Then have eachmentor write an assay responding, to two questions aboutgrowth:
"What is its direction?" and 'How does it work?" (Daloz, 1986,p.128).
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SESSION ONE: B

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Determine course content.
2. Share personal maps depicting growth.

ACTIVITY #1

Note: Course content is best selected on the basis of a needs
assessment. As a result of the needs assessment we
conducted at the end of Module I, the following topics were
chosen e.s major areas upon which to build Module II:

Grouping for reading.
Planning and use of instructional materials mandated
by school administrators.
Activity development.
Managing groups.
Improving student retention.
Non-verbal communication.

With interns, prioritize topics for presentaion and spell out
additional course requirements. For example, requirements might
include a series of reflective teaching experiences for both mentorsand interns, formal training conducting conferences and
observations, and the writing of critical incident reports. The
Baruch Program included all three.

ACTIVITY #2

In mentor-intern clusters, have mentors replicate activities relatedto the meaning of growth with interns.

ACTIVITY #3

Introduce, explain, and show participants how to write up the
critical incident report.

For example:

8,c
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Nahpe

Date

CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT FORM

School

Directions: Describe an incident which had significant impact on your
growth as a processional. Please follow the two column structure that is
aetailed below. It you are unsure about where to write your information,
please go oacc ana consult tne checklists that are described in the
instructions.

min in...4,4.min..ruck. 1* LAGOt..4.1LOG an ....n...LMG146

that occurred in the mentor
training coursework or in
working with your beginning
intern.

rULL L. TIS.J.t. qlfC4.I.UQt..LVIl OLCILMG1460

that express your judgments,
feelings, thoughts, and
conclusions about the inciaent
you described in Part 1.

1,

.. . .

For More Space See the Next Page



SESSION ONE: C

Fieldwork

Intern/Mentor Journals. Focus: Evaluate reading plans, use ofbasal teaching formats and student attention, engagement, andsatisfaction. (See handout, next page.)



THE DARuCH COLLEGE/NO YORK CITY TEAWNG IHTLRNSH1P PROJECI
Intern Name:
Date:

Self Description and Reevaluation of Group Management in Reading

1. Describe your grouping for reading.

Example:
Number of Children

it;tadinl Grade Leveli
1'3
ri-4
215
22.1%)

3'4 1

31-3
42

Which basal readerts) do you use? LevelWhy?

How 15-571Timeet the
tuaen is

SIMIIM.P116

2. Outline your reading schedule for the week.

Example:
Monday Group A

Group B
oss

Introduction of today's lesson and what you expect of Ss
2U"-3U"

Teacher-directed lesson
Independent Work

2U"-3U" Independent work
Teacher-directed tesson

10" Whole class sharing and record keeping

Your Outline

Why do you think this schedule and grouping patttern is working/notworking?



SESSION TWO: A

As a result of completing this sessior mentors will:

I. Visualize the effects of support and challenge on development.

ACTIVITY #1

Discuss problems interns are having planning and teaching reading.
Set the agenda for the intern seminar to follow:

ACTIVITY #2

Present Daloz's (1986) model of support and challengE:

HIGH

Challenge

Low

Discuss.

Retreat Growth

Stasis Confirmation

Support

HIGH

Cp. 2.4)

?9
1. "x.", 1.3



Key concept:

...in an appropriate mix, development can
occur. Just what that is, of course, depends
on the particular needs of the student and
style of the mentor. And clearly not every
teacher will work for every student. But if
we believe that gr.Jd mentorship can be
learned, at least in part, then it is in our
interest to expand our capacities and deepen
our sensitivity. To that end, let's look at
some of the things that good mentors seem to
do. (Daloz, p. 215)

Using Daloz's (1986) words, the research professor can initiate a
lively discussion around two important concepts:

(1) the match between mentor and intern.

(2) things that good mentors do

SESSION TWO: B

As a result of completing this session interns and mentors will:

1. Make decisions about grouping for reading.

2. Reduce anxiety about working with students in smaller groups.

ACTIVITY #1

In whole group format, each participant will provide feedback on
current status of the reading period, using self Description and
Reevaluation of Group Management in Reading' as a guide (see p. .)

ACTIVITY #2

Introduce one principle of planning (FPMS, 1982)

. If teachers attend to content, instructional materials,
activities, learner needs, and goals in their instructional
planning, then the resulting preparedness can increase the
probability of effective classroom performance.
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In mentor-intern groups, have each mentor describe, in detail, how
they:

(1) attend to content,
(2) attend to instructional materials and activities,
(3) learner needs, and
(4) goals in their instructional planning.

Suggest to mentors that they use their written lesson plans to
demonstrate how and why each aspect of the principle is considered.

ACTIVITY #3

Have each mentor, with each intern, inventory, review, and explainbasal reading materials.

SESSION TWO: C

Fieldwork:

Journal entry (ies)
Intern secures all basal reading materials and supplementary kits
necessary to organize and manage reading groups.

9/
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SESSION THREE: A

As a result of completing this session, mentors will:

I. Increase their awareness of five supportive functions of
mentoring.

2. Prepare an agenda for intern group seminar activity to explain
how reading content, activities and goals are selected
appropriate to learner needs.

ACTIVITY #1

Define support.

Support is the activity of holding, of providing a
place where the student can contact her need for
fundamental trust, the basis of growth. It means
moving to confirm the students' sense of worth and
helping her to see that she is both OK where she is
and capable of moving ahead when she chooses.

(Daloz, 1986, p.215)

Discuss. Modify. Extend.
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ACTIVITY #2

List five supportive functions:

1. Listening.
2. Providing structure.
3. Expressing positive expectations.
4. Sharing ourselves.
5. Making it special.

(Daloz, 1986, pp. 215-223)

Discuss. Have each mentor give examples of functions.

ACTIVITY #3

Allow approximately 20' for each mentor to prepare the reading
activity for interns. (See Session Three: A, objective #2.)

SESSION THREE: B

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Select reading content, activities, and goals for the week based
on learner needs.

2. Schedule reading timne working with at least two groups.

2. Role play management of reading groups.

ACTIVITY #1

In mentor-intern groups, have mentors suggest to interns specific
ways of selecting reading content and activities using basal radermaterials. Have each intern write weekly objectives for at least
two reading groups and select content and activities based onstudent needs.

ACTIVITY #2

In whole group session, have each mentor show and tell how group
instuction is implemented in his/her classroom. Highlight keyfunctions:

93
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(1) accessibility of materials
(2) management of groups
(3) efficient use of time
(4) transitions
(5) pacing
(6) physical arrangement

Allow for question and answer period. Solutions to problems.

ACTIVITY 03

In mentor-intern groups, have interns demonstrate how they manage
their reading groups. Focus on the beginning and end of the
lesson. Stress transitions. Allow time for follow-up
discussion/reactions.

SESSION THREE: C

Fieldwork

Journals. Interclass visitations during reading time.

9Y
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SESSION FOUR: A

As a result of completing this session, mentors will:

1. Understand the tension that exists between support and challenge.

Activity

Review supportive functions.
Explore the meaning of the term cognitive dissonance (see Daloz,1986, p. 223)
Review ways that mentors sometimes use to close the gaps betweensupport and challenge.
For example, reiiew Daloz (1986) descriptions of how mentors:
1. Set tasks
2. Engage students in discussion.
3. Highlight dichotomies,
4. Construct hypotheses, and
5. Set high standards

(see pp. 223-229)

Discuss the importance of achieving a balance between telling and
intern initiative and risk taking.



SESSION FOUR: B

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Report on intervisitations.
2. Assess student cooperation.

ACTIVITY #1

In whole group session, have mentors and interns share
observations/thoughts about interclass visitations. Record. Fromlist of observations, allow interns and mentors to borrow
strategies/techniques/ideas from one another.

ACTIVITY #2

In mentor-intern gromps, have interns discuss the effects of
grouping for reading in terms of opportunity for student learningunder the following categories:

(1) Use of time.
(2) Seatwork.
(3) Selection of materials.
(4; Lesson objectives/student outcomes.
(5) Student attention and engagement.
(6) Physical arrangement.

Mentors facilitate and guide the discussion.

ACTIVITY #3

Have participants read the following excerpt from Walter Doyle(1986):

Order and Cooperation

'From the perspective of order,
"cooperation' rather than 'engagement'
(in the sense of involvement with
content) is the minimum requirement for
student behavior (see Doyle, 1979b). The
term 'cooperation' derived from Grice's
(1975) analysis of the 'Cooperation
Principle' in conversations, is useful
for at least two reasons. First, it is a
social construct which emphasizes the
fact that classroom activities are
'jointly constituted" by the participants
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(Erickson & Shultz, 1981). That is,
order, in classrooms as in conversations,
is achieved with students and depends
upon their willingness to follow along
with the unfolding of the event. Second,
the term acknowledges the fact that order
can, and often does, rest on passive
noninvolvement by at least some
students. in seatwork, for instance,
order exists as long as students are not
interacting or distracting one another
even though they may not be engaged in
working with the content. A whole-class
discussion can, and often does (see
Adams, 1969), operate with only a few
students actually interacting with the
teacher and the others playing the roles
of audience members or passive
bystanders, that is, "sitting nicely' and
listening (Sieber, 1981). Cooperation,
in other words, includes both involvement
in the program of action for the activity
and passive noninvolvement. Misbehavior,
on the other hand, is any action by one
or more students that threatens to dsrupt
the activity flow or pull the class
toward a program of action that threatens
the safety of the group or violates norms
of appropriate classroom behavior held by
the teacher, the students, or the school
staff (see Denscombe, 1980a; Gannaway,
1976; Hargreaves et al.,1975; Nash, 1976;
Pollard, 1980). For an activity to
succeed as a social event in a classroom,
in other words, sufficient numbers of
students must be willing to enact the
participant role while the rest at least
allow the activity to continue.

It is important to emphasize that the
focus here is on the problem of order and
not the problem of learning. For the
purpose of learning, all students ideally
should engage in working with content.
But in the daily world of a classroom
order can, and often does, exist without
full and continuous engagement by an
students in learning tasks. Moreover,
passive nonengagement is not necessarily
problematic in establishing and
sustaining order even though it mLy be
unsatisfactory for learning.

p. 396
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Have each participant interpret the selection by responding, in
writing, to Doyle's ideas on student cooperation.

Then have participants respond to the following questions:

(1) What is the difference between order and cooperation?

(2) How can you tell when students are cooperating rather than just
behaving?

SESSION FOUR: C

Journals.
Record examples of student cooperation during reading lessons.
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SESSION FIVE: A

As a result of completing this session, mentors will:

1. Critically assess a diagnostic conferencing strategy.

ACTIVITY

Present in written form the "componets of a Good Diagnostic
Conference." Have mentors read and react.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

COMPONENTS OF A GOOD DIAGNOSTIC CONFERENCE
(adapted from strategy created by Drs. F. McDonald &
C. Stevenson, 19n)

A. A clear statement of purpose by the teacher or
elicitied by the Mentor.

B. Purpose restated or clarified by the Mentor.

Describe behaviors in the classroom.

A. What does the teacher do?
B. What do the children do?

Analyze the teacher's strategy or procedure:

A. Was the strategy appropriate?
B. If it was appropriate, why wasn't it working?

How could it be improved
C. If inappropriate, see if teacher has other ideas

for alternative strategies.

q?
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Phase 4A If teacher suggests improvements or new strategies,
the Mentor may:

A. Agree or praise.
B. Ask teacher or predict consequence.
C. As directed question to lead to change or

improvement of teacner's suggestion.
D. Enpress feeling that this might not work and

explore other possibilities.

Phase 4B if teacher has no suggestions, the Mentor may:

A. Offer a suggestion.
B. Ask the teacher to evaluate the suggestion.
C. Ask the teacher if this suggestion gives the

teacher any ideas.
D. Offer several suggestions; ask for the teacher's

reaction and select one she or he would be willing
to try.

Phase 4C Decide to observe first before discussing, selecting
and planning appropriate strategies.

Phase 5

Phase 6

Phase 7

A. Propose observing to the teacher.
B. Answer any questions on how this might help.

If this alternatit:e is chosen, move next to Phase 5
and then to ' ases 7 and 8.

Agreement on plans for a specific next step in
classroom by teacher or Mentor.

Make decision about involvement of Mentor. Agree on
one or more of the following:

A. Plan the specific lesson with the teacher (might
involve role playing).

B. Help teacher select materials appropriate to
selected lesson.

C. Observe teacher trying new ideas, followed by
feedback conference.

D. Conference usinci self-report of teacher.
E. Demonstrating the se"..ected strategy.
F. Other.

Summarize what has been accomplished: the analysis of
the oroblem, solutions considerEd, the plan
developed. Acknowledge teacher's contributions.

Note: Write up summary of conference and file in teacher's
confidential folder.
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Key Concepts: (1) Some interns want/need more support than
challenge; some interns want/need more autonomy
and an opportunity to be innovative.

(2) All interns want to be recognized, praised and
appreciated.

(3) Interns need to be made aware of building a
repertoire of strategy/techniques/ideas that can
be retrieved while teaching.

(4) The steps of a diagnostic conference can be
modified and used differently by mentors.

SESSION FIVE: B

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

(1) Evaluate the concept: Review of the subject matter' (FPMS, p.68)

(2) Appraise their ability to conduct or participate in a diagnostic
conference.

ACTIVITY 41

In whole group format, define review of subject matter and presentthe following indicators:

1) Lesson-initiating review
2) Topic summary within lesson
3) Lesson-end review

Ask participants for examples and non-examples.

/0/
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ACTIVITY 42

In mentor-intern groups, have each intern create a 10' lesson
simulation which incorporates the indicators listed above. Conduct
the lesson. As group members observe, have the mentor conduct a
diagnostic conference with each intern. Have group members provide
feedback. Encourage the mentor and intern to express feelings about
the form and content of conference.

Reconvene whole group. Share experiences.

ACITIVTY 43

In mentor-intern groups, have each intern think of one lesson he/she
will teach the next day. With mentor assistance, prepare at least
one lesson-initiating review, topic summary within lesson, and
lesson and review.

Session Five: C

Fieldwork

Journal entries related to conferencing skills.

Complete this handout.

/02
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CONCEPT: REVIEW OF SUBJECT MATTER

DEFINITIION: Teacher performance that either rehearses the main
points of a previously discussed topic, problem, unit,
or lesson(s) or that directly involves the class in
the rehearsal. (FPMS, 1982)

TOPIC: GROUPING

REVIEW: In what specific ways did you involve the class in the
rehearsal of your group management techniques last
week? (i,e., Did you conduct a cooperation training
exercise?)

If your management of groupwork in reading improved
thiG week, then state specfically why you think this
improvement occurred.

/al
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If your management of groupwork in reading did not improve this
week, then state specifically why you think the improvement did notoccur.

If your management of groupwork remained stable (you perceived
things to be in place), then be specific about the reasons for the
reading period running so smoothly.



SESSION Six: A

As a result of completing this session, mentors will:

1. Decide on at least one observation strategy to use with theinterns.

ACTIVITY

Discuss the nature of observation and observational tools.
Evertson, C. Green, J. (1986), for example, provide an excellent
resource for providing mentors with information on this topic.

Elicit mentors' responses to the the question What is observation?'and 'How can observation be used to help teachers make decisions
about events within a particular context?'

Use the following figure (Evertson & Green, 1986, p. 164) to explainthat observations are done in diverse ways using a variety of
representational systems.

Less Formal

Everyday
Tacit

Everyday
Deliberate
Systematic

Deliberate
s,ematic

11

Observations Situation
Specific

Observations

ighly

Formal

Question
Specific

Observations

Have mentors make decision about using one or more tools and systems
that might work for them.

Usirg the review of concepts and principles handout, help them toinvent a system appropriate for use with interns.
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Session Six: H

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Decide on a tentative schedule and system of classroom
observations.

ACTIVITY #1

In mentor-intern groups, have mentors propose a system of
observation to interns. Have each mentor and intern reach agreementon purpose of observations, method of observation, and schedule of
observations for the next week.

ACTIVITY #2

In whole group format, introduce the concept, lesson development andlist indicators suggested by FPMS, 1982:

1) Orients student to classwork/specifies purposes of activities.2) Indicates change of topic or activity.
3) Talks on subject matter.
4) Questions student comprehension

Low order questions
High order questions

5) Provides independent/choral/unison practice
6) Pauses before soliciting answers to complex questions.

Elicit examples and nonexamples from mentors and interns.

ACTIVITY #3

In mentor-intern groups, have mentors demonstrate "lesson
development" for interns. Allow 10 to 15 minutes for small groupdiscussion and feedback.

SESSION SIX: C

Fieldwork:

Journal entries based on observations of the development of areading lesson.

Completion of following handout from AFT Educational Research &
Dissemination Project, 1982.
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I

PLANNING IJST*UCTIONAL TIME

Training Activity
toe

Direct Instruction or Interactive Teaching Research

Drawing on your own classroom situation, pick out a particular class or subject
you taught this past week which you felt went extremely well, or one you are
planning to teach which you want to go extremely well. Fill in the following
chart with the information requested. Analyze your time allocations to deter-
mine where your priorities seem to be with respect to the instructional func-
tions. Are you spending sufficient time interacting with students, reviewing,
presenting and practicing material?

Class
Total Allocated Time

minutes

41 F 1

FORMAT

INSTRUCTIONAL FUNCTIONS TIME (v.) () ()
Review of homework (or previous lesson)

Need to re-teach?

Presentation of new concepts/skills:

.,..,
Initial student practice/feedback

Need to re-teach7
.....E...

Independent student practice:

Need to re-teach?o
Assignment:

EDUCATIONAL USWCS saw
DISSEKINATION ?NOONAN

'Indicate criteria for grouping:
A = ability C = student choice
B = interest D = other

DIRECT INSTRUCTION OR INTERACTIVE TEACHING / 31
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SESSION SEVEN: A

AS a result of completing this session, mentors will

1. Implement an evaluation conference which represents a
post-observation analysis of a teaching session.

ACTIVITY #1

Mentors discuss and react to the 'Components of a Good Evaluation
Conference Following Planned Intervention Strategy.' One mentor and
the research professor role play a scripted classroom scene. Group
critiques. Mentor pairs practice conference strategy alternating
mentor-intern roles.

Phase 1

Phase 2

COMPONENTS OF A GOOD EVALUATION CONFERENCE
FOLLOWING PLANNED INTERVENTION STRATEGY

State the purpose of the conference for the teacher.
State how you plan to help the teacher by giving
feedback on the lesson, e.g., show the observation
form you will discuss.

As for the teacher's feelings about using the skill
techniques or scrategy that was planned. Ask specific
questions, e.g., teacher's feelings about childrens'
performance.

Phase 3 Ask teacher to state the specific objective(s) of the
lesson.

Phase 4A Ask the teacher if the pupils' responses achieved the
specific objectives. If not...

A. Ask why the teacher thinks these objectives were
not acheived.

B. If the teacher thinks the problem was the
children, e.g., not interested or motivated, ask
how the lesson could have been organized to
interest and motivate them.

C. If the teacher thinks the problem was the strategy
or technique, move to Phase 5.

Phase 4B If the teacher sees the objeckives as having been
achieved, but the Mentor does not, move to Phase 5.

/Of
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Phase 5

Phase 6

Phase 7

Give nonjudgmental feedback (strengths, omissions,
etc.) on specific performance of the teacher, pupil
involvement and specific pupils' responses. Describe
information in note or observation form.

Review tapes of lesson if available or teacher's
behavior step by step to find posts where pupils'
behavior deviates from what was expected. Stop at
these spots and ...

A. Examine teacher behavior; e.g., question,
judgmental statement, nonverbal gestures,
strategies.

B. Ask what other techniques might be tried here.
(Role playing may be useful in this place.)

If improvements are to be made, or the strategy is to
be changed, plaa to try the revised or new strategy or
techniques in a similar lesson.

If the objectivls were achieved, formulate plans with
the teacher for using the skill, technique or strategy
in teaching lessons in another subject or topic area.

SESSION SEVEN; tl

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Implement an evaluation conference which represents a
post-observation analysis of a teaching strategy.

2. Explicitly state lesson development processes used during
reading lesson given during past week.

ACTIVITY #1

Using a scriped planned intervention strategy, have mentor-intern
clusters role play an evaluation conference. As the mentor role
plays with each intern, have other interns record the strengths ofthe conference.



ACTIVITY #2

Brainstorm to generate strategies to keep students focused andaccountable. Share. Discuss.

//0
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SESSION SEVEN: C

Mentor continues observing each intern or intern observes intern.
Focus is on student during lesson development.
Journal entries reflect observations.



SESSION EIGHT: A

As a result of completing this session, mentors will:

1. Prepare a reflective teaching lesson fc interns.

ACTIVITY

Research professor presents components of a reflective teachinglesson and an sample lesson from Cruickshank, D.R. et al. (1187).Reflective teaching. Phi Delta Kappa: Bloomington, Indiana

Mentors prepare to teach lesson to interns.

HZ
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INTRODUCTION

- RT has been developed to help you gradually assume the role E.
responsibility of teaching.

- During RT you will teach at least one RTL to 3-5 peers.

- Teaching an RTL will provide you with an opportunity to think
about thinking (metacognition) and to receive feedback from yourpeers.

- METACOGNITION consists of standing outside of one's head and
directing how one is going about executing a thinking task. It
involves:

- planning how to carry out the task
- carrying it out (execution)
- monitoring one's progress while teaching
- adjusting one's action to the plan, and
- sometimes, revising both plan & action in the
process (Beyer, 1987)

RT will form a link between vicarious experiences in this course Si
real alternative for use in educating practitioners.

RT METHOD

The class is divided into groups of 4 to 6.

One intern is selected/volunteers to teach a 10 to 15 minute lesson to
the group the following week. All designated teachers are given the
same lesson to prepare for the next meeting.

Each designated plans his/her OWN lesson. Each chooses what he will do
and how he will do it.

- When the class next meets, designated teachers teach their groups
simultaneously.

- At the conclusion of the lesson, the mentor leads a small group talk.

- the designated teacher determines to what extent the learners learned
and then discloses his/her metacognitevc processes while teaching.

- the learners comment on their satisfaction related to achievement
and individual need.

- The research professor leads a whole group discussion.

/13
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ROLES DURING RT

DESIGNATED TEACHERS will:

1. Perform the complete act of teaching, that is

- plan a lesson
- teach it

- monitor it while teaching
- assess learning & satisfaction

2. Teach the lesson in any way that they choose to maximize student
learning and satisfaction.

3. Ensure that all materials are on hand
4. Set up teaching stations as they want them
5. Wait for the instructor's signal to start teaching ('GO')
6. Stop teaching at the instructor's signal (T -time out)
7. Assess & record learning & satisfaction using the test, learner

satisfaction forms, and scoring box provided by the instructor.

LEARNERS will:

1. Be available & on time for lessons
2. Be themselves (no role playing invloved)
3. Go immediately to an assigned station where you will be taught alesson
4. Evaluate your achievement and satisf ction at the end of the

lesson
5. Engage in small and then large group discussions. (It is during

this time that you begin to think seriously about 'What makes
teaching effective?'

6. Cooperate in following the ground rules we set up to ensure a
smooth running, productive, and fun class.

MENTORS will:

1. Lead the =all group discussion in a brief, 10 minute
post-teaching reflective session.

2. Select questions for use during this time to elicit DT's
thinking & learner's thinking. (See list of questions)



SESSION EIGHT: B

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Critically assess the value of the reflective teaching lesson.

ACTIVITY #1

In whole group session the research professor presents the
philosophy, rationale and reflective teaching lesson. Question andanswer period follows.

ACTIVITY #2

In mentor-intern clusters, each mentor teaches 'The Teacher Problems
Task' and follows script of directions provided by the research
professor.

ACTIVITY #3

In mentor-intern clusters, interns schedule dates for presentation
of at least one of the the 36 reflective teaching lessons listed in
Cruicsbank, D., et al, 1987, Reflective teaching, p.4.

SESSION EIGHT: C

Fieldwork

Journal entries which reflect teachers's metacognitive processes and
perceptions of student satisfaction.

SESSIONS 9,10,11,12: A,B, and C.

At least four sessions can be devoted to reflective teaching in
seminar. During these sessions each intern might plan and teach at
least one of the lessons developed at Ohio State University. Theselessons reinforce research on effective teaching and make teachers
aware of student ac:ademic achievement, attitudes, and satisfaction.
In addition, interns eight prepare an RTL based on an actual
classroom lesson with children.

These lessons can be audiotaped and/or videotaped,

/15-
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Session Thirteen: A

As a result of completing this session, mentors will:

1. Reflect on how re-seeing, re-forming, and caring influence the
professional growth of interns and mentors.

ACTIVITY

Have mentors respond to these questions:

1. How has the internship experience helped you to see yourself in
new ways?

3. How has the internship experience helped your students see
themselves in new ways?



SESSION THIRTEEN: B

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Reflect on how re-seeing, reforming, and caring influence the
professional growth of interns and mentors.

2. Share critical incidents.

ACTIVITY #1

Have interns respond to these questions:

1. How has the internship experience helped you see yourself in newways?

2. How has the internship experience helped your students seethemselves in new ways?

3. How has the menotor helped you to see yourself in new ways?

In mentor-intern clusters, share responses.

ACTIVITY #2

In either whole group format or small groups, have each participantshare at least one critical incident and impressions of thementor-intern experience.

SESSION THIRTEEN: C

Fieldwork

Review summary of concepts and principles wth mentor and otherinterns.
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...
8. Use of Time

b. Instructional Organization

Begins classwork promptly
Delays starting lessonProvide, activities and attends students

' Delays new topic or activity/
' students wait for instruction or

teacher assistance
Searches for or does not have handouts/
materials/equipment in order -

disorganized

Has materials in order/ minimal time
spent in passing out papers, etc.
COMMENTS

r
9, Review/Summary

!Conducts lesson-initiating review/

Conducts topic summary within lesson
Conducts review at end of lesson
COMMENTS

10. Lesson Development

Orients students to classwork/specifies
purposes of activities

Indicates change of topic or activity
Talks on subject matter

Questions student comprehension
Low order questions
High order questions

Provides
inuependent/choral/unison

practice
Pauses before soliciting answers to
complex questions
COMMENTS

1

Talks or questions off-subject

Extends talk or changes topic
without comprehension check

Solicits immediate response to
complex questions

Pi
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11. Homework/Seatwork

Gives homework/seatwork directions
and due date

Checks comprehension of directions

Circulates & assists students

Checks errors or gives feedback
on homework/seatwork
Gives 80-90% success rate work
MAIM

assigns homework /seatwork without
directions/due date
Directs students to start without
checking comprehension
Remaifls at dest - inadequate
circulation /assistance
Does not give feedback on homework/
seatwork

Summary Commentss What's well in hand? Where do you want to spend your efforts?



SESSION FOURTEEN: A and B

In mentor pairs and in mentor-intern pairs, conduct a conference to
determine successes/gains and future needs.

Use the summary of instructional organization of concepts as guides.

Do.

Make decisions about course content for Module III.
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Module III

TITLE: Strategies for Teaching
Teaching Internship III

DESCRIPTION:

RATIONALE:

This course is a study of an array of models
that represent three different 'families'
of approaches to teaching. The emphasis
will be on the development of teaching
strategies in a range of instructional
models appropriate to teaching specific
curriculum areas. Reflective teaching
practices of instructional strategies and
review of instructional materials in the
seven curriculum areas will be included.

Knowledge is power. Interns need to be
armed with a powerful variety of teaching
approaches to meet the different goals of
students. This course will prepare interns
to create rich and multi-dimensional
learning environments for their students.
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SESSION ONE: A

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Assess the course content.

2. Implement first steps in creating a learning center for
students.

ACTIVITY #1

Participants will discuss course content and provide feedback to theresearch professo::

COURSE CONTENT
(based in part on Joyce, B. & Weil, M. (1986) Model of Teaching,
third edition.)

I. Cooperative learning models and the productive use of
individual differences:

1. Learning Centers as Models
2. Writing Process as Model
3. Project Development as model

II. Information - Processing models.

1. Attaining concepts
2. Learning from presentations

The Behavioral Systems Family

1. Direct instruction

ACTIVITY t 2

Research professor presents philosophy, rationale, characteristics
of learning center. Review sample learning center with class.

Participants discuss.

SESSION ONE: B
Fieldwork
Journal entries.

Prepare ion of one learning center with mentors help.
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SESSION TWO: A

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Evaluate learning centers developed and share benefits and costsof this strategy.

ACTIVITY: Each participant will share learning center materials,
stag, purpose of, students targeted, method of
implementation, and student outcomes and satisfactions.

ACTIVITY f2

Each participant will complete the following matrix to determine
whether learning center activities move students from lower levelthinking to higher order thinking. This activity will be followedby a whole class discussion/critique.
The emphasis will be on appropriateness of activities for individual
students, student pairing/teaming/cooperative learning.

BLOOM'S TAXONOMY

Knowledge Comprehension Application Analysis Synthesis Evaluation

SESSION TWO: B

Fieldwork:
Journal entries.
Refinement and extension of learning center activities.



SESSION THREE: A

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Experience the writing process.

ACTIVITY #1

Research professor presents and develops key concepts from research using
concepts: the writings of Lucy Calkins (1986) The Art of Teaching
Writirg as a resource.

1. Teachers as researchers
2. Teaching the writing process
3. Creating classroom. settings that allow us to listen. (Review of

classroom management concepts and principles)

ACTIVITY #2

Free writing.

Allow interns and mentors approximately 8 to 10 minutes to write about
their philosophy of composition. Ask for volunteerc to shah pieces
(that is recd each other's piece). Set up ground rules for sharing that
might be useful in regular classroom settings.

For example, Peter Elbow (1973) suggests the following guidelines to the
writer on listening (pp. 101-116):

1. Be quiet end listen.

2. Don't try to understand what people tell ycc.

3. Try to understand how the reader tells it to yov.

4. Don't reject what readers tell you.

5. Don't stop them from giving you reactions.

6. Remember, you are always right and always wrong.

ACTIVITY #3

Review Elbow's (1976) suggestions for developing a writing class period:

1. Get a commitment from students to write for a ten week stretch.

2. Make sure everyone writes something every week.



3. Make sure everything read aloud is read twice and given a moment's
silence after each reading.

4. Give pointing and summarizing responses to each piece of writing.

5. Have each reader/listener, for the first four writing periods, show
rather than tell reactions to a piece.

6. Use the last five minutes of each writing class for reactions to theclass itself.

ACTIVITY 14

Engage participants in no. 6 above.

SESSION THREE: B

Fieldwork

Journal entries

Trying the writing process with the class

- Prewriting
- writing
- Sharing
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SESSION FOUR: A

As a result of completing he session, interns and mentors will:
1. Make decisions about peer conferencing.

ACTIVITY #1

Discuss how children change as writers.

You might want to use Calkins (1986, Section II) as a resource.

ACTIVITY #2

In mentor-intern clusters, practice teacher-student and peer conferences
again, Calkins (1986) will serve as a good model for getting children to
revise their writings.

ACTIVITY #3

Discuss the editing and publishing stages. Draw on the experience of
mentors to elicit specific suggestions. Record. Xerox. Distribute.

SESSION FOUR: B

Fieldwork

Journal entries based on the revision process.

SEW:0N FIVE: A

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Evaluate the importance of writing across the curriculum.

Activity #1

Provide participants with a copy of Calkins (1986) chapter 'Writing
Across the curriculum: The Potential Power of Learning Logs,"
pp.261-270. Have interns and mentor read and react.

ACTIVITY #2

In mentor-intern clusters, have each intern decide on a class project.
Brainstorm topics for development in eaca of the seven curriculum areas.
Develop writing activites that are most appropriate for each area. Sharewith larger group.

If time permits, discuss the reading-writing connections in terms of
student learning.

SESSION FIVE: B

Fieldwork

Journal entries based on project development.
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SESSION SIX: A

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Plan a concept attainment lesson.

ACTIVITY #1

View a short videotaped lesson in which a teacher demonstrates the
teaching of a concept to students.

Have participants observe to note how the teacher presents each elementof the research - supported strategy for teaching concepts: (Before
viewing, define terms, if necessary.)

1. Present a definition
2. Emphasize critical attributes
3. Provide examples
4. Provide non-examples
5. Use example - testing

In whole group format, discuss each element of the strategy observed.
Re-view videotape, if necessary. Compt:e and contrast concept attainmentwith concept formation.

ACTIVI1Y #2 & #3

Present scenario and concept attainment lesson from Models of teaching.
pp.25-26 and 27-30.

Engage interne and mentors in discussion.
Analyze the concept attainment lesson in detail.

ACTIVITY #4

In mentor-intern groups, have each intern wits: the assistance of the
mentor, plan a concept attainment lesson for their students.

Provide them with Joyce & weil (1986) concept attainment model (p.34).

SESSION SIX: B

Fieldwork

Journal entries based on concept atta:nment lesson taught to children.
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SESSION SEVEN: A

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Critically assess concept attainment lessons presented in seminar.

2. Understand Taba's inductive thinking strategy, Joyce B. & Weil, M.
(1986, pp.40-55).

ACTIVITY #1

In mentor-intern clusters, have interns share experiences with concept
attainment lesson. Have each demonstrate lesson with group members,
Discuss P.Iccesses, failures, and possible revisions.

ACTIVIr #2

In small groups, have eaca mentor present Taba's three inductive thinking
tasks and teaching strategies. (Have mentors use Joyce & Weil (1986)
PP.43-54 to prepare in advance for the activity with interns.)

SESSION SEVEN: B

Fieldwork

Journal entry based on strategy one: Concept formation.

lo?i)
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SESSIONS EIGHT t NINE: A and B

As a result of completing these sessions, interns and mentors will:

1. Feel comfortable using the concept attainment model and Taoa's
inductive thinking strategies.

ACTIVITY:

for these two session, both mentors and interns might
demonstrate their competency and skill using these models as a basis for
reflective teaching in seminar and real teaching in their own classroom.
As always, group feedback sessions might be scheduled during the week for
mentor and intern teams to critique each other.

SESSION TEN: A

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Critically assess Ausubel's advance organizer as a teaching strategy.

ACTIVITY #1

Each mentor will demonstrate the strategy for three or four
interns-mentors. Interns and mentors will then analyze how:

(1) the subject matter was organized

(2) the subject matter was organized in the intern's

mind, and

(3) the implications of advance organizers for teaching

elementary grade students.

Once again, Models of Teaching, Third Edition is an excellent 1;,source
material.

ACTIVITY #2

In whole group session, the research professor discuses how to formulate
and select an advance organizer and the effects of using the model.

SESSION TEN: B

Fieldwork: Journal entry based on planning and teaching using advance
organizer model.

SESSIONS F7,EVEN 7-0 TWELVE: A and B can be structured to provide
practice to4 mer.tors and interns with Ausubel's model of teaching. The
reflective teaching model can be used.
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SESSION THIRTEEN: A

As a result of completing this session, interns and mentors will:

1. Compare and contrast teaching strategies presented in this module
with the direct instruction presented in Module II.

ACTIVITY

In mentor-intern groups, interns can share written lesson plans
developed for each strategy. As a group, interns can create asummary chart depicting the phases and indicators of each phase of
the lesson for each teaching strategy. The group products can be
compared, errors in misconception cleared up, and a discussion can
highlight the appropriate use of each model as an instructional tool
for students of various ages and levels of ability.
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SESSION FOURTEEN

As a result of completing this model, mentors and interns will:

1. Articulate the effects of the teaching internship program.

ACTIVITY #1

Have each mentor and intern discuss and document the effects of the
program in each category listed below:

1. Interns' knowledge and use of ..fective teaching practices.

2. Interns' sense of belonging in school/profession.

3. Mentors' knowledge and us,- of effective teaching practices in

teaching and mentoring.

4. Mentors' knowledge and use of effective mentoring skills.

5. Mentors' sense of professionalism.

6. Experience of interns and mentors with program.

7. Experience of schools with program.

ACTIVITY #2

Party and reflections on an informil basis.
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Foreward and Acknowledgements

The Baruch College/New York City Teaching Internship was developed in response
to a critical staffinn problem in the city's public schools; an overabundance
of new, uncertified, underprepared teachers working as temporary per diem
(TPD) teachers in full-time regular classroom teaching positions. The one-
year program integrates graduate study of effective teaching with an in-school
intern-mentor support system. It is offered to elementary school TPD teachers
jointly by the college and schools participating in the program.

The program was collaboratively planned, developed, implemented and evaluated
over 3 three year period by faculty representing Baruch College's education
and liberal arts departments and representatives of the New York City Public
Schools, the United Federation of Teachers, and the New York State Education
Department. The program has been funded in part by the Office of Educational
Research and Improvement, U.S. Department of Education as one of twenty-nine
projects demonstrating the use of research to improve teacher education.

The Baruch internship represents significant change on many fronts in the
usual way of doing teacher education and induction business in New York City.
Not the least of these chanps is the fact that it combines teacher education,
a province of the colleges, with teacher induction, a province of the schools.
Because the program involved departures from so many practices, traditions,
and bureaucratic procedures in both schools and college, it was a high-risk
venture. We knew, from the beginning, that it would not be easy to
institutionalize this program. But the project presented an opportunity to
try to put into effect many sound ideas about improving teacher education and
induction, to work in close collaboration with schools and teachers, and to
develop program and practice that would enhance teacher professionalism. It
was an opportunity to collaboratively define what we'd do if we "had our
druthers" in our particular context and then to see how far we could take that
ideal vision into practice.

On the part of the college, undertaking the OERI project meant a three-year
commitment with some structure (out a great measure of flexibility) to pushing
frontiers. It is safe to say that without the OERI contract which provided
only a small portion of the funding that supported it, this project would have
been aborted in its first attempt to implement the program or at any one of a
number of equally troublesome points. Although we knew there would be
difficulties, just how difficult, time consuming, and frustrating it would
become could not have been foreseen. The fact of "having the contract" and of
having made the commitment of resources for a specified number of years
carried the vision over many rough spots.

This is, perhaps one of the most important of the "lessons learned" from the
work that has been done and it is a lesson that we believe has national
applicability for institutions like ours - and for policy makers who want to
see change in education. At least for institutions like ours, a small amount
of external funding and a contract with an external agency that provides some
structure but a large measure of flexibility can help assure that the will
to experiment is transformed into real innovative program. Because both
collaborative vision and long-term commitment were there, we have had the



exquisite satisfaction that comes from seeing ideas transformed to program and
ideals being realized.

We have learned d great deal in the process of planning, developing,
implementing, and evaluating the internship program. What we have learned is
the focus of this report. While it is a "final" report to OERI, it is, in
reality, a status report on the continuing evolution of the program. What was
planned and envisioned in the first year of the project has not all been put
into action, although most of it has been. The program continues to seek to
meet those ideals while fitting comfortably in the changing political and
regulatory context of teacher education and induction in New York City and
State. This report documents lessons that can be applied for the future of
the program at this institution as well as knowledge that may be useful to
other Institutions elsewhere in developing similar programs.

This report is in three parts. The "Project Portrayal" provides a brief
overview of the entire three-yi.ar project. It is intended to tell the story
of how the program was developed. Ihe "Program Assessment Report" presents
specific information about the effects of the program, mostly the effects for
interns and mentors but also effects of the program and its development for the
college and the schools. The "Practice Profile" provides, in outline form,
the essential components for replicating the program both as it was defined
ideally and as it was ultimately put into practice. None of these three parts
contains detail on the heart of the program; the specifics of the course
content and how it was delivered. That is contained in a manual for the
program that is appended to the "Project Portrayal." We believe that this
manual may prove helpful to others. It contains many ideas for blending
mentor trairing and support with internship courses and for combining
research-based knowledge about effective teaching with the needs of beginning
teachers. It documents one solution to the problem of appropriate balance
between clinical and academic activities for a teacher education/induction
program carrying graduate credit.

We have already pointed to the importance of OERI and Baruch College to the
successful evolution of the internship program. Other agencies and
individuals must be recognized for their valuable contributions to the
project. We thank all of the following people and offer our apologies to ary
who because of our frail memories have been overlooked on this listing.

From Baruch College, The City University of New York:

Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Paul LeClerc for his
willingness to invest, his unwavering support for the project, and his
continuing understanding of the complexity of change in teacher
education;

Howard Siegel, Chair of the Department of Education, who never
stopped bel4eving and was instrumental in moving the internship from
project to program status;

Faculty memIrTs of the Department of Education who contributed ideas,
reviewed progress, and spent time and expertise in what sometimes seemed
purely academic exercises - especially Lester Alston (documentation
coordinator for the project for one and one-half years), and Mcrdechai
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Friedman and Elizabeth Reis wno served on the planning comm4ttee/policy
board for the entire three years and made many contributions to the
content and evaluation designs for the program;

Faculty from Liberal Arts and Sciences, Tom Frazier (History), Isabel
Sirgado (Romance Languages), and Ronald Schweizer (Natural Sciences); and
Ellen Block (Department of Compensatory Education) for their continuing
interest in seeing the program come into being, their membership on the
planning committee/policy board, and the liberal arts perspective and
good old-fashioned common sense they lent to many tough issues;

Katherine Grunfeld, a doctoral intern from Teacher's College, Columbia
University who served without pay but with much gratitude as participant
observer for this project for one year;

The research assistants, administrative assistants, and student aides
without whose practical contributions this project could not have been
undertaken; especially Anita Hall who balanced duties as research
assistant, administrative assistant extraordinaire, and adjunct faculty
at the college simultaneously, and Marcia Stewart who did a mastefful job
of conducting and summarizing strucl-ured interviews of ill mentors and
interns in the urban cohort.

From the United Federation of Teachers:

Sandra Feldman, President, whose agreement to enter into this
collaborative effort was immediate and enthusiastic;

David Sherman, Assistant to the President of the U.F.T. and David Florio,
then a special assistant to Albert Shanker, both of whom represented
Sandra Feldman n the planning committee/policy board and did much to
shape the nature of the intern and mentor arrangements and the incentives
for teacher participation in the program;

Ann Rosen, now a co-coordinator of the state-funded Intern-Mentor Program
for the New York City Public Schools for being a three-year member of the
policy board, bringing a teacher's and teacher unionist's perspective to
the design of program and evaluation activities, and for her continuing
efforts to bring about coordination of the Baruch internship with those
sponsored by the public schools.

The U.F.T. district representatives who served on the planning committee
and who carried the word to the schools, and the U.F.T. Chapter
Chairleaders in the schools who added involvement in this program to
their other teaching and union duties.

From the New York City Public Schools:

Edward Acquilone and Nicholas Aiello of the Division of Personnel, and
Charlotte Frank, Pearl Warner, and Maria DeSalvio of the Division of
Curriculum and Instruction - all of whom L:re members of the planning
committee/policy board for varying periods of time, all of whom provided
information and advice from the central office perspective and all of
whom took seriously their planning and reviewing responsibilities;
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The community schoo; district administrators and public school principals
and assistant principals whose schools offered the program to interns and
mentors - and those who just offered advice as policy board members
during the planning year;

Russell Cunningham, Principal of P.S. 194, and Harriett Fortson,
A(..-istant Principal, whose vision of what could be and whose hard work
and commitment of time, resources, and expertise made it happen for
teachers in their school and whose continuing efforts are making it a
possibility for many more teachers in their district.

From the New York State Education Department:

Assistant Commissioner for Higher Education Services Mike Van Ryn and
Director of the Division of Teacher Education and Certification, Vincent
Gazzetta who provided information and valued counsel;

Charles Mackey, Jr., who made trips from Albany for almost every one of
the planning committee/policy board meetings, who actively spread the
word, and whose continuing encouragement and advice was always helpful.

Because of Charles Mackey's spreading the word about the program, we were
fortunate in being able to implement the program in a context and with an
audience that we had not originally designed the program for. We are grateful
to all those from the Valley Stream Central School District who aided in this
effort, particularly Hank Cram, Assistant Superintendent, whose knowledge
about and commitment to staff development is extraordinary.

We are also particularly fortunate to have had the services of Carolyn
Evertson of Peabody College, Vanderbilt University, and Betty Fry of the
Florida State Department of Education as external consultants over the three
year period of OERI funding. They have, yearly, reviewed the work of the
project and made suggestions and recommendations from their vast combined
knowledge about teaching and schools, research on teaching and avenues for
linking it into classrooms, and change in teacher education. The: were
invariably helpful in assisting project staff to rise from a sea of detail and
be able to view the larger picture. Their suggestions and recommendations
were always on-target and, when implemented, resulted in giant steps forward.

Finally, we thank those teachers who participated in this program as p,siltors
and interns. The mentors say that they have learned as much from the interns
as the interns have learned from them. We have learned as much from all of
them as they have from us. These teachers must be acknowledged not only for
what we have learned from them, but also for their good nature and tolerance
when "glitches" were discovered in the new system and when extra demands were
placed on them to provide data and feedback. Mostly we thank them, especially
those at P.S. 194, for helping us to demonstrate that there could be
colleagiality, sharing, confidence, and trust between interns and mentors,
teachers and administrators, college professors and school personnel and that
that atmosphere makes for a better life for teachers in schools and better
education for their pupils.
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THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST

I. ORGANIZING AND MAINTAINING PARTNERSHIPS

IDEAL ACCEPTABLE

Component I.A. Policy Board Composition

UNACCEPTABLE

Representation from:
College Education Faculty
College Liberal Arts Faculcy
Public School/District/System
Teachers' Organization
State Education Department

Representation from:
College Education Faculty
College Liberal Arts Faculty
Public School/District/System
Teachers' Organization
State Education Deparatment

Any single group not represented

Component I.B. Policy Board Functioning

I.B.1. Planning Year

Meets monthly

Members from each con-
stituency attend each meeting

Considers analyses of research/
local and state context for all
key elements of program

1_75

Frequency and schedule of meetings
sufficient to maintain steady
progress toward consensus on key
elements

Members or their representatives
attend majority of meetings

Considers analyses of research/
local and state context for all
key elements of program

1

Frequency of meetings insufficient
to maintain progress

Representation from a constituency
not present at majority of meetings

Does not consider research know-
ledge baFe or local/state context
in defining key elements of
program
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THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST
IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component I.B. Policy Board Anctioning (cont.)

I.B.1. Planning Year (cont.)

Reaches consensus on key
elements of program

I.B.2. Implementation Period

Meets three times/year

Members from each con-
stituency attend each meeting

Reviews progress

Sets policy direction

Intensive involvement in impli-
mentation details
(e.g., recruitment/selection/
scheduling/effecting variations
on basic plan/evaluation

Reaches consensus on key
elements of program

Meets once/twice/year

Members or their representatives
attend majority of scheduled
meetings

Reviews progress

Sets policy direction

Advises on implementation
details

2

Consensus of all constituents
not reached f.r any key element

Doesn't meet

Representation from a constituency
not present at majority of meetings

Does not review progress

Doe., not set policy direction

Has no input on implementation
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THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST
IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component I.C. Maintaining Communication

Project Director, research pro- A minimum of two of these meetings
fessor, mentor training coordinator takes place for etch of the three
and site-school supervisors/admin- modules A the internship
istrators for each cohort meet
monthly to discuss implementation
issues and concerns, to develop
policy recommendations, and to
coordinate activities.

Research professor and interns'
school supervisor(s) communicate
weekly about seminar content,
activities, and assignments

Research professor and interns'
school supervisor(s) communicate at
least mc.. .ly about content/

ectivities/assignments

Research professor and mentors meet Research professor and the mentors
weekly to review interns' progress meet weekly to review progress and
and needs and to adjust seminar make adjustments to seminar
objectives, activities and assign-
ments.

Mentor training coordinator and Mentor training coordinator and
school supervisor(s) of interns and school supervisor(s) of interns
mentors communicate weekly about and mentors communicate monthly
mentor training content and, about mentor training
assignments

Research professor and mentor
tr. coordinator communicate weekly
to coordinate intern and mentor
activities and training
(If same person not doing both
for a given cohort group)

173

Weekly communication between
research prof and mentor tr.
coordinator to coordinate
activities

3

Fewer than two of these coordinating
meeting per module

Research professor and interns'
school supervisor(s) communicate
less frequently than monthly about

content/activities/assignments

Less than weekly review and
adjustment of seminar focus

Less frequent communication
than monthly about mentor
training

Less than weekly communication
to coordinate intern and
mentor training activities



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST

II. INCENTIVES FOR MENTORS AND INTERNS

IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component II. A. Mentor Incentives

Mentor released from regular Mentor released time arrangements
teaching position 10% of time consistent with school system/
for each intern assigned up to state established guidelines
maximum of 40% in order to engage
in mentoring activities

Mentors hired by college as
adjuncts and payed at same rates
as clinical supervisors of
student teachers

Mentor earns 6 graduate credits
for participation in mentor
training activities

Mentors hired by college as
adjuncts and payed at same rates
as clinical supervisor' of
student teachers

Mentors with prior training
not required to participate in
credit- bearing activities but may

School schedule adjustments but less
than one period released time per
intern per week

Mentors not hired by college as
adjuncts or payed at same rates
as clinical supervisors of student
teachers

Mentors remuneration same as
student teacher's cooperating
teacher

No credit-bearing training for
mentors

Component II. B. Intent Incentives

Intern released from regular Intern released time arrangements
teaching position 20% of time to consistent with school system/
engage in intern-mentor state established guidelines
activities

18i

Scheduling adjustments but less
than one period pet- week
released time



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST
IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component II. B. Intern Incentives (cont.)

Intern earns 17 graduate credits,
;line of which apply to master's
program in Elem. to Early Chld Ed

Intern is recommended for state
provisional certification upon
successful completion of program

Interns earn 16-18 graduate credits,
at least half of which apply to
master's degree program

Intern recommended for state
provisional certification upon
successful completion of program

Undergraduate credits, or fewer
than 16 credits, or fewer than half
of credits applicable to master's

No recommendation for state
provisional certification

III. RECRUITMENT/SELECTION PROCESSES

Component III.A. Intern Recruitment and Selection

College and school system jointly College arranges with school
(through a recruitment/selection district and/or building for
committee) recruit individuals implementation of in_rnship
without teaching credeatials but for cohort of eligible TPD
with liberal arts degrees to become teachers already working in
full-time TPD teachers in the school/district; eligible
elementary schools and interns in TPU teachers Infored about
the program program and participate on

volunteer batis
Selection criteria include
undergraduate GPA of 3.0 or better,
ability to write effectively,
excellent oral communication
skills

College accepts eligible TPD
teachers without prior
arrangements with school and/or
district

0-1
5



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTEMSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST
IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component III.B. Mentor Recruitment and Selection

All teachers at school where Selection process and criteria
interns will be teaching are informed explicit and public; open
about program, mentor selection
procedures and selection criteria

Experienced teachers who believe Any voluntary application
they meet the criteria apply procedure

Selection made by a mentor Selection made by committee of
selection committee composed of: teachers and school administrators/

' 1) College representative supervisors wit ti teachers
2) Principal or rePresentative constituting ma9ority
3) School's tea,:her organization ,

.

chapter leader Selection made. uy commiLtee, taie
4) Representative of the compos4tion of which meets

school's K-3 teachers guidelines of established
5) Representative of the city/state intern-mentor

school's 4-6 teachers programs

185

6

Only selected teachers informed
or encouraged to apply or any
procedure that is, in effect,
preselection or selection by only
teachers or only administrators

Teachers assigned jA) of mentor
by school admin/supervisor

Selection ma.-e by administrators

or teachers alone



THE BARUCH COLLEGE /NEIL YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLISTIDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component. III.B. Mentor Recruitment and Selection (cont.)

Criteria fLr mentor selection
include all of the following.

1) Permanent certification
2) Min. 6 yrs teaching
3) Min. 9 yrs tea,hing in site

schoo,

4) Experience at more than one
grade level

5) Good attendance pattern
6) Ability to model exemplary

teaching

7) Exce' ent oral & writt'2n

communication skills
(esp. with other adults)

8) Capacity to build trusting

relationships/leadership
potential

9) Knowledgable about child

development/well-versed in
subject matter

10) Continuing desire to develop
professionally and to
implement research-based
effective teaching

Criteria for mentor selection
may vary but must include:

1) Permanent certification
2) Experience in teachin :1

past tenure

3) Experience in school in which
she/he will be mentoring

4) Varied teaching experience
5) Good attendance pattern
6) Excellence in teaching
7) Ability to communicate and get

along with adult colleagues

8) Possessing fund of knowledge
children and subject matter

9) Interest in own professional

development and pushing frontiers
of knowledge-base use

or
Similar criteria of established city/

state program

Any set of criteria that do not
address items to left

187 'SS
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THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST
IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component III.B. Mentor Recruitment and Selection (cont.)

Mentor-Intern pairing determined by Any mentor-intern pairing in which Interns assigned to mentors who
school administrators such that mentor has similar grade level are not teaching or have not taught
mentor and intern have teaching teaching assignment and/or prior in the same teaching assignment as
assignments on same grade level experience at that level in that school the intern
or in same subject fields, are

physically located in scksol close
to one another, any relevant
background characteristics likely
to result in similar interests

Component III.C. College Faculty Assignment

College assigns research professor/ Faculty team assigned to cohort of
mentor coordinator to cohort of approximately 12 interns and 4
approximately 12 interns and 4 mentors for duration of internship
mentors for duration of one-year and adjusts teaching loads
program accordingly

Research professor internship
teaching load is 12 credits of
dearly 21 credit load per cohort
(Teaches seminar courses and
coordinates clinical activities)

Mentor training coordinator
teaching load is 6 credits of
yearly 21 credit load per cohort
(Teaches mentor training courses)

18) 8

College assigns different people
to different individual courses
witnin internship pro9ram



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST
IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component III.C. College Faculty Assignment (cont.)

Criteria for assignment as research Criteria include at least
professor and/or mentor training familiarity with the research
coordinator include all of the bases for the internship, the
following: ability to work effectively

1) Well-versed re: research on as colleagues with teacher:,
effective teaching inservice, and a willingness

2) Well-versed re: research on to work in the field
effective staff development
and prof. dev. of teachers

3) Successful experience in
inservice education

4) Ability to effectively

summarize research for use by
teachers

5) Willingness to work in field

151
9

Any set of criteria that do not
address items to left



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/Nei YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST

IV. PROGRAM FOR INTERNS

IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component IV.A. Program Structure

Year-long complete program
organized into three modules, each
module consisting of one seminar,
one co-requisite clinical course

Seminar courses: Interns register
for three seminars in sequence:
3 credits each
14 2 1/2 hrs. sessions each

Location=school, district, or
college

Scheduled at start of each cohort
at mutually acceptable times

Cliniull Experience Courses:
2 or 3 credits each
At least 14 intern-mentor
activities per course

Location = school
Scheduled during school day at
intern's and mentor's
discretion

10
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THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST
IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component IV.A. Program Structure (cont.)

Intern:hip full program consists of Any structure that organizes
three modules, each bearing 5-6 coursework to be delivered in
credits, each three sequential units where:
module consisting of a seminar 1) Both seminar and clinical
course taught by research professor courses are included in each
and clinical experiences with mentors unit
as adjunct clinical faculty 2) Research prof teaches seminar

3) Mentors responsible for
First module: clinical education
1) Intensive overview 4) Internship program completed
2) Scheduled for August within one year
3) Addresses all internship content 5) First unit provides intensive

areas practical assistance to orient
4) Emphasis placed on practical and prepare uncertified persons

assistance in preparation for to perform as teachers
beginning of school year 6) Seminar and clinical courses are

5) Day-long workshop format with coordinated within each unit
mix of group instruction and 7) Content is integrated across
individual mentor-intern units (spiraled)
activities

Any structure that does not
conform to criteria to the left

First unit is scheduled to begin Scheduling of units that bridges
Second module: as early as cohort of eligible interns academic years

1) Follows regular fall semester is identified - which may occur after
2) Revisits approx. half of beginning of school. Adjustments to

content areas with emphasis on scheduling of remaining two units
more in-depth reflection and is made to insure completion within
use of knowledge in teaching the academic year. Some sessions

may extend to early summer

11



THE BARUCH COLLEGEiNEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST
IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component IV.A. Program Structure (cont.)

Third module:

1) Follows regular spring
semester schedule

2) Revisits remainder of content
areas with emphasis on in-
depth reflection and use of
knowledge in teaching

Component IV.B. Instructional Content

Content generally addresses
classroom management and :

instructional organization,
analysis of teaching, and
strategies for teaching

Content of internship courses
derives from:

1) Research-based knowledge of
effective teaching

2) Practical context-based
knowledge of the school,
its organization, curriculum,
policies, and students

3) Wisdom of practice of mentors

1 Ca; I

1

Content of internship courses
derives from:
1) Research-based knowledge of

effective teaching
2) Practical context-based

knowledge of the school,
its organization, curriculum,
policies, and students

3) Wisdom of practice of mentor

12

Content does not derive from
research-based and context-based
knowledge

1 cI., ..)



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT ChECKLIST
IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component IV.B. Instructional Content (cont.)

Content of internship courses is
sequenced t.o address the
progression of concerns of
bc?inning teachers as derived from
research on needs of beginning
teachers. Sequence is modified
based on cohort interns' needs

Any sequence that addresses needs
of beginning teachers as they are
manifested

Predetermined sequence not
correlated to needs of beginning
teachers and not adjusted to
specific needs of intern cohort

Component IV.C. Instructional Process and Activities

Internship courses relate content
to experiences of interns and
mentors

Internship activities emphasize use
of content both in reflecting on
teaching and in actual classroom
teaching

Internship courses relate content
to experiences of interns and
mentors

Internship activities emphasize use
of content in both thinking about
teaching and in performi-g
teaching

Internship content is organized Internship content organized
around tasks of teaching: (e.g., around tasks of teaching
planning, fflanaging student conduct,
organizing instruction, delivering
instruction, assessing pupil
progress and needs, evaluating
instruction)

13

Any content delivery in isolation
from experiences cohort members

Any content delivery activites
that do not involve interns in
using the content to both
think about teaching and perform
teaching

Content organized around kinds of
research or specific research
studies or theories of teaching

rs.
4



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST
IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component IV.C. Instructional Process and Activities (cont.)

Seminar course activities include: Any variety of activities that
1) Brief presentations/summaries includes, at a minimum, each of

of research-based knowledge on 1) through 3) to the left
effective teaching

2) Group discussion of research-
based knowledge in
relationship to mentors' and
interns' current practices

3) Group brainstorming of
techniques and strategies for
using knowledge in their
teaching assignments

4) Guest lectures by related
school and/or university
personnel on specified topics

Seminar course assignments
for interns include:

1) Variety of needs assessment
activities

2) Brief readings of and
reactions to research-
based knowledge summaries

3) Reports on how they have used
seminar content in their
teaching

2Cd

ky assignments that relate to
assessing and sharing needs,
making use of seminar content in
thinking about teaching or in
actual teaching, or in reporting
about the use of content in
teaching

14

Any mixture of activities that fails
to include any one of 1) through 3)
to the left

Straight lectures on the research

Activities limited to sharing of
concerns/experiences/teaching
techniques or tips

Group discussion of current
practices without relating the
discussion to research-based
knowledge

Library research papers

Extensive reading of primary
sources of research reports

Any assignments unrelated to
content and goals of program



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST
IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component IV.C. Instructional Process and Activities (cont.)

Clinical activities consist of
mentor-intern interactions that
include:

1) Discussion of how seminar
content applies to intern's
(or mentor's) teaching

2) Demonstration lessons by
mentor

3) Mentor assistance with
teaching plans/ideas

4) Mentor observation of intern
5) Mentor-intern conference
6) Resource-linking

Mentor-intern interactions take
place during the school day

Clinical activities consist of
mentor-intern interactions that
include:

1) Discussion of how seminar
content applies to intern's
(or mentor's) teaching

2) Demonstration lessons by
mentor

3) Mentor assistance with
teaching plans/ideas

4) Mentor observation of intern
5) Mentor-intern conference
6) Resource-linking

Most mentor-intern interactions
take place during the school day

Mentor-intern interactions that,
on the whole, do not assist intern
to attempt to systematically use
internship content in teaching
as they analyse their teaching
needs/problems/concerns

Mentor-intern interaction primarily
take place before or a)ter school

V. PROGRAM FOR MENTORS

Component V.A. Program Structure

Program for mentors consists of two Program consists of two 3 credit
required 3 credit graduate courses graduate course-.

Courses are scheduled to conform to Courses may be offered to mentors
schedule of intern program; one with prior to start of program for interns
first module, one with second

2G3
15

Non-credit bearing activities
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IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component V.B. Program Content

Mentor training content derives
from:

1) Research-based knowledge of
effective teaching

2) Principles of adult learning
with special reference to
research on teacher
developmeut

Mentor train;lg content derives
from:

1) Research-based knowledge of
effective teaching

2) Principles of aduli: learning
with special reference to
research on teacher
development

Mentor training content focuses on Focus of mentor training on both
considering means by which mentors helping intern to adjust in
can assist interns in adjusting to general and to use internship
the demands of teaching in general, content in their teaching
and specifically in using the
content of the internship in their
teaching

Mentor training assists mentors in
developing and refining mentoring
skills of peer observation, peer
conferencing, demonstrating for
peers, advising peers

Mentor training addresses
development of mentoring skills
of peer observation, peer
conferencing, demonstrating for
peers, advising peers

Content derived from other base(s)

Focus on either general adjustment
to teaching or use of internship
content in teaching but not both

Mentor training does not address
development of mentoring skills

Component V.C. Instructional Process/Activities

Mentor training activities
emphasize use of content in
reflecting on the mentoring
experience and in actual mentor-
intern interactions

nr,--4 1,, ti

Activities that emphasize use of
content in discussions about
mentoring and in the performance
of mentoring

16

Mentor training activities that do
not emphasize use of content in
both thinking about and doing
mentoring

210
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IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component V.C. Instructional Process/Activities (cont.)

Content of mentor training is
sequenced to address the
progression of concerns of
experienced teachers in mentoring
roles as derived from research on
professional development of
teachers and needs assessments of
the group of mentors in training

Mentor training relates content to
experiences of mentors

Content of mentor training is Any content sequencP that fails
sequenced to address the to address mentor task and role
progression of concerns of concerns as they are manifested
experienced teachers in mentoring
roles as derived from research on
professional development of
teachers and needs assessments of
the group of mentors in training

Mentor training relates content to Content delivery in isolation from
experiences of mentors experiences of mentors

17
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THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PRACTICE PROFILE COMPONENT CHECKLIST

VI. STUDENT EVALUATION PROCESS

IDEAL ACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE

Component VI.A. Intern Assessment

Tools used to collect data to Tools used to collect data

evaluate interns include all of the evaluate interns include at d,t

following: five of the items to the left

1) Structured observations by
mentors

2) Structured intern and mentor
journals

3) Structured critical incident
reports

4) Structured self-assessment
forms

5) Audio and/or video tapes of
interns' teaching

6) Audio and/or video tapes of
mentor-intern conferences

7) Structured observation by
school or college person who
is neither intern's supervisor
nor assigned faculty for
cohort

8) Research professor's journal
9) Principal or assistant

principal appraisal

Data collection tools coded and
analyzed according to intern's use
of specified content in both reflecting
on their teaching and in actual

classroom performance

263 18

Tools used to collect data to
evaluate interns include fewer than
five of the items to the left

Any variation that does not
provide for multiple data collection
instruments from multiple data
sources and multiple observations
over time

Data analyzed informally and/or
subjectively

n '4 .-
1. 0
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Foreward and Acknowledgements

The Baruch College/New York City Teaching Internship was developed in response
to a critical staffing problem in the city's public schools; an overabundance
of new, uncertified, underprepared teachers working as temporary per diem
(TPD) teachers in full-time regular classroom teaching positions. The one-
year program integrates graduate study of effective teaching with an in-school
intern-mentor support system. It is offered to elementary school TPD teachers
jointly by the college and schools participating in the program.

The program was collaboratively planned, developed, implemented and evaluated
over a three year period by faculty representing Baruch College's education
and liberal arts departments and representatives of the New York City Public
Schools, the United Federation of Teachers, and the New York State Education
Department. The program has been funded in part by the Office of Educational
Research and Improvement, U.S. Department of Education as one of twenty-nine
projects demonstrating the use of research to improve teacher education.

The Baruch internship represents significant change on many fronts in the
usual way of doing teacher education and induction business in New York City.
Not the least of these changes is the fact that it combines teacher education,
a province of the colleges, with teacher induction, a province of the schools.
Because the program involved departures from so many practices, traditions,
and bureaucratic procedures in both schools and college, it was a high-risk
venture. We knew, from the beginning, that it would not be easy to
institutionalize this program. But the project presented an opportunity to
try to put into effect many sound ideas about improving teacher education and
induction, to work in close collaboration with schools and teachers, and to
develop program.and practice that would enhance teacher professionalism. It
was an opportunity to collaboratively define what we'd do if we "had our
druthers" in our particular context and then to see how far we could take that
ideal vision into practice.

On the part of the college, undertaking the OERI project meant a three-year
commitment with some structure (but a great measure of flexibility) to pushing
frontiers. It is safe to say that without the OERI contract which provided
only a small portion of the funding that supported it, this project would have
been aborted in its first attempt to implement the program or at any one of a
number of equally troublesome points. Although we knew there would be
difficulties, just how difficult, time consuming, and frustrating it would
become could not have been foreseen. The fact of "having the contract" and of
having made the commitment of resources for a specified number of years
carried the vision over many rough spots.

This is, perhaps one of the most important of the "lessons learned" from, the
work that has been done and it is a lesson that we believe has national
applicability for institutions like ours - and for policy makers who want to
see change in education. At least for institutions like ours, a small amount
of external funding and a contract with an external agency that provides some
structure but a large weasure of flexibility can help to assure that the will
to experiment is transformed into real innovative program. Because both
collaborative vision and long-term commitment were there, we have had the
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exquisite satisfaction that comes from seeing ideas transformed to program and
ideals being realized.

We have learned a great deal in the process of planning, developing,
implementing, and evaluating the internship program. What we have learned is
the focus of this report. While it is a "final" report to OERI, it is, in
reality, a status report on the continuing evolution of the program. What was
planned and envisioned in the first year of the project has not all been put
into action, although most of it has been. The program continues to seek to
meet those ideals while fitting comfortably in the changing political and
regulatory context of teacher education and induction in New York City and
State. This report documents lessons that can be applied for the future of
the program at this institution as well as knowledge that may be useful to
other institutions elsewhere in developing similar programs.

This report is in three parts. The "Project Portrayal" provides a brief
overview of the entire three-year project. It is intended to tell the story
of how the program was developed. The "Program Assessment Report" presents
specific information about the effects of the program, mostly the effects for
interns and mentors but also effects of the program and its development for the
college and the schools. The "Practice Profile" provides, in outline form,
the essential components for replicating the program both as it was defined
ideally and as it was ultimately put into practice. None of these three parts
contains detail on the heart of the program; the specifics of the course
content and how it was delivered. That is contained in a manual for the
program that is appended to the "Project Portrayal." We believe that this
manual may prove helpful to others. It contains many ideas for blending
mentor training and support with internship courses and for combining

rPsearc'n-based knowledge about effective teaching with the needs of beginning
teachers. It documents one solution to the problem of appropriate balance
between clinical and academic activities for a teacher education/induction
program carrying graduate credit.

We have already pointed to the importance of OERI and Baruch College to the
successful evolution of the internship program. Other agencies and
individuals must be recognized for their valuable contributions to the
project. We thank all of the following people and offer our apologies to any
who because of our frail memories have been overlooked on this listing.

From Baruch College, The City University of New York:

Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Paul LeClerc for his
willingness to invest, his unwavering support for the project, and his
continuing understanding of the complexity of change in teacher
education;

Howard Siegel, Chair of the Department of Education, who never
stopped believing and was instrumental in moving the internship from
project to program status;

Faculty members of the Department of Education who contributed ideas,
reviewed progress, and spent time and expertise in what sometimes seemed
purely academic exercises - especially Lester Alston (documentation
coordinator for the project for one and one-half years), and Mordechai
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Friedman and Elizabeth Reis who served on the planning committee/policy
board for the entire three years an made many contributions to the
cfmtent and evalJatIon designs for the program;

Facult,1 from Liberal Arts and Sciences, Tom Frazier (History), Isabel
Sirgado (Romance Languages), and Ronald Schweizer (Natural Sciences); and
Ellen Block (Department cf Compensatory Education) for their continuing
interest in seeing the program come into being, their membership on the
piLaning committee/policy beard, and the liberal arts pertpective and
good old-fashioned common sense they lent to wany tough issues;

Katherine Grunfeld, a doctoral intern from Teacher's College, Columbia
University who served withort pay but with much gratitude as participant
observer for this project f one year;

The research assistants, administrative assistants, and student aides
without whose practical contributions this project could not have been
undertaken; especially mnita Hall who inlanced duties as research
assistant, administrative assistant extraordinaire, and adjunct faculty
at the college simultaneously, and Marcia Stewart who did a masterful job
of conducting and summarizing structured interviews of all mentors and
interns in the urban cohort.

From the United Federation of Teachers:

Sandra Feldman, President, whose agreement to enter into this
collaborative effort was immediate and enthusiastic;

David Sherman, Assistant to the President of the U.F.T. and David Florio,
then a special assistant to Albert Shanker, both of whom represented
Sandra Feldman on the planning committee/policy board and did much to
shape the nature of the intern and mentor arrangements and the incentives
for teacher participation in the program;

Ann Rosen, now a co-coordinator of the state-funded Intern-Mentor Program
for the New York City Public Schools for being a three-year member of the
policy board, bringing a teacher's and teacher unionist's perspective to
the design of program and evaluation activities, and for her continuing
efforts to bring about coordination of the Baruch internship with those
sponsored by the public schools.

The U.F.T. district representatives who served on the planning committee
and who carried the word to the schools, and the U.F.T. Chapter
Chairleaders in the schools who added involvement in this program to
their other teaching and union duties.

From the New York City Public Schools:

Edward Acquilone and Nicholas Aiello of the Division of Personnel, and
Charlotte Frank, Pearl Warner, and Maria DeSalvio of the Division of
Curriculum and Instruction - all of whom were members of the planning
committee/policy board for varying periods of time, all of whom provided
information and advice from the central office perspective and all of
whom took seriously their planning and reviewing responsibilities;
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The community school district administrators and public school principals
and assistant principals whose schools offered the program to interns and
mentors - and those who just offered advice as policy board members
during the planning year;

Russell Cunningham, Principal of P.S. 194, and Harriett Fortson,
Assistant Principal, whose vision of what could be and whose hard work
and commitment of time, resources, and expertise made it happen for
teachers in their school and whose continuing efforts are making it a
possibility for many more teachers in their district.

From the New York State Education Department:

Assistant Commissioner for Higher Education Services Mike Van Ryn and
Director of the Division of Teacher Education and Certification, Vincent
Gazzetta who provided information and valued counsel;

Charles Mackey, Jr., who made trips from Albany for almost every one of
the planning committee/policy board meetings, who actively spread the
word, and whose continuing encouragement and advice was always helpful.

Because of Charles Mackey's spreading the word about the program, we were
fortunate in being able to implement the program in a context and with an
audience that we had not originally designed the program for. We are grateful
to all those from the Valley Stream Central School District who aided in this
effort, particularly Hank Cram, Assistant Superintendent, whose knowledge
about and commitment to staff development is extraordinary.

We are also particularly fortunate to have had the services of Carolyn
Evertson of Peabody College, Vanderbilt University, and Betty Fry of the
Florida State Department of Educatiof! as external consultants over the three
year period of OERI funding. They have, yearly, reviewed the work of the
project and made suggestions and recommendations from their vast combined
knowledge about teaching and schools, research on teaching and avenues for
linking it into classrooms, and change in teacher education. They were
invariably helpful in assisting project staff to rise from a sea of detail and
be able to view the larger picture. Their suggestions and recommendations
were always on-target and, when implemented, resulted in giant steps forward.

Finally, we thank those teachers who participated in this program as mentors
and interns. The mentors say that they have learned as much from the interns
as the interns have learned from them. We have learned as much from all of
them as they have from us. These teachers must be acknowledged not only for
what we have learned from them, but also for their good nature and tolerance
when "glitches" were discovered in the new system and when extra demands were
placed on them to provide data and feedback. Mostly we thank them, especially
those at P.S. 194, for helping us to demonstrate that there could be
colleagiality, sharing, confidence, and trust between interns and mentors,
teachers and administrators, college professors and school personnel and that
that atmosphere makes for a better life for teachers in schools and better
education for their pupils.
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A Research-Based Internship for
Emergency Credentialed Teachers

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT REPORT

Major Questions

This report describes the investigation of the effects of The Baru6
College/New York City Teaching Internship, a program specifically developed to
meet the needs of uncertified new teachers for a structured school induction
program combined with graduate education coursework leading to teacher
certification. To assess the program, it is necessary to know how
participants, both interns and their mentors, experienced the program, what
they learned from it, and whether they were able to use what they learned in
their work. Because the program is jointly offered to the teachers by the
school and the college and, thus, very different from the usual way of doing
induction and teacher education business for schools and colleges in New York
City, it is also necessary to document how the program integrates with,
relates to, and works with (and against) both school and college contexts.

Eight sets of questions were identified to guide the program assessment.
(These questions are summarized in the leftmost column of Table 1. Sources of
Information for Program Assessment Questions).

Interns' knowledge and use of effective teaching practices Most importantly,
117-fiThccessary to ThoW-Twilit-effects this internship program has on intern
teachers' knowledge and use of effective teaching practices. To what extent
and in what ways does the content of the program get operationalized in the
interns' classroom planning and decision-making, their instructional routines,
the ways in which they think about and talk about teaching?

Interns' sense of belonging in school/profession It is also important to know
to what extent-The program irfects the interns' sense of belonging to the
teaching profession; their commitment to it, their sense of colleagueship with
staff in their school. To what extent does participation in the program
impact their confidence as teachers? Does the sharing process of the
internship carry over to their relationships with teachers in their schools
who are not participating directly in the program?

Mentors' knowledge and use of effective teaching practices in teaching and
mentoring There is also an exREtatlon that the program has important -effects
for mentors. To what extent does the program impact mentor teachers' own
knowledge about and use of research-based effective teaching practices? Now
do they relate that knowledge to their own teaching and to the teaching of
interns? In what ways do they use that knowledge to assist interns?

Mentors' kn. Oar and use of effective mentoring skills To what extent does
the mentor training assiir experienced teachers to-ialiii-re effective mentoring
skills? Now do they use the knowledge they acquire to mentor the interns? Is
there carry-over of the knowledge and skill of mentoring in their
relationships with other colleagues?
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Table I. Sources of Information for Program Assessment Questions

Data Collection Tools

Program Assessment liestion IDF MJ IJ CIR IOR W's SI TES PDJ SO E.

Interns' knowledge and use of X X X X X X X

effective teaching practices

Interns' sense of belonging in X X X

school/profession

Mentors' knowledge and use of X X X X X

effective teaching practices in
teaching and mentoring

Mentors' knowledge and use of X X X X X X

effective mentoring skills

Mentors' sense of professionalism X X X

Experience of Interns and X X X X X X

Mentors with program

Experience of schools with X X X

program

Experience of college with X X X

program

X X



Mentors' sense of professionalism Does participation in the program as a
71171175itiMite-renewed interest in the profession? Does it represent
advancement and status within the profession for them? :oes it impact their
confidence as teachers?

Experience of Interns and Mentors with program Potential outcomes for interns
and mentori-Mdicated-Eave are not likely to occur if their experience of the
program is not satisfactory, if they do not like it or value it. What aspects
of the content and process of the program are especially helpful and rewarding
for them? How much time do they devote to it? What gives them troubles,
problems, concerns? How do they deal with program-related issues and
concerns? What are those issues and concerns?

Experience of schools with program How do schools experience the program?
What arrangemeffiffr providing released time for interns and mentors are
made? How does the school insure continuity and coverage of curriculum given
the arrangements for released time? What are the effects on the school
schedule? What administrative support is necessary and desirable for the
success of the program? How do administrators and other teachers in the
school react to the new mentoring role in the school? To what extent does the
content of the program mesh with the schools goals, curricula, instructional
practices, other staff development initiatives, administrative practices and
policies?

Experience of colle e with ro ram How does the college experience the
program? Wa s a fing an sc e u ing arrangements are necessary for regular
faculty and mentors as adjuncts in implementing the program? How does the
internship program content and process mesh with goals, curricula, and
instructional practices of other teacher education programs? What
administrative practices and support are necessary for the implementation of
the program? What resources are necessary and desirable for implementation of
the program? How does the college deal with the new emphasis on graduate
clinical education provided in the field?

Program Description

The one year program for interns consists of six graduate level courses, a
total of seventeen graduate credits, organized into three sequential modules.
Each module consists of a pair of courses; one a seminar and one an internship
or clinical education course. Table 2. summarizes the course and credit
structure for the program.

The content of the seminars is drawn directly from research on effective
teaching and relies heavily on summaries of that research such as the
synthesis of studies underyirding the Florida Performance Measurement System.
The content is organized around the tasks of teaching and is sequenced to
reflect the progression of concerns of beginning teachers in general and the
specific needs of the participating intern teachers as identified through a
continuous process of needs assessment. A manual for the program contains
specific details of the course content as well as suggested activities for
interns and mentors. (This manual may be found in the appendices to the
Project Portrayal.) Seminars generally meet once a week, after school hours,
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Table 2. Internship Course and Credit Structure

Clinical Education Co-requisite Seminars

MODULE ONE: (Ideally in August just before the school year starts)

Teaching internship I
Two credits
Provided through Mentors
During school day
Prerequisite to Module Two

MODULE TWO: (Fall semester)

Teaching Internship II
Three credits
Provided through Mentors
During School day
Prerequisite to Module Three

MODULE THREE: (Spring Semester)

Teaching Internship III
Three credits
Provided through Mentors
During school day

Total of eight credits in
Clinical Education

Classroom Management*
Three credits
Taught by College Faculty
After school hours

Analysis of Teaching*
Three credits
Taught by College Faculty
After school hours

Strategies for Teaching*
Three credits
Taught by College Faculty
After school hours

Total of nine credits in
Seminars

* Titles of seminar courses are not accurately descriptive of the content of
the program. They are titles of convenience. Once the content for the
program was identified, it was matched as closely as possible to course titles
approved for the master's program before the internship was developed. In

addition, the separation of the program into three modules is a matter of
convenience, conforming, more or less, to college and school calendars. In

practice, interns make a commitment to the entire program, not just to
individual courses. Similarly, the content of the program is viewed
as a whole rather than in three separate distinct segments. Thus, in
practice, each module may address content from all of the seminars as deemed
necessary and appropriate for a particular cohort group of interns. The
specifics of the content addressed in the program, as well as procedures for
sequencing it to the needs of the interns, and suggested seminar and clinical
activities are documented in a manual for the program appended to the Project
Portrayal.
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for fourteen weeks. They are usually but not always held at a school site.
Seminars carry three graduate credits in each of the three modules, and are
taught by college faculty.

Each school participating in the program assigns an experienced, effective
teacher to mentor each intern in the program. The mentors' primary
responsibility is to help the interns adjust to the demands of teaching in
that school and to assist them in using the knowledge that is acquired in
seminar in fElir day-to-day teaching. Mentors work closely with the college
instructor to plan and coordinate seminar and clinical education activities.
They are paid by the college as adjunct clinical instructors. Both mentor and
intern teachers are released from a portion of their regular classroom
teaching so that they can engage in the mentor-intern clinical activities
during the school day. Interns are awarded two or three graduate credits for
the clinical education experiences in each of the three modules.

At the completion of the internship year, interns are recommended by the
college for provisional state certifiLation which, providing they have passed
the city's licensing exam, permits them to exit their TPD status and acquire
regular teaching appointments, Nine of the internship credits are directly
applic'ble to Baruch's thirty credit master's degree program in elementary and
early childhood education.

The mentor teachers for this program perform a critical dual role for the
school and the college. Selection of these mentors is carefully done by the
participating schools' teachers and administrators. Criteria used in the
selection process (see Table 3.) were collaboratively arrived at after
examination of the literature on mentoring and on teachers in other staff
development positions. The selection process and criteria are both public and
explicit. Mentors are assigned to interns by school administrators to insure
as close a match as possible between intern's and mentor's current teaching
assignments.

Mentors are required to participate in a mentor training and support program
either prior to being assigned as a mentor or simultaneous with their first
mentoring experience. This training program which carries six graduate
credits is linked to the research on teacher development. Topics addressed in
the mentor training are indicated in Table 3.

Sample

Two cohort groups of mentors and interns who participated in the program
during the 1987-1988 academic year, at different sites, constitute the program
assessment sample. A suburban cohort consisted of eighteen new certified
teachers and their four mentors from a Long Island school district who
completed the first module of program courses between October 1987 and January
1988. These teachers had teaching assignments ranging from kindergarden
through secondary academic and non-academic sui.jects. An urban cohort
consisted of eleven uncertified temporary per diem (TPD) teachers and their
five mentors who completed the full three-module program in June, 1988. Three
of the urban interns completed only two of the modules. All of the urban
mentors and teachers had elementary teaching assignments in the same New York
City school.
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Table 3. Mentor Selection and Training

Mentor Selection

Experienced teachers who wish to become mentors for the internship program
must apply for the position. Mentors are chosen at each school participating
in the program by a selection committee composed of the principal (or
designee), the teacher organization's school representative, and four teachers
selected by the staff of the school. The committee uses the following
criteria as guidelines for selection:

1 Permanent certification and tenure,
2 Minimum of six years teaching experience, at least two of which are

in the school where mentoring will take place,
3 Experience in teaching at more than one grade level,
4 Good attendance patterns,
5 Ability to model exemplary teaching,
6 Ability to communicate well with other adults both orally and in

writing,
7 Capacity to build trusting relationships with other professionals,
8 Leadership potential,
9 Superior knowledge of child development and subject matter of the

curriculum,
10 Desire to learn more about profession in general and research-based

effective teaching in particular.

Mentor Training

Mentors are expected to enroll in two three-credit graduate courses that will
provide them with the training and support they need as they move into this
new role. These courses are clinical in nature and focus on providing the
mentor with individualized assistance as they work with their intern(s) as
well as providing a forum in which various aspects of the role can be
discussed with other mentors. Topics that are addressed in mentor training
include:

The mentor role: lessons from research on mentoring and teacher
development,

Using and helping new teachers to use research on effective teaching,

School curricula: helping new teachers establish new knowledge bases,

Enhancing peer observation skills,

Enhanci , peer conferencing and advising skills,

Developing resource linkages and using them to help interns develop
professionally,

Conducting action research and fostoring teachers' capabilities and
interests in generating knowledge about teaching.
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The conditions of tte internship were ferent for each of the two groups in
the sample. The college had contracted with the suburban school district to
provide two courses for interns and one for mentors. The school district paid
the college directly for all tuition and fees for the participating teachers
with funds that had been granted through the state's pilot intern-mentor
program. Because the district was operating a state-funded program, interns
and mentors all had released time to engage in staff development activities
during the school day. Interns and mentors in this cohort came from five
different schools in the district and they were paired such that mentors did
not necessarily come from the same school building as their interns. Mentors
generally had three or four interns assigned to them and usually did not have
teaching duties other than mentoring during the internship. In this district,
the Baruch program was part of a comprehensive and sophisticated staff
development plan for the entire district. All of the new beginning teachers
in the district were part of the district's state-funded intern-mentor program
and all were given the option of participating in the Baruch program. Six of
the new teachers and their mentors and the mentor of three participating
interns could not to take part because of scheduling conflicts. For purposes
of the Baruch program, the three interns whose mentor was not in the program
were assigned to mentors who were. The district serves a middle-class
community and prides itself on the achievement of the schools, staff, and
students.

Conditions for the urban cohort were, in almost all respects, opposite from
those of the suburban group. The urban school in which interns and mentors
worked is a typical inner-city school with a largely minority student body and
staff. Close to one-third of the teaching staff are TPD teachers.
Approximately thirty percent of the pupils in the school come from a shelter
for the homeless near the school. The school serves a largely low-income and
poverty level community and has been cited by the state, on the basis of test
scores and attendance records of pupils as a "school in need of assistance."
In the urban location, the program was offered to teachers under an agreement
between the college and the school principal and assistant principal. All
participants were teaching in the same school, all had to pay their own
tuition and fees for the program. While several of the interns applied for
tuition assistance through the college (in the form of tuition waiver or
student loan), only one was granted it. In this school, four interns were
assigned to one mentor who had no classroom teaching duties but did have other
curricular responsibilities in the school, three interns were assigned to one
mentor who had some released time but who also had major responsibility for a
regular classroom teaching assignment, two interns were assigned to one mentor
who had no released time from a regular classroom teaching assignment, and two
interns were assigned to each of two mentors neither of whom had released
time. None of the interns had released time.

The school administrators made important shifts in the school schedule to
permit mentors and interns to have common lunch and preparation periods free
from classroom duties during the school day, provided other resources for the
program (equipment, supplies, space), and continued to press district
officials for the funds to suppert additional released time and tuition
assistance for the participants throughout the program. When this cohort
started the program, there was every expectation that it could be and would be
coordinated with a state-funded pilot intern-mentor program in the city
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schools. To date, this has not come about although school, district, college,
and pilot program staff continue to work on it.

Methodology and Instrumentation

The methodolgy used in assessing the effects of this program could be
described as essentially extended case study that makes use of both
qualitative and quantitative techniques. A wide variety of data collection
tools; journals, observations, interviews, and questionnaires were used to
provide information for addressing the program assessment questions. A
conscious effort was made, in designing the data collection procedures, to
prevent evaluation activities from being considered an additional burden by
the participating teachers. Therefore, most of the data collection tools were
integrated into the routine process of the seminars, clinical activities, and
administrative procedures of the program. Table 1. relates the data
collection tools to program assessment questions. Table 4. provides
information, for each data collection tool used about when it was used (at
what point in the progress of the program), who collected the information, and
from whom it was collected.

Intern and mentor journals were, perhaps the most important of the data
collection tools as they provided information over time and documented both
the progress and processes of the clinical activities. Interns and mentors
were aware from the beginning of the program that completing journals was a
requirement. The journal forms are semi-structured, documenting each
significant mentor-intern interaction as to when, where, and for how long it
took place, what the purpose and activities of the interaction were, what the
results and next steps were, and the mentor's or intern's reflections,
impressions, concerns, and "Aha's" about what happened. Interns and mentors
were briefly trained in how to complete these journal forms to document the
interactions.

While many of the data collection tools constitute self-report and might be
suspect on that count, several factors lead us to believe that we have
obtained truthful, honest reporting. First, conscious norms of sharing,
confidentiality, trust, and helpfulness were established early on and prevail
throughout the program. These norms are reflected in the utter candor with
which interns and mentors alike reported their reflections and concerns, their
successes, failures, and frustrations. Second, because information is
collected from multiple sources on multiple occasions, the analysis looks for
confirmatory evidence of important results from more than one source.

Other of the data collection tools that were integrated into the processes of
the internship are needs assessments, worksheets that provided a record of
intern's thinking and planning relative to specific topics covered in seminar,
and critical incident reports. At the completion of the program, a summary
observation of each intern was done by a person familiar with the program (but
not the intern's supervisor). These observations were descriptive and
anecdotal; not to be confused with administrative or supervisory evaluative
observations. In addition, interns, mentor, school administrators, and key
college personnel were interviewed using a structured interview form by a
person who was not involved in the actual delivery of the program. At the
completion of the program, summary questionnaires were given to participants
in the urban cohort only. Copies of all data collection forms are appended.

5
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Table 4. Data Collection Tools

Data Collection Tool When Collected pi Whom From Whom

Initial Data Form - Background Start of program Seminar Faculty Interns and Mentors
and Expectations (IDF)

Mentor Journals (MJ) Weekly Seminar Faculty Mentors

Intern Journals (IJ) Weekly Seminar Faculty Interns

Critical Incident Reports (CIR) Once per module Seminar Faculty Interns, Mentors

*intern Observation Reports (IOR) At least once per module Mentors Interns

Worksheets (provide guidance Generally for each topic Seminar Faculty Interns
and record for needs assessment covered in seminar
and self-analysis) (W's)

Structured Interviews (SI) End of program Documentation Interns, Mentors,
Coordinator, School Administrators
Project Director, Key College Personnel
or Research Asst.

Transmittal Effectiveness End of program Person conducting Interns, Mentors
Survey (TES) Interviews

Project Director's Journal Weekly (Sometimes Project Director All
(PDJ) Daily!) Documentation

Coordinator

*Summary Observations (SO) End of program

Summary Questionnaires (SQ)

Person familiar Interns
with program but
not intern's supervisor

End of program Project Director Interns, Mentors

* "Observations" are descriptive/anecdotal; not to be confused with supervisor/administrator evaluations.
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Results/Findings and Discussion

Interns' Knowledge and Use of Effective Teaching Practices

There is a substantial amount of data from the interns themselves,
confirmed by mentors' and administrators' reports and observations that the
interns acquire, use, and value the content of the program.

In this section of the report we provide summaries of results from a
questionnaire and interns' logs, one critical incident report and examples of
interns' self-reports to show, in part, the extent and ways program content
was operationalized in the interns' classroom planning and decision making,
thinking and talking about teaching, their instructional routines, and the
ways in which they perform teaching.

FROM QUESTIONNAIRE:

A questionnaire that interns and mentors completed on the last day of the
program summarizes how often and in what ways they used research-based
knowledge about effective teaching that was addressed in seminar in their own
teaching. For each major set of concepts and principles that had been
addressed in seminar, participants were asked to check how often they used the
concepts and principles: Never, Sometimes (monthly), Frequently (weekly), or
Always (daily). They were then asked to explain how they used the most useful
set of concepts and principles and why they did not use the least useful.
Seven of the eight urban interns who completed all three modules completed the
questionnaire.

For the most part, as Table 5. indicates, the interns reported using this
knowledge frequently or always (approximately weekly to daily). Only one
intern reported not using a particular set of concepts and principles, (those
pertaining to grouping for instruction), and there is evidence from other data
sources (including direct observation) that that intern did use this knowledge
in her instructional routines.

From the questionnaire tally, it appears that the most frequently used
knowledge from the program was that pertaining to setting up and monitoring
classroom rules and assigning and monitoring homework and seatwork
assignments. When asked, however, to explain how the most useful knowledge
was used, four of the seven interns who responded discussed distraction coping
strategies or classroom management generally. One each discused grouping for
instruction, teacher praise, learning centers, and lesson development.

In responding to the questionnaire, interns had some difficulty answering the
question about why they did not use the least useful of the material
addressed in seminar. One simply would not answer the question, others did so
reluctantly because as one said, "None of it was not useful." Another said,
"We attempted ever hin 1" Three interns reported thematic planning as least
useful and were care u to mention that this material was covered close to the
end of the semester and they simply had not had the time necessary to put this
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into action but they planned to do so in the coming year. One intern reported
the knowledge about learning centers as least useful but had used it with
centers for reading and math. This intern stated, " I need to have more
materials and more ideas and more time to put together learning centers in
areas other than reading and mathematics. It takes me a long time to come up
with the ideas." One found the knowledge about group focus/accountability
least useful and one mentioned grouping saying that her children were too
young or not interested enough to be able to group for instruction without the
help of older children.

Table 5. Interns Responses to Jse of Knowledge Questionnaire

Key Words/Phrases for NEVER
Research-Based Concepts/Principles USED

SOMETIMES
(Monthly)

FREQUENTLY
(Weekly)

ALWAYS
(Daily)

Effective Classroom Management

A. Classroom Arrangement 1 1 4
B. Classroom Rules 7

C. Distraction Coping Strategies
1. With-It-Ness 2 5

2. Overlapping 1 1 4
3. Smoothness 2 5

4. Momentum 3 4
D. Group Focus/Accountability 2 4 1

E. Praise 2 5

Instructional Organization

A. Daily Schedules 2 5

B. Use of Time 4 3
C. Review/Summary 1 3 ,)

.,

D. Lesson Development 3 4
E. Homework/Seatwork 1 6

Teaching Strategies

A. Grouping 1 1 2 4
B. Learning Centers 5 2
C. Writing Process 1 3 3
D. Direct Instruction 2 4
E. Indirect Instruction 4 3
F. Thematic Planning 3 2 2

G. Moving Pupils From Lower to
Higher Levels of Thinking 3 2 2

H. Evaluating Instructional Activities
In Terms of Learning Outcomes for
Pupils 3 3 1



FROM LOGS:

While summarizing the data from the urban and suburban interns' logs, it was
interesting to see how both groups applied the concepts and principles they
reported they used in general as well as specific classroom situations and
events. In Table 6. is a list of applications taken directly from statements
in the logs and the settings in which they were used.

As the summary of applications indicates, both urban elementary teachers and
suburban elementary and secondary teachers used much of the research on
teaching effectiveness in the same kinds of situations. Any differences which
occur appear to be related to the specific context and culture of the school.

FROM ONE INTERN'S CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT:

Over time, interns were asked to describe two critical incidents which had
significant impact on their development as new teachers. Here is an example
of an incident submitted by one intern.

During the second marking period, I wanted to assign
individual project work for one of my science classes. The
problem that I was having can be stated as follows: Given
an extremely diverse group of students (academically), how
can I challenge all students and assure that all students
would succeed in their efforts?

After discussion with my mentor and follow-up discussions
with the administrative associate, a plan was laid out
based on questions utilizing Bloom's Taxonomy of critical
thinking. The level of the questions was based on the
students' achievement levels. Those students who were weak
in this area were given questions such as: "Imagine what
would happen if no one cared about drug abuse, how would
this affect society?" For those who were stronger in this
area, the question became: "Prioritize six moral/ethical
questions about cloning."

By basing the levels of difficulty on Bloom's taxonomy, I
was able to challenge every student in the class according
to ability. If done properly, this strategy would
challenge every student, while allowing for success at
various levels.

So far, the results and enthusiasm for the project are very
high. The projects are due at the end of the marking
period and I am looking forward to seeing the results.

From this example, we can see how the intern is beginning to acquire and use a
teaching vocabulary to communicate with the mentor and other school personnel.
This example was typical as we shell see from the interns' self-reports
enumerated in the next section.



Table 6. Classroom Situations/Events in Which Concepts/Principles Were Applied

Classroom Situations/Events Ur'an Suburban

Black History Week X
Camping Trip X
Developing individual phonics and reading activities X X
Developing practice/review tests and test-taking strategies X X
Evaluating instructional activities based on comfort level

and unique intern style X X
Evaluating instructional activities based on learner outcomes X X
Extending/enriching lessons X X
Formal observations by supervisors X X
Gradiang student work

X
Handling individual student behavior problems/ignoring others X X
Handling special learner social and academic needs X X
June Festival X
Lesson follow-ups X X
Lesion openings and closings

X X
Lesson plan preparation (content and use of time) X X
Moments of Stress

X X
Monitoring and adjusting lessons while teaching (1) X
Organizing and managing small groups X X
Parent communications X X
Parent interruptions during class time X
Peer tutoring

X X
Planning differentiated activities based on student

abilities, especially slow and gifted youngsters X X
Planning homework and seatwork activities X X
Planning local field trips X X
Planning, organizing, using learning centers X X
Poetry Fes rival

X
Re-arranging physical setting X X
Scheduling day/lessons X X
Student recordkeepiong systems X X
Teaching art

X X
Teaching concepts X X
Teaching English

X
Teaching map skills X
Teaching mathematics X X
Teaching physical education X
Teaching reading X X
Teaching science

X
Teaching skills X X
Teaching social studies X X
Teaching writing/literature X X
Use of textbooks X X
Vacation assignments for students X
Varying activities to maintain student attention, motivation,

and engagement X X
Videotaping lessons for self-analysis X X



FROM SELF-REPORTS:

The following quotes from interns' self-reports are further illustration,
not only of a developing shared vocabulary, but ex..licit realization that this
is happening.

I now use a terminology such as overlapping, with-it-ness,
and flip-flop and know what they mean.

The videotaped exercise made me conscious of my flip-flop
style. I would start someting and then jump to something
else. I was completely unaware that I was doing this.

A new shared vocabulary has emerged. When talking with
other interns, we can talk about with-it-ness and give each
other helpful ideas if one of us is aving a problem. For
example, I remember [Intern A] coming into my room one day
and saying, "You don't look like you're having a good
coping day." I smiled and said, "My with-it-ness and
coping strategies were home sick."

DISCUSSION:

One of the reasons why we administered the questionnaire about the frequency
of use of research-based knowledge was to see if we could begin to estimate
how quickly this knowledge becomes part of the interns' classroom routines.
As the program progressed, we had frankly been impressed with the speed with
which the interns apparently began to make use of the seminar content. The
questionnaire responses by the urban interns seem very reasonable given the
context in which they are working, their expressed needs at the beginning of
the program (mostly for classroom management and 'discipline' strategies), and
the sequence of the content presented to them. That they report using
knowledge about classroom rules, homework and seatwork strategies, and
classroom management and distraction coping techniques on a daily basis is no
surprise. Additionally, we should point out that the relatively large number
of interns who reported using knowledge about learning centers on a weekly
basis probably means that they are attending to that knowledge weekly as they
do their planning for the centers which are likely used daily in the
classrooms.

The knowledge that they report using only sometimes (monthly), was presented
to them late in the school year (during the month of June). They probably did
not have enough time to "try it" and internalize that knowledge before the end
of the semester. Additionally, these concepts and principles were more
complex, took a larger slice of the interns' planning time, and, for the most
part, assumed mastery of the classroom management and instructional strategies
that had come before in the course sequence. The length of time it took them
to use "grouping" strategies is another example. At the beginning of the
program, few interns grouped for instruction and none were particularly
comfortable with it. They explicitly asked for assistance in this area.
Although the topic was addressed in the first module, it was not until well
into the second that most of them began to attempt new grouping strategies and
techniques.
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We do not have as detailed data about the timing of the use of research-based
knowledge for the suburban cohort. Several responses to the structured
interviews there, however, as well as analysis of logs and mentor .-eports lead
us to believe that they had reached a similar. or possibly ev more advanced
level or using this knowledge as part of their routines. These interviews
were held almost a month after the program was concluded and the extra time to
work with the application of this knowledge (and/or the extra time they had to
work with it during the school day and/or their prior teacher education
experiences) may have made that difference.

Although there were many differences between the contexts of the two cohort
groups, the data about the specific settings in which the I,nowle.:ge was used
indicates that all new teachers, whether certified or not, whether elementary,
secondary, or special subject, have a great deal in common, particularly with
regard to the uses they made of the teacher effectiveness research. It seems
that this body of knowledge is so basic to classroom functioning, and so
powerful when "tried" by teachers, they all seemed, naturally, to find ways
and means to extend the use of these concepts and principles.

There is a great deal of data from all sources to support the notion that the
interns in this program acquire and use, and sometimes even have fun with, a
shared vocabulary for talking about teaching. It is very likely that this
removes some of the sense of isolation that all teachers, but particularly new
ones, have. The interesting point is that this vocabulary is the language of
research, and, contrary to popular belief, the research language is "user
friendly." If it were not, teachers would not use it just as any software
program that is difficult to master is avoided. Using research language as
a software program for teaching has great practical value for teachers as well
as diagnostic/transformational value for teachers trying to figure out what to
teach, how to teach, and how to plan for students. Possession of this
language should enable teachers to be more efficient and accurate in their
talking about and thinking about teaching. Indeed, there are indications in
the data that they do do more thinking about their teaching, "I take a second
look," and talking about teaching. Using the language of research in thinking
and talking about teaching may have possible consequences of increased
hypothesis making and more changes based on pedagogical principles rather than
just on survival needs.

Interns' Sense of Professionalism, Belonging. Confidence

There is no doubt that the interns' confidence as teachers was enhanced,
even among the few who did not like the program particularly well. One
intern, about two months into the program said, "I really feel like I'm
teaching now and not just thinking up activities to fill the day. My teaching
is more intentional. I can see the effects on the class." In one school the
administrators believe these effects have had a salutary influence on the
students' test scores and one intern even provides the "hard data" that this
is the case. Interns attribute a great deal of their developing skill and
confidence to the program. In each group there were some teachers who firmly
believed they could not have survivoe the year without the program.

In addition, most of the critical incident reports of the suburban interns
Illustrate an increasing sense of confidence about teaching. Two examples are
given below.
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Today, I really took a risk. I was introducing the
literary term, "poi,.t of view." Rather than just give the
students the definition and have them memorize it for a
test, I had them "experience it."
I felt the class went well, .. that the students really
did experience the literary term, ...

I know it went well because I was able to monitor their
progress while they were writing .. as I walked around the
room ...

When I first learned about Kounin as an undergrad, I
wondered how it was possible to be "withit" and on top of
things. But it is possible. Sometimes I goof but
even then it seems things work to your advantage. If, for
example, you finger the wrong person for a deed, the
accused usually will blurt out who the perpetrator is -
which is great.

Anyway, by being withit, one gives the illusion of having
extraordinary powers. Good hearing, being able to read
lips, and having eyes in the back of your head certainly
come in handy. One of the better behaved kids asked me
what my secret was. I thought that uas cute.
I've also noticed that if I am in doubt about who's doing
what silence works wonders. The guilty party usually will
give him or herself away.
Sometimes I feel as if I am being manipulative to get what
I want out of the students. If it works and makes things
flow more smoothly, . figure it is okay.

These statements were also substantiated by a questionnaire completed by seven
of the eight urban interns who finished the program. In this questionnaire,
interns were given a set of statements about possible e.". :ts that the program
might have had for tnem and were asked to rate each one as to "how true" the
statement was for them - the extent to which the statement accurately
reflected an effect that the program had had for them. Results are contained
in Table 7.

There were eleven (out of the thirty-three) effects statements that most
interns indicated were "very true" for them; that might be listed as the
strongest effects of those stated in the questionnaire:

I think I know what to do and how to prepare for the next school year;

I take greater pride in my profession;

I am better informed about how other teachers in my school teach than I
was before the program;

I am a better observer and analyzer of what is happening in my own class;

I feel :onfident that my next year of teaching will be easier;

I am more aware -f alternative teaching techniques that are possible;
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I learned and now use a number of new teaching techniques;

My planning has improved because I know better how to design
instructional activities appropriate to my students' levels;

I have a better understanding of why some teaching techniques work and
others don't;

I can communicate better with my pupils; and

I have a better sense of exactly what it is about teaching that I am
particularly good at.

The program had a strong impact on colleagueship in the school .. an
effect that was strongest for mentors and interns who participated but that
definitely went beyond those who participated directly in the program. One
intern and one mentor summarized this effect as follows.

This program opened up interaction with other teachers.
For example, I didn't speak with [Mentor A] before the
program and I became much closer with [Intern B] and
[Intern C]. On that level, the program was good for the
school. The staff speak to each other much more than they
did before. Teachers here for years did not know each
others first names!

Before this program, I think there was a sense of
competition in this school. Each teacher wants to be the
best. Now it's sharing, which has spilled over into the
school itself. For example, there was always a video
machine here and no one used it. Now the program has made
everyone want to use it. That's positive that now everyone
wants to tape lessons. Teachers can be seen and overheard
sharing and discussing strategies, planning together, and
exchanging students. These teachers are now making sound
decisions without administration, by themselves, due to the
program.

Interns generally felt that the mentoring process had resulted in a quicker
acceptance of them by the teachers in their schools. This is illustrated by
the remark of another intern:

In other schools where I taught as a long-term sub and
where I did not have a mentor, it was hard to become
accepted. With the mentor accepting you, it seems to be a
signal to the rest of the staff that you're okay.

Interns generally felt that this acceptance had opened avenues of additional
resources to them; they found it easier to go to other teachers (mentors other
than their own, other interns, other teachers in the school) for advice and
assistance.



Table 7. Intern Responses to "Effects" Questionnaire

Opposite Not Slightly Moderately
(Abbreviated) More True True True True
Effects Statements For Me For Me For Me For Me

Very
True

For Me

Renewed, increased interest in
teaching

1 5 1

Greater pride in profession 1 6

More confident about teaching 4 3

Greater awareness of alternative
teaching techniques

2 5

More familiar with new teaching
materials

3 4

Not much but nice to chat with other
teachers

2 4 1

Better understanding of pupils 1 5 1

Learned and use new teaching
techniques

2 5

More opportunites to try out new
teaching ideas

3 4

Enhanced ability to deal with
administrative demands

1 4 2

Improved planning appropriate to
students' levels

2 5

Greater say in what happens in
classroom

1 3 3

Teaching, as judged by supt...lsor,
has improved

1 5 1

Students learning better 1 3 3

Greater use of self-developed
materials

5 2

School's curriculum improved as
result of increased interaction
among teachers

1 2 3 1



Table 7. Intern Responses to "Effects" Questionnaire (cont.)

Opposite Not Slightly Moderately Very
Effects Statements More True True True True True

Better understanding of why some
techniques work and others don't

Changed whole approach to teaching 1 3

Better able to deal with students
who have learning difficulties

Better informed about how other
teachers in my school teach

Just feel better about teaching in
this school

Increased ability to deal with
teaching problems as they come up

Better idea of what to do and how to
do it to improve my teaching

Communicate better with pupils

Teachers and administrators work 3

more cooperatively

Increased willingness to try new
techn. 'les nd ideas

Better observer and analyzer of what
is happening in my class

Informal conversations with other 1

teachers more professionally
oriented

Stimulated to seek other 1

professional growth activities

Better able to analyze curriculum
materials and ideas

Better sense of what it is about
teaching that I am good at

Confidence that my next year of
teaching will be easier

Knowledge of what to do and how to
prepare for next year.
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2 5

2 1
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1 6

3 4

4 3

3 4

2 5

4

4 3

1 6

5 1

4 1

4 3

1 5

1 6
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The program has also affected my sense of belonging to the
teaching profession because there is comradeship. It has
made us closer and made us realize that our problems are
not unique. Teachers you thought had their stuff together
revealed that they had the same problems.

The sharing was especially helpful; giving ideas, accepting
one another's ideas, not being afraid to share ideas - all
these made us have more confidence in each other as well as
ourselves. And it rubbed off on other teachers who were
not involved in the program because we got questions such
as, "What did you do last week?"

...it helped me understand a new school system and how it
works. The program made me feel less alienated to the
school .. it had warmth.

Broadly speaking, I feel more comfortable in my role as
teacher.

DISCUSSION

Perhaps the strongest indicator of the interns' sense of belonging in the
school and the profession and their increasing sense of confidence about
themselves as teachers is their staying power. None of them left the teaching
profession, although one of the urban interns is leaving public school
teaching to start a new teaching job at a private school in September.

It is interesting to note that the program strongly impacted not only the
interns' sense of belonging in the scho( and their sense of colleagueship
with other teachers in the program, but also had effects on the school norms
regarding colleagueship. At the urban school, the evidence is strong that
the program norms of confidentiality, trust, sharing, and helpfulness among
participants spilled over to other staff members as well. To some extent we
expecteu this to happen or at least hoped it would happen. What we did not
expect, was that the interns would become the "vehicles" for transmitting
program content to experienced teachers in the school. This point will be
discussed later in this report in greater detail.

Mentors' Knowledge and Use of
Effective Teaching Practices and Mentoring Skills

In planning the assessment for the program, two separate sets of questions
were posed about the outcomes regarding the acquisition and use of new
knowledge and skill for mentors. The questions separated the knowledge and
use of effective teaching practices and the knowledge and use of effective
mentoring skills. When the data were analyzed, we found that the two could
not be separated. In the interviews, when mentors were asked specific
questions that separated the two areas, they were able to respond
differentially. P,wever, from the logs, journals, and critical incident
reports, it became abundantly clear that the mentors had so well and so
naturally integrated the research-based knowledge about effective teaching avid
knowledge about effective mentoring with their experiences of teaching that
they often could not be seen apart.
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From the logs and interviews, we see that, in most cases, the program impacts
mentors' knowledge and use of effective teaching practices and mentoring
skills in both their own teaching and the teaching/assisting of interns.

In this section, we have selected two examples of a series of interactions
between a mentor and intern to illustrate the effectiveness of the program for
mentors in their new role. These are presented as cases: one synthesized from
logs of mentors and interns; one from interview responses. We include also an
excerpt from a critical incident report of a mentor and some illustrative
specific responses from interviews.

CASE FROM LOGS

Suburban intern X reported to her mentor that the principal's observation of
her lesson was mostly negative. The intern was not only upset but found it
difficult to believe that the principal wanted to help her. She could hardly
look at the principal and felt terribly insecure "around [the principal] now."

The mentor, too, was upset because it appeared that the principal had made
some positive comments to the mentor about the lesson. The intern became
confused and angry. Why, she wondered, hadn't the principal commented in a
positive manner to her? Both the intern and the mentor wanted to meet with
the principal.

During seminar, xhe parties asked the college instructor for advice. A
decision was made to meet with the principal to discuss the specific ways that
Ms. X could improve her teaching as well as to discuss each party's basic
philosophy of teaching. Through the discussion, it was hoped that the three
people concerned could reach a compromise position, heal some wounds, and get
back to the business of educating students in a mutually acceptable way.

Although it took time for the process to work, the results were good. Mentor
and :ntern began to work on one problem area at a time. Intervisitations were
arranged so that the intern could observe other teachers handling specific
situations. Based on the interns comments, the intern was beginning to
reflect in action and reflect on knowledge. The mentor was engaging in
reflection too. At one point, she wrote:

Watching three separate interns make Columbus ships, I
became very much aware of the procedures used and how well
structured it could be. Each of us can profit from the
experiences of others as well as from our own. I've

learned many creative ideas for bulletin boards, teaching
approaches, and reward systems. Working with interns has
helped me to analyze my own techniques. ... It's amazing
what different things you can spot when you're not
preoccupied with teaching the lesson. ... The interns will
profit from my experience but I have a lot to learn from
their new ideas, new techniques, individuality and
creativity. . Very early in the school year, I met with
an intern to help her set up her room. The room was almost
empty. The previous teacher had retired and taken almost
everything with her. What remained was an alphabet chart,



number line and a handful of worksheets --- The intern took
all these things and threw them in the basket. I was taken
aback. The materials were in better shape than things I

had been using. It made me very aware of how "aged" some of
my things are. If they look old and out-of-date to the
interns, they probably appear that way to the children. I

began to realize what an awakening the mentorship was going
to be and how much I could learn from the interns.

CASE FROM INTERVIEW

Ms. E was mentoring two interns, both of whom were having difficulty with
classroom management and spending too much time. thought and effort on it.
One of them, the mentor felt, was too strong and overbearing; the other just
the apposite. The problem for the mentor was "how to get them to realize
that .. really understand." She certainly did not want to tell them that.
It wouldn't be particularly helpful in getting them to see the consequences
of what they were doing. Her solution was to have them observe each other
over P period of time and then jointly discuss the observations with her in
light of the information about classroom management that they had received
from the seminar. In time, they "came to a midpoint on their own."

FROM CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT:

While working with both interns, I became increasingly
aware of the fine line that exists between being a

humanitarian and strict disciplinarian and how a good
teacher must be both to be really effective.

The most difficult thing to communicate to my interns was
that there is no "cookbook" method to discipline and
classroom management.

In dealing with curriculum issues and material selection,
its fairly easy to have clearcut answers. Developing
classroom management and discipline techniques takes time
and it's not something that you can really teach.

Although I've given both interns some suggestions, I keep
telling them that it took me almost three years to feel
comfortable. On the one hand, I think they were relieved
to know it took time. In contrast, I think they were not
thrilled about the fact that this is an issue they may be
working with for quite some time.

FROM INTERVIEWS:

For some mentors, learning about the teacher effectiveness research results in
changes in their own teaching:

I've noticed I'm more intentional in my teaching. I am
more direct, I think I've made my objectives much clearer
in the skills that I teach .. and also in my questioning



techniques. I've refined them more because I feel I need
to show my intern when she is observing me the different
kinds of questions that could be asked and different ways
you could elicit answers from children. It has helped me
redefine and refine some of the techniques that sometimes
as an experienced teacher we become a little less conscious
of unless we are showing others. Also, when I observed the
intern, I realized some of my own pitfalls: that I may do
the same things. But in watching someone else do it, I
realize the effect on the pupil and how I may not be
getting a point across . And in this way, it has helped
me, in a way, perfect my teaching techniques more and also
see some of the things that I do that I should not be
doing . because as you become more experienced also, we
are sometimes less conscious of our errors.

This same mentor observes:

I've used the Rosenshine instructional functions sheet based
upon his concept of direct instruction. The sheet has been
helpful in my own lesson planning, making sure I covered
all the functions that are listed, and has also helped
[Intern H] in her planning.

One mentor was particularly strong in denying any changes in her own teaching
but indicated that she did share the seminar content with her intern:

Not really. I have always taught this way. . I always
was fairly specific on eliciting less ,nd doing the
teaching in a more directed fashion - more I'm leaving less
open for transfer of learning. I'm spelling it out a
little more for children. But as far as the mentoring
program, not any real change. I'm more aware of what an
administrator has to go through and some of the anxieties
when you first go in to observe somebody. There are so
many things that you need to deal with. Which ones do you
focus on first and where are you going to place the
priorities - and that you really do have to devote a lot
of time in order to get to all of them because, yes, you
can establish your priorities, but you've eventually got to
deal with the totality and all the other areas that need
help. But you've got to stert at tha beginning and then
build from there. And it takes time. . I am familiar
with similar research, not from the same people but it was
information I was so much familiar with that this brought
it back again in terms of black and white. And I did share
it .,iith [Intern M] and I gave her copies of the Kounin
article, the Brophy article, the phonics you provided, and
some of the mastery learning and behavior management
zeroxes which she was very happy to get. So I have looked
over all of it and shared it with her.

For other mentors, learning about research-based effective teaching practices
does not result in changes in their teaching so much as confirmation that what
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they were doing was sound. In some respects, it legitimized their own
teaching practices for them and for their intern(s).

I liked the fact that the research confirmed that what I

did naturally was on target.

The program has enhanced what I knew. The program made me
realize that what I've been doing has a label and it has
pulled various ideas I've used in the past for better
results. For example, I make greater use of learning
centers to better advantage and with more effectiveness.
I've extended their use in curriculum areas.

There is research to back up the findings of methods that
produce the best results and teachers should be aware of
this. I'm going to adopt.... criteria for rating students
responses in writing and see where it leads.

The program has helped me to grow because no matter how
long one has been teaching, you can still learn; especially
from just listening. The presentations from [college
instructors A and B] gave me ideas I didn't have before.
The group discussions and lessons had the same effect. For
example, [college instructor B's] curriculum on festival -
we did spin-offs that were very good. Also managing
disruptive behavior tied in to classroom management - a
process that I didn't give any consideration to before."

I always knew how to teach but the instructors and interns
taugL me more effective ways. "Try it! It might work."
was the atmosphere. The program broadened our knowledge.

The program made me more aware of effective teaching
methods. It taught me things I didn't know and I've tried
things I didn't try before. Where I taught before,
discipline and behavior problems were absent. That's
different here, so I can't work the same way. Grouping
has helped deal with this. A lot of teachers in this
school are afraid of grouping but are now using it with
worksheets, etc., rotating from table to table, not being
stationary.

I also think that the research findings of Rosenshine and
others that prove that teacher directed lessons are more
successful than the discovery approach or individualizing
approach hat; vindicated many seasoned teachers who have
felt that teacher directed instruction, interacting of
pupils in a lesson, was much more fruitful. When I began
to teach, the theory was that discovery learning,
individualized approaches, and the children can learn by
themselves. 1 think his findings have proven that this is
not so. That children, particularly low level children
fare better, are much more successful in teacher-directed
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lessons and also with the pupils interacting with the
teacher rather than learning on their own and from each
other.

In the interviews, mentors talked about the mentor training and how they used
mentoring skills:

A good intern-mentor match is very important for a program
such as this to be successful and effective because there
has to be a feeling of trust, respect, and wanting the
intern to succeed. The mentor must, therefore, be non-
threatening, non-sexist, otherwise, there can be problems.
Respect, knowledge of one's own abilities, common goals and
objectives, and high expectations are the components for a
good match. There will nonetheless be conflicts of
personality and time conflicts will arise, but the mentor
must know when it's time to back off. For example, with
one of my interns, I could visit anytime, another, not so,
and I wouldn't push it.

My relationship with my interns has changed as I've watched
them grow. They now know more. I now '':now more. I know
who can work independently, who is strong, where the weak
points are identified, where the skills and strong points
are; who needs to be pushed and who doesn't. For example,
[Intern D] has grown from a frightened individual to a
person now ready to explore any avenue; take any
challenges; do whatever is necessary; use whatever you give
her to the Fullest. It was really a very gratifying
experience tc work with her. [Intern E] came with a
horrible class. We worked closely and he maintained
discipline and stayed with the class and accomplished a
lot. He has proven himself to be assertive and
professional.

I have an excellAnt relationship with my intern. A* the
beginning, we just said, "hello! How are you?" Tnen we got
closer a- d 7 found to be fun-filled. She has her own
way of doirg things, but that's fine. She's not a person
to bite her tongue. She soeak:. her m:flri. I !,:new her

before the program started, and I didn't want to work with
her. But, mentors have to know when to lay back and
observ:. It turned out to be a great experience because
she is a great person to work with. de learned e lot from
each other. I learned a lot VOM her.

The journals, logs, and interviews indicate that interns viewed the mentors,
not as additional supervisors or administrators nor as typical college
instructors, but as trusted colleagues who could be depended upon to come up
with a solution to "practically anything." Yet, mentors did not impose their
solutions on interns. They may have demonstrated how they would handle a

certain situation, relates' how they had done some.,hing in the past, asked
guiding or probing questions to help the intern, or observed the intern to
acquire information needed by the intern to arrive a.; his or her own solution
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to or analysis of a problem. As illustration of this, we present the remarks
of one intern:

I had an excellent mentor in [Mentor C]. I had always
admired her style of teaching. She taught me that there
are personality things in teaching and things cannot always
be duplicated, so I feel confident about my personal style
though I used her suggestions. At the beginning she seemed
stuffy and removed, but as I got to know her better as a
person, I found her humorous. I would never have thought
that before. A good mentor is important for this program
because that can build a teacher's morale which is needed
for everything.

FROM THE QUESTIONNAIRE

On the last day of the program, seven of the eight interns who completed the
full program and two of the five mentors from that school responded to a
questionnaire titled "How Do Mentors Help Interns?" The questionnaire
consisted of thirty statements of what mentors might have done to help
interns. Interns were asked to check whether their mentor did each of those
things and mentors were asked to check whether they did those things using the
categories; never, occasionally, or frequently. These results are are
presented below.

All seven of the responding interns indicated that their mentors did the
following things frequently: (Interns responding were assigned to all five
mentors in that school.)

Conducted an individual conference so that : could arrive at a general
principle for improving instruction;

Provided encouragement and reinforcement for me;

Gave me new ideas for instructional activities;

Gave me concrete and specific ideas to use in my classroom;

Provided moral support;

Listened sympathetically when I needed to discuss a problem or concern.

Six of the seven interns (still representing all five of the mentors)
indicated that their mentors did the following things frequently:

Mr,..- feel a sense of belonging in this school;

Helped me feel a sense of belonging in the teaching profession;

Helped me identify my teaching needs and priorities.

Five of the interns indicated that their mentors also did the following things
frequently: (Not all mentors represented on all statements)
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Encouraged me to try a new technique;

Gave me a lot of alternative teaching ideas so that I could choose the
one that was right for me;

Told me exactly how to implement certain teaching stategies;

Gave me tips on preparing for administrative observation/evaluation;

Acted as a sounding board so that I could bounce around some teaching
ideas that I had.

Mentors occasionally did the following things: (At least five interns checked
the occasionally category)

Made, ordered, or found materials that I requested (one intern reported,
and her mentor confirmed, that this was a frequent occurance)

Explained an educational theory to me;

Showed me in my own classroom how to use a certain kind of material or
technique (One mentor did this frequently);

Told me how to solve a very vexing problem that is probably specific th
this school. (One mentor says she did not do that but her intern says it
happened frequently.)

Of those activities listed on the questionnaire, the following were checked as
having never or only occasionally been done:

Taught a small group of my pupils so that I could concentrate on another
group;

Made some materials or arranged a display for me (One intern reported
that this was done frequently by her mentor);

Taught a lesson or a class so that I could observe a certain stategy or
technique in action (One intern reported that her mentor did this
frequently. Another intern - same mentor - reported it as an occasional
occurance. Two interns - two different mentors - report this as never
having been done);

Arranged for me to observe or talk with other teachers in their
classrooms;

Brought me together with other interns so that we could share ideas in
group discussions (One mentor did this occasionally, one frequently).

DISCUSSION

The examples in this section illustrate that program outcomes for mentors vary
with respect to both the research-based knowledge about effective teaching and
the development of mentorirg skills. For some, tne knowledge about effective



teaching practices was reinforcing and legitimized the teaching practices they
had been engaged in for years. They appreciated having the "labels" for these
practices and found that helpful in assisting interns. For most of the
mentors, the knowledge about effective teaching practices combined with the
mentoring skills they had acquired, particularly the observation and
conferencing skills, helped them to reevaluate their own teaching practices.
In a sense, they had to look more closely at their own teaching and "break it
down" if they were going to help others. They had to clarify for themselves
just what it was they they did in certain situations. In many cases, this
resulted in changes in the mentors' own teaching: new realizations, new
adjustments, increased repertoires, and, for some, some very different
techniques.

Usually, the awareness on the part of mentors for need of the research- based
knowledge and mentoring skills came up when there was a problem or issue with
the intern or mentoring process. The very experienced teachers, those who have
spent about twenty years in classroom teaching, benefited because they saw the
things that had become so routinized that they were simply unaware of them.
For these people especially, the research-based knowledge was "new" even if it
was consistent with their classroom practices. These people had not been
exposed to this knowledge before because most of this research was done after
they had completed their teacher education programs. These teachers strongly
acknowledged the benefit of learning this knowledge base.

Mentors' Sense of Professionalism, Interest in Teaching, and Confidence

To date, and without exception or qualification, mentors experience their
mentoring role as professional renewal, enhancement of status, and a

"recharging" of their own teaching techniques and strategies. Their greatest
reward was in beirg able to share their knowledge with new teaa and in
WIT5TWINim to use if-to stiE5B.

Exolicit statements and critical incident reports verify these results. Some
of them we have seen in the previous section of this report. In this section
we present others. For example, one mentor said:

You know, you get into a routine that is really a rut.
Over the years as you try different things and discard
others, you forget so much of what you have learned about
teaching. This experience has reminded me about a lot of
that and now I can't wait to try it out in a different way.

Others said:

It has been wonderful to share the excitement of the new
teachers as they have made discoveries about what works.

I was thinking of retiring at the end of the year, but now
there are too many things I want to do in my classroom next
year.

The program has enabled those who participated to become
closer and more aware of the people they work with.



Without the program, they wouldn't have gotten together or
not as often; maybe just a 'Hi!'

The program has made me more committed to teaching. It
gave me far more in the last nine weeks than I could have
learned in a college or by hands-on experience alone.

I became involved in the program reluctantly. When I was
asked, I didn't feel that I'd have the time due to outside
obligations. My reservations for the overload was also due
to my school responsibilities. Finally, I agreed and it
has been a rewarding experience. It took great efforts due
to my outside obligations. The program has helped me as a
teacher in every way in that after teaching for twenty
years, it has revitalized my interest in my work and has
given me the chance to interact with more staff members.
This comraderie is a big plus for the program. It gives a
sense of satisfaction to add support for someone else's
success. Surprising, it was more helpful than I thought it
would have been. The interns' comments to me have been
very positive, so it worked out well for both interns and
mentors. I am so glad to have been a part regardless of my
initial reservation.

Personally, the program is a revitalization for me to get a
fresh look - not just concentrating on my program and
duties. It has promoted greater interest in teaching for
all involved.

FROM CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT:

[Intern F] got the job. The whole process was fulfilling
for both of us. [Intern F] and I have developed the ideal
mentor/intern relationship. She feels free to ask for my
help and suggestions. It is clear that we perceive each
other as equals. When we meet to plan, we meet as equals.
There's always a great deal of give and take in our
conversations, and I often feel I have learned as much as
she has. [Intern F] has grown tremendously in confidence
and in teaching skills since September. Everyone who has
seen her teach this year is confident she will succeed at
[new school] and will continue to grow a* a teacher.

DISCUSSION

There is very little to add to the words of the mentors themselves. The
effects that the program had for them may be summarized as: increased interest
in their work; a sense of growth in their work that comes from "taking a
second look" at their own teaching; an increased repertoire of 4deas; an
emergence of leadership qualities; increased self-esteem; new avenues for
increased interaction on a more in-depth level with their colleagues, and,
most importantly, pride and satisfaction in the success of the interns.
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Experience of Interns and Mentors with Program

On the whole, but with a few exceptions, interns liked the program, would
recommend it to others, and would repeat the experience if they were given the
choice to "do over again." Mentors, without exception, experienced the
program positively and look forward to further mentoring experiences at some
time in the future. To saj that they liked it, that they judged it to be a
good program, however, does not mean that they liked everything about it.
Over the course of the program many issues and concerns were raised by interns
and mentors. Where troubles, problems, concerns, and/or issues were resolved,
interns and mentors looked back and saw things positively. Some of the
concerns and issues were not resolved and did not seem to effect the
participants' reactions to the program other than to "make recommendations for
the future:" a kind of "It was good, but here are some things that would make
it better" evaluation. In contrast, some unresolved issues appeared to elicit
negative comments or cause frustrations for mentors and interns.

In this section, we attempt to present a balanced picture: what interns and
mentors particularly valued about the program, the issues that caused concern,
and their recommendations for improvement.

WHAT INTERNS AND MENTORS VALUED HIGHLY

Use of Research

One of the most exciting outcomes of the program is the way in which most
participants came to regard research on teaching as being helpful to them in
their teaching. In effect, most of the interns came to see research on
teaching as teacher sharing on a grand scale. Often, in seminar sessions
where participants would be discussing a common concern and exchanging
strategies and ideas regarding it, one or another of ae interns or mentors
would ask the college instructor directly, "What does the research have to say
about this?" The following remarks of participants are typical of most
participants evaluations of the program with respect to the research-based
knowledge content:

When this program started, I was really worried about all
this research business. I needed practical help from this
program and thought that maybe we'd get a load of
theoretical stuff that wouldn't really mear, mucn. That
wasn't the case at all. It really helped!

... all the information the program offered on effective
teaching practices really helped me, especially the
materials we received on current research.

I liked the fact that the topics covered weren't outdated.
We had the best ideas going! We suggested what we felt we
needed and the instructors molded it and blended it with
their ideas.

The latter remark of an intern underscores the importance of the way in which
the results of research were conveyed to participants. It is likely a
deciding factor in their acceptance of it. They did not want to study the
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research as researchers would, nor did they want to read extensively to
analyze, synthesize, or evaluate the studies. On the advice of mentors who
had already read and favorably reacted to a synthesis of teacher praise
research written by Jere Brophy, this was the only lengthy reading assignment
given to interns. The interns' reactions to this assignment were, with only
one exception, very positive. At least three of the interns cited this
assignment as most valuable and reported deliberate attempts to change their
"praise strategies" based on what they read. One of the interns was so
excited by the ideas in this article that she came into the hall to stop the
project director who was passing by her classroom to discuss it. She later
reported (and th.s was verified independently by her mentor and an assistant
principal) that the changes she had made in the kind of praise and the
circumstances when it was given had radically altered some conditions in her
classroom.

While this single reading assignment was successful, it was not typical of the
manner in which the research results were conveyed to interns. Generally, the
concepts and principles derived from research on teaching were conveyed to
interns in the context of a concern that they shared, with mentors providing
examples from their own experience of how those concepts and principles were
useful in that particular classroom, school, or district context.

Credits Earned By Participants

The thing I liked most about the program was the credits it
carried. I also liked the one-to-one relationship with
everyone and the comradeship between mentors and interns
and instructors. The sharing of information and being able
to speak one's feelings without being brought into tow was
excellent.

Interactions Generated Program and Program Norms

I like the Baruch program, especially the sharing of
teacher's information and ideas. I used some of those
ideas in my classroom. For example, see that Indian
Village over there? It was developed with the help and
ideas of the teachers in the program.

Immediate Applicability of Content to Classroom

The most valuable thing the program does is to allow
teachers to spend time to Know each other and find out that
problems we have are not unique. This process helps us to
hear how others deal with the problems...I learned
something from everything the program did. One very
valuable thing I got out of the program is that I can now
focus on listening to the children and thinking about
things they question and then making those things a part of
the curriculum. I got valuable ideas on setting up
learning centers. Now I'm better able to use time to
structure center time. The topics the program covered
mingle with my classroom -- they go hand-in-hand and they
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mesh. There's hardly anything I learned in the program
that I don't use in my classroom."

The Mentor-Intern Relationship

Without question, interns valued most highly the intern-mentor relationship
and the availability of on-site assistance during the school day.

The difference between this program and similar ones is
that the interns are involved with others who say, "You are
not alone." They are able to discuss ideas and problems,
and talk out and work out solutions. They can see someone
to talk to or to act rather than read a book. Someone is
always at hand to help. The immediacy of having that
person, the mentor, right there to put yx, on track and
help you find solutions is great.

Though shorts we covered, if only briefly, quite a lot of
territory in this meeting. The fact that [Mentor H] and I
get to meet only once a week in addit.on to the Baruch
course is a concern of mine now that the course is ending.
I must mention to him this concern of mine to ensure that
our meFf6F7157-TritiFiliTT-stays at ET° meetiiigs a weeFT--

Mentor Training

The mentor training itself was cited by all suburban mentors and most urban
mentors as a particular strength of the program. The urban mentors who did
not, had no quarrel with what they got, only wanted more of it and more
graduate credits for it. The urban mentors had enrolled for six credits in
mentor training courses, the suburban ones in one three-credit course. All
urban mentors and all suburban mentors wanted more training, wanted it to
begin sooner (before mentoring actually started) and continue throughout the
year, and wanted more credits for it. The comments of mentors below are
typical of statements they made about mentor training:

I wasn't too prepared to mentor. The training gave me the
opportunity to think through what had to be done to help
the interns; it clued me in to what I take for granted.
The program bridges the gap between administration and
teaching. I was glad for the direction, grateful for any
help I could get. The support given by [College Instructor
B] to the mentors was highly effective.

It was the only opportunity for mentors here to interact
among themselves. We needed that to share common problems
and concerns and to help each other work out solutions.

[College Instructor B] not only gave us good anproaches,
she also gave us her phone number and that helped us to
feel more secure - that we would have someone to go to at
any time. There was not a thing covered in the mentor
training program that was not important and related.
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Mentors need a "gripe" session. There are frustrations
that come with anything - and we need to reflect on the
mentoring experience with someone who is not an evaluator.

SUMMARY FROM TRANSMITTAL EFFECTIVENESS SURVEY:

Interns and mentors, during the structured interviews, were asked to rate each
of the instructional activities used in the program as high, medium, or low in
providing content or learning experiences that were impressionable and
meaningful during the program (Transmittal Effectiveness Survey). They
unanimously rated the intern-mentor observations and intern-mentor conferences
as highly effectiv. Conferences with the college instructor and peer
discussion/sharing were almost unanimously rated as highly effective with only
one or two participants rating each of them low in effectiveness. About half
of the participants rated the seminars, lectures/discussions, the instructors,
videos tables and charts, log, journal and critical incident reports,
workshops, growth plans, and role play exercises as highly effective with the
remaining half rating them as medium in effectiveness. Required reading and
research articles received the lowest ratings, primarily medium with several
participants rating them as highly effective and a couple as low.

More teachers will want to participate next time it is
offered although I don't know if there will be enough new
teachers. But then again, this program should not only be
for new teachers. It can even benefit veteran teachers who
are not up-to-date with current educational practice.

There really wasn't too much I didn't like about this
program. It required a lot of time to write the logs, but
that wasn't too much.

ISSUES OF CONCERN TO MENTORS AND INTERNS

Intern-Mentor Mismatch

There are instances when, for ;;;Iatever reason, an intern-mentor pair will just
not relate well to one another; when it will be difficult for the pair to
develop the mutual trust and respect necessary for the mentor to freely give
and/or for the intern to fully benefit from the situation. Of the twenty-nine
intern-mentor matches in this sample, this happened for three pairs. For two
of these pairs, the combination of continued efforts, extraordinarily
professional, principled behavior on the part of mentors, and suggestions for
dealing with the situations from the college instructor brought about
satisfactory, if not ideal, working relationships. There is no doubt that the
interns benefitted from the program and from the relationship with the mentor
in the long run. But for both intern and mentor, the period of adjustment was
difficult.

Fcr the third pair, the best efforts of all were to no avail. That intern,
though benefitting to some extent from seminars and 4nteractions with other

participants in that cohort group, missed out on a great deal of help and
assistance that was needed and wanted. It is very likely that this situation
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contributed heavily to the intern's negative evaluation of most aspects of the
program. The mentor was frustrated by the situation, but remained positive
about the program.

The term, intern-mentor mismatch, is the label that program participants gave
to this issue. Many participants seemed to be aware of this problem, had
opinions on it and worried about it. They particularly worry about it for
future cohorts and recommended that a "no-penalty" option for switching
mentors or interns be built into the program.

We are not so sure that switching interns and mentors around is the best or
only solution to this problem. In each of the three cases cited above, there
were other factors in play, which, for reasons of confidentiality cannot be
discussed here. We believe that this issue is best addressed by the care that
is taken in the initial placement. In planning for this program, criteria for
assigning mentors to interns were the focus of much research, discussion, and
deliberation. In each of the "mismatch" cases, one or more of the criteria
that had originally been agreed on had been violated. Mentor-intern matching
was not something, this year, that project staff had any influence on. The
administrators who did the matching had not been members of the original
planning committee for the program and, with both cohorts, matching was, for
the most part, a fait accompli when the program came on the scene.

In the future, agreements between schools and the college to offer this
program to a cohort of interns and mentors should include more attention to
this issue. At the very least, there should be extended discussion of the
rationale for and importance of the criteria for mentor assignment to intern.
Perhaps it is not possible to be one hundred percent successful in the
pairings, human nature being what it is, but we believe the probability of
good matches can and should be maximized. That should be done first. Then,
during the course of the program if it becomes clear that a given pair for
reasons of "personality conflict," incompatable working or teaching "styles"
simply cannot work together productively, there should be procedures for
effecting reassignments.

Confidentiality and Trust

The issue of intern-mentor mismatches and the issue of confidentiality and
trust overlap to some extent. The issue of confidentiality is so important to
this program, however, and of such concern to participants, at least
initially, that it deserves special attention. In looking back over the
program, most interns and mentors revealed that they had had initial
reservations about this; they were worried that reports would be brought back
to supervisors. Early experiences with the program reassured them that
confidentiality would be maintained. For them, they reported, it was a
completely resolved issue. In looking back, mentors, interns, and college
instructors cr'lld recall instances when that was being tested.

There was, as far as we know, only one breach of confidentiality during the
program and that, surprisingly, came from an intern. When this happened, the
mentor was dismayed and frustrated, and went 4-hrough a period of self-blame.
The incident affected the mentor's confidence as a mentor and it should not
have. A lack of mentoring skills was not the problem. Although the mentor
worked through the issue satisfactorily and seems to have grown from the
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experience, undoubtedly it diverted energies that could have been put to
better use: for the inte-n and the mentor alike.

Mentor Selection

Some mentors, but not all, worried about being chosen as mentors and how that
might affect their relationship with their peers. Below, one mentor expresses
her views about being selected as mentor:

A mentor can be the envy of other teachers. How we are
selected, who selected us, and explaining to other
candidates why they weren't selected can be a problem.
Unfortunately, some candidates who think they are qualified
are not that qualified in terms of their knowledge of
curriculum or ability to analyze another teacher's teaching
or show them how to teach. Also, some have not had
experience in more than one or two grades. These are all
considerations in terms of mentoring.

Another mentor reflected on mentor selection after the program was over:

If teachers have to pick the mentors there are problems
with that; if just administrators pick I can see problems
with Lhat. In this case, some people were not that
interested in it and I don't know hod many would want to
give of their own time. I've given lunch hours, I've given
prep periods, I've stayed until 4:30 and 5:00 many
afternoons. It's very easy to say, "Oh, I'll do it'" and
then when they are in the situation find out they really
don't want to give of their time; they want to be
compensated for that time and in addition they might then
first start to realize that while they could help maybe in
this topic in math they really don't have the breadth and
the background to be able to really analyze and help a new
teacher in a variety of areas. And that is a factor and
that can be a problem. I think that whoever chooses
mentors has to be aware of the teachers' abilities and
background before they pick the person and I think the
person really has to have a breadth of knowledge in
curriculum and be able to break skills down and be able to
work with other people and be able to give of themselves
otherwise it is not going to be any better than the help
from an administrator -- it might be worse.

The issue of mentor-selection, while of some concern to mentors themselves,
evidently did not generate the envy that some worried about initially.
Instead, most mentors reported that their colleagues were very supportive and
helpful to them as they learned and lived the role. One mentor said:

My colleagues were very supportive. Oh, initially there
were some questions. No one thought it was awful that I
was chosen, but there were questions: "Why did I get it?"
"What do I do?" But last year's mentor from this school
set a good Lone. It was easy for me to follow.
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When different mentors are chosen each year, when the selection criteria are
public and explicit and the process as apolitical as possible, when there is
an opportunity for all experienced, effective teachers who want to to
ultimately experience the role, then the concerns of the mentors expressed
above are very likely to be minimized. Where these conditions prevail and
experienced teachers learn that the job is, indeed, not a "cushy" one, but one
that by dint of hard work and a large investment of time makes a real
contribution to the school, and when other teachers still hope to be mentors
in the future; that really speaks to the quality of the selection process. It
is a tribute to the mentors who have come before.

In each of the cohort locations, experienced teachers were supportive of the
mentors. Many of them aspire to follow tn the footsteps of the mentors.

Potential for Competing/Conflicting Mentor/Administrator Philosophies

Mentor, and interns both in both cohorts were concerned about this issue.
There is the potential in this kind of program for the interns' immediate
supervisors to "feel threatened by the mentor's expertise," to use the words
of the interns. The basis of the concern lies in the possibility that mentor
and supervisor have conflicting "philosophies," or don't share the saw, set of
expectations for the intern's performance, or give them conflicting advice and
direction - with the intern in the middle.

For most of the interns and mentors, this remained an abstract concern but did
not happen. However, there were two instances when mentors and interns had to
deal with this problem very concretely. In one case, the intern's supervisor
made many negative remarks following an observation. In this case, the mentor
and intern decided to meet with the supervisor to "clarify philosophies, heal
some wounds, and arrive at mutually acceptable approaches to teaching."
Following this meeting, the intern, with the mentor's help, started working on
these approaches and, over time, made a great deal of progress.

In the other case, an intern used some of what had been learned in the program
to develop a lesson plan that was different, in some respects, from the usual
lesson format of the school and which the supervisor did not initially
approve. In this case, the intern alone engaged in dialogue and discussion
with the supervisor, and with give and take on both sides, they arrived at
mutual agreement. The lesson was observed, and the supervisor was entusiastic
about the performance. In this second instance, we know (from the supervisor)
that this incident marked a critical point in the supervisor's perception of
and respect for this teacher as a professional. It was not something that was
easy for a new teacher to do, but this intern ''elt well-armed with knowledge
to back up the ideas and also knew that the supervisor would be open to
both the discussion and the new ideas.

Confusion Over Certification/Licensing Requirements

This issue had applicability only to the urban cohort. All interns in the
suburban cohort were provisionally certified, regularly appointed, first year
teachers.
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The regulations regarding state teaching certification and New York City
teaching licenses are complicated separately. They are exceedingly complex
when both are applicable, even for those who are familiar with them.
Possession of the license does not guarantee certification, possession of
certification does not guarantee license. In addition, salary differentials
are granted to teachers based on completion of credit-bearing university
courses with somewhat different conditions for TPD and regularly appointed
teachers.

A number of the urban interns were confused and concerned about thesE
regulations and the relationship of the program to them. Explanations from
the project director and school administrators did not allay these concerns,
so the individuals were referred through members of the policy board to
appropriate officials (of high rank) in the Board of Education's Division of
Personnel. This strategy did not work because the interns did not have enough
knowledge about both the program and the regulations to ask the right
questions. The decision was made to devote one of the seminar sessions to
this issue with both the project director and a Division of Personnel
representative present to discuss the regulations generally, to explain how
the program related to them, and to clerify each intern's status individually.

As a result of this session, two interns made a decision not to register for
the third module of the program. The primary reason they cited was that they
had learned that the college recommendation for provisional certification
would not exempt them from taking the National Teacher's Examination (NTE).
Both had expected that this program would help them to bypass that
requirement. even though they had been advised before the program began that
col'2ge recommendation and the NTE would be required for provisional
certification. Evidently, this fact was not stressed enough.

Both of these interns had already learned a great deal from the program. They
made what they considered to be a purely practical decision. Since they did
not need any credits (beyond what they had earned in the first two modules) to
gain a salary differential, they were unwilling to invest the time and money
toward the end of the school year in the additional six credits. Neit'ler of
these interns was negative about the program; both cited many positive aspects
along with their disappointment regarding the NTE requirement. One of these
interns said;

I think the Baruch program is good enough for the Board of
Ed. to pay for it. It should be replicated...The program
helped improve my management skills for the classroom.

Time

Time was an issue of concern in two ways: scheduling and length of the
seminars, and released time during the school day for mentors and interns to
interact. Each cohort was operating under different time constraints and each
had different time concerns.

The suburban cohort group, both mentors and interns, had released time during
the school day to work together. They were satisfied with the amount of time
they had but, in some cases, had some difficulty in merging schedules. Almost
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all said suethiny to the effect that there was never enough time to --- .

That was more the response of people who were highly involved and interested
in what they were doing than a real complaint.

The problem there was that the seminar session just made for a very long
afternoon. Mentors met first with the college instructor for one hour; then
both mentors and interns met with the college instructor for one and one/half
hour; then interns met with the instructor for one hour. While this schedule
was mutually agreed on at the start of the program, with mentors and interns
contributing to the decision, all suggested, and we agree, that the program
there (even the reduced credits-program as it was offered this year) ought to
be spread out into more and shorter sessions, begin at the start of school, or
before if possible, and continue until well into the spring semester.

The time problems of the urban cohort were just the opposite. None of the
interns had released time during the school day and the mentors had varying
amounts depending on the number of interns they were mentoring. When member;
of this cohort said that there was dever enough time to ---, they were
expressing a very real concern. Even with altered scneduling in the school to
permit them to share common free periods, they were too pressed for time to
devote to the program.

With this group, the college instructor met with mentors over lunch and with
interns and mentors (who had not had prior mentor training) after school at
the school. These arrangements were considered "a plus" by the participants
although one would have preferred the seminars to be held on a Saturday
morning.

Finances

Finances for tuition and fees were not a concern of the suburban participants
who were pleased that the district had paid these costs. For the urban
interns, money to pay for the program was a real concern. Most of them had
nct expected, so had not budgetted to spend as much money as they did on
education costs for the year and many were paying off undergraduate student
loans at the same time. Even with the relatively low City University graduate
tuition rates ($82/credit), the payment of the full tuition was an unplanned-
for burden. These interns were willing to pay:

Although $1500 is a lot of money, it's not so bad when you
compare it to regular graduate school costs.

However, they strongly recommended setting up a deferred payment plan of some
sort. We were able to effect some relief so that they did not have to pay
full costs up-front but could make payments across the time span of the
program, but these payments had to be completed by the time the program was
concluded.

Business Relations With the College

The handling of application forms, registration, grade requests, financial aid
fors, and payments to the bursar were complicated by the fact that the
urban program participants especially, but to some extent the suburban ones as
well, were not on-campus students following the established procedures and
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schedules of the college. This issue probably caused more aggravation and
misunderstanding than any other - to all involved. While each problem was
sorted out satisfactorily, there were too many instances of snafu; too many
glitches in the system, and altogether too much time and energy devoted to
them.

In retrospect, we did not pay nearly enough attention to this Issue in the
planning year or in the first year of implementation.

Experience of Schools With Program

Information pertaining to the experience of the schools with the program is
synthesized from the project director's journal, interviews with interns'
immediate supervisors and, for the suburban district, the district
sittrintendent and assistant superintendent, as well as from policy board
mbautes and mentor and intern journals.

School administrators appreciated having this program in their schools whether
as part of an overall district staff development program or as a primary staff
development vehicle. They want to have the program continued next year with
mutually acceptable modifications based on the data being reported here. At
least one of the administrators is actively working toward establishment of
the program in additional schools in that location.

Elsewhere in this report, we have detailed the different arrangements for
released time for each of the different cohort groups. From a school
a.'ministrator's perspective, the issue of continuity and coverage of
curriculum while interns and mentors are being released is best treated as an
overall staffing issue and not simply an issue of obte'ning substitutes to
provide coverage. Knowing in advance of the school year that the program will
be operating permits rationil-aVEFs and rational, every creative, decisions.

The administrative support that is needed for this program goes well beyond
the provision of released time and scheduling considerations, which
administrators accomplish with far more ease than the committee planning this
program expected three years ago. The key to the success of this program lies
more with the interns' immediate supervisors: department chairmen and
assistant principals. When the immediate supervisors feel that this program
enhances their job, makes it easier and more successful, then the intern-
mentor relationship can thrive. When there are also specific shared
expectations for what interns and mentors will get from the program, then that
provides support, both for the program as a whole and for intern-mentor
interactions.

This program succeeded in two very different administrative contexts. In
both, there was strong directed leadership. In one, that leadership was
highly specific about what was expected of teaches in the way of classroom
performance and in supervisory observations looked for what they wanted and
expected to see. In this location, a wealth, perhaps superabundance, of
opportunities was provided for teachers to enable them to meet those
expectations. In this context, administrators viewed the program as
complementing and supplementing other activities aimed toward common goals.
In the other location, there was equally strong leadership but it was not so
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directive. There was much more flexibility and much more freedom for teachers
to find their own ways toward meeting high expectations. This program was
viewed more as a tool for giving them the raw materials to work with. One
could say that in one location the program was an opportunity for the school
and in the other, the program was an individual opportunity for staff members.

The content of the program had to be adjusted to those different
administrative contexts. For one cohort, the specifics of the content had to
relate to the administrative expectations. Where it did not (or where
an intern's immediate supervisor did not know that it did), administrators did
not look for program outcomes in the interns' classroom performance, and the
interns were not so likely to take seriously or value those particular
learnings. In the other location, the specifics of content determination were
more collaborative all around: between school and college, college and program
participants. In this situation, participants were free to experiment with
the content, "try it," and then place value on it based on what "worked for
them."

Experience of the College With the Program

Information for answering this set of questions comes from data collected
through the project director's journal, interviews with key college personnel
(faculty assigned as insructors for seminars, Dean of Education and
Educational Services, Chair of the Department of Education), mentor journals,
and minutes of policy board meetings.

In general, the program has been very well received by the college. The
program is viewed as "forward-looking," "on target," and very much in keeping
with the direction in which university, city, and state policy-makers in
education are moving. It has received a level of support (financial and
otherwise from academic and non-academic administrators that is unprecedented
for new programs in education. The faculty in tha .:epartment of education
whose efforts will be critical to the future of the program have carefully
considered the program and the issues attendant to its continuing
implementation and have formally voted acceptance of it as a regular offering
of the department. These faculty see the program as excellent in concept.
They regard the close working relationship that has developed with a district
as a "very positive plus" and potentially useful in their goal of developing
other collaborative venture with school districts in the city. For the most
part, they believe that havi.ig this internship program is a matter of some
prestige and are pleased that they have the experience of the program to date
to build on.

Nonetheless, over the three years of OERI-supported planning, implementation,
and evalution of the program certain issues have caused concern on the part of
college staff (administrators and/or faculty) or di;ficulties in
implementation. These are summarized below.

A rapidly shifting context (new state-supported pilot programs for
internships, a new regulation of tLe state education commissioner regarding
uncertified teachers, a new and improved salary schedule for the city's
teachers, the resignation of one city schools chancellor and the appointment
of another, an abortive attempt to institute, citywide, a
school/college/teacher organization internship on a grand scale, a position
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taken by the association representing supervisors and administrators regarding
the mentoring role, changes in district, school, college, and project staff,
etc.) necessitated shifts and changes in program detail, sometimes engendered
uncertainty about whether the program would run, resulted in waxing and waning
of interest in the project on the part of constituent collaborative groups and
individuals, and, in general, brought about ambiguities and caused
frustrations about the project. It is safe to say that no one affiliated with
the project in any role or capacity was unaffected by these conditions.

These conditions and their resulting effects on the project were not all
negative. The program was able to respond to these changes by adjusting
details of implementation and developing various combinations and permutations
of certain aspects of the implementation plan, at the same time remaining
faithful to the goals, concepts and vision of the original. It is likely that
the very process of making these changes and the fact of being able to
implement the program successfuly under varying conditions and for very
different participant cohorts underlies and emphasizes the worth of the
program in the eyes of education faculty. Recognizing and accepting the
program in concept, they are aware of the need to make important decisions
about its future: possible changes in the seminar courses to include a greater
emphasis on reading instruction, potential amendments to make it suitable for
other populations, possible development of the program as a "fifth year" of a
bachelor's degree program or a "clinical year" of a regular master's program.
These developments have also underscored the need for college resources to be
allocated to the continuing coordination, administration, and development of
the program. Administrators and faculty alike recognize the amount and kind
of work needed to continue to successfully develop and implement the program
under the conditions of a shifting external context; a context that is not
likely to becum any more stable in the forseeable future.

The academic year schedule mismatch that :s inherent in any school/college
collaborative project was exacerbated by the uncertanties and ambiguities
encountered. Not only was every aspect of the program from recruitment to
registration to completion of grade rostors "out of sync" with the regular
college schedule, at the beginning of each regular college semester, there
was no certainty about the number of interns and mentors who would be
enrolled. This meant that budgeting for the adjunct pay for mentors as well
as filling schedules for regular staff were based on much more of a
"guesstimate" than is normally the case, and the "guesstimate" was based on
very little experience. Too often for the comfort of many at the college,
the program depended on the work of individuals whose primary allegiance was
not to the college.

With the genuine interest and full cooperation of college administrators,
procedures were developed for on-site, off-campus, registration of interns and
mentors and hiring of mentors as college adjuncts. Nevertheless, these
procedures were not part of the typical, regular way of doing business at the
college, often caused confusion or dislocations, and resulted in excess and
unexpected, unbudgetted time investment for the project director and other
college administrators; notably, the registrar whose assistance and infusion
of expertise with this project went far beyond the call of duty. For example,
one cohort of interns and mentors registered for a module that began in early
December 1987 ?rid was completed in February 1988. This set of courses was
treated as part of the fall semester for purposes of faculty schedules and
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budgeting as well as by the registrar for record keeping. At the end of the
regular fall semester, end of December, the courses were not completed and, of
course, grade rosters were neither genurated nor completed. The problem came
when the courses were completed in February, just after the start of the
regular spring semester, and no grade rostors were generated. Continuing
correspondance and telephone calls between the registrar and the project
director finally resulted in the printing of the grade rostors in July, 1988.
Somehow, in attempting to integrate the unusual "out-of-sync" registration
cohort into the routines of registration at the college, the records became
inaccessible and had to be regenerated.

We believe that the problem is that the program, up to this point, has been
treated as an exception rather than part of the routine life of the college.
There has not been a serious attempt to "routinize" the program. Anyone not
directly concerned with the special procedures that have been developed is
likely to make some mistake in "handling the papers." This involved a great
deal of time in explanations, instruction of personnel involved, and general
"treubleshooting." Until such time as familiarity with the new policies and
procedures becomes widespread, this state of affairs will probably continue.
Viewing the program as one that is "here to stay" and that, inevitably, must
be adjusted to would certainly help.

The issue of "clinical" vs "academic" education at the graduate level was not
an issue that seemed to generate a great deal of concern or discussion except
among members of the college's graduate curriculum committee and between the
college faculty assigned to the program seminars. During the first year of
the project when the program was being defined, the education department had
to seek and obtain the approval of the graduate curriculum comm:,tee for three
new courses: the internship or clinical education co-requisites of the already
established seminar courses. The committee, composed of a majority of
professors from the college's large School of Business, briefly discussed the
need for graduate clinical work in the education or teachers and approved the
courses. It had been clear from the context of preparation for this meeting
as well as from discussion at the meeting itself that the courses would not
have been approved had the department made the proposal that they be part of
the regular thirty-credit master's degree program. They were approved for
graduate credit. These clinical courses are viewed at the college as an
alternative means of the interns "making up" for not having had undergraduate
teacher education programs.

That seemed to be the end of this issue until the spring of 1988 when the
program was in full operation. At that tim , the issue was raised in a
different way by college faculty instructing in the program. At that tin?,
both expressed reservations and uncertainties regarding the most appropriate
mix of clinical and academic activities for the proam, given that the
program carries graduate credit. There is no doubt that, at times, these
instructors began to feel that the "clinical" was beginning to outweigh the
"academic." We know from the mentors and interns that, at times, they
considered parts of the program too "academic," although they did not cite it
as an important concern. To what extent the perceptions of instructors and
participants were colored by their prior experiences with inservice and
university education, respectively, we cannot tell. It seems likely. It also
is probable that there will be shifts back and forth in future implementations
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of this program as the school and college grope toward the most appropriate
balance.

Implications

This report has presented and discussed the assessment strategies and findings
of an evaluation of the Baruch College/New York City Teaching Internship
Program. Much of the data is qualitative in nature but is embedded within an
analytical framework that sought verification of important results. We
believe that at this stage in the development of the program, which is highly
innovative in its context, that this kind of analysis has value, not only to
those whiJ collaborated in the program development and implementation, but also
to those who will continue to shepherd the development of this program at the
college. We also believe that there are lessons from the work that may inform
other institutions in other contexts who undertake the development of similar
programs. We have attempted, where possible, to use the actual words of
program participants to extend the peanings of these lessons.

The program, clearly, does the job it was designed to do. It helps beginning
teachers to adjust to the demands of teaching by providing them with important
concepts and principles that have immediate application in their teaching
situations and which they find useful and valuable. It provides on-site
assistance in the form of an experienced teacher-mentor-college adjunct
clinical instructor. The mentors help them to understand the meaning and
application of that knowledge in the local context in which they are working.
The program assists mentors by providing them with knowledge about and skill
in mentoring which they find immediately applicable in the situation and which
they value. The program accomplishes these things through a process that is
marked by a high degree of colleagueship and cooperation among all of the
participating institutions and individuals: schools and colleges; teachers,
administrators, and college professors.

Some of the program outcomes for interns and mentors were expect,..d. The
research base that was analyzed to undergird program design tolt., us to expect
those outcomes. Other outcomes were unexpected or exceeded our expectat4ons.
We expected that beginning teachers would appreciate and find useful the
research-based knowledge about effective teaching given the context and
conditions under which it was introauced to them. Most of them did. We did
not expect that they would use this knowledge as quickly as some of them did
or that they would integrate it so rapidly into their usual teaching routines.
We did not expect that the labels of this research would become the "software"
for effecting efficient communication about teaching among program
participants in much the same manner as it does for the researchers
themselves.

We regard this finding as extremely important for the professionalization of
teaching. In the well-established professions, members of the profession are
routine consumers of research. The producers of the professional knowledge
base communicate with them using a common language and practitioners look to
the researchers for answers to intractable problems. The shared vocabulary
and the concepts and principles the language represents are transmitted to
practitioners through professional education. In too many instances in the
field of education, the language of the researcher and the language of the
teacher are incomprehensible to one another which, for teachers ;mpedes the
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use of the knowledge that the researchers have produced. Is this the "fanit"
of teacher educators? Have they not done their job of transmitting the
professional knowledge base? Too often, teacher educators who have helped
undergraduate prospective teachers to acquire research-based knowledge about
effective teaching have been disappointed to see their graduates reject,
forget, or simply not use the knowledge they had acquired when they begin to
practice. The knowledge is dissipated and replaced by mostly self-learned
survival strategy concepts and principles. These survival principles then
form the base from which teachers generate strategic knowledge.

Based on our experience with this program, we suggest that it is not the
language itself that is incomprehensible, but the context and conditions under
which it is usually learned that may he at the heart of the problem. Too
often, it is simply not memorable because it is too far removed from the
conditions of experience that would make it memorable. Certainly, not all of
the knowledge base can or should be transmitted through combined teacher
education-teacher induction systems. But we do think that our experience
demonstrates that this kind of program, where school and college cooperate to
provide important learnings for new teachers as well as support for using
that knowledge as it helps them to answer the questions that beginning
teachers have, helps fledgling professionals in our field not only acquire,
but also to use, hold on to, and then build their strategic knowledge upon a
sounder base than self-generated survival strategies. The knowledge base
transmitted to teachers in this way can become their base for survival - and
then the base for their continuing profeTO development. Knowledge of
powerful concepts and principles learned in the context of this kind of
program takes on a rich, caended meaning that makes it memorable and adds to
its power.

We expected that experienced teachers would value the mentoring experience and
learn and grow from it. Research and experience with similar programs
elsewhere indicated that they would. The program design attended to the
s6ection and training/support system for these teachers as well as incentives
for their participation; all things that the research had indicated would be
important factors in the success of the program for them as well as for their
interns. The planning committee that designed the program debated long and
hard over requiring experienced teachers to engage in credit-bearing
experiences to help them acquire knowledge and skills that would make their
experience of teaching more available to new teachers. Based on our
experience, not too many experienced teachers would want to remain in
mentoring without that support. The only problem with the mentc" training,
from the mentors' perspectives, was that there was not enough of it. All of
them not only wanted more, they wanted more university credit for it. We did
not expect that.

We had real questions about how experienced teachers would react to,
integrate, and use the research-based knowledge of the program in both their
own teaching and in mentoring. We wondered if it would be "new" to them or
"insult" their knowledge gaine' over the years. Our experience indicates that
they found this knowle:le userul not only to their mentoring, but also, in
most cases, to their grin continuing development as classroom teachers. For
many, it was new knowledge in that it had been generated after their formal
teacher education had been completed. Most importantly, however, all of them
used this knowledge and the opportunity of the program to "take a second look"
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at their own teaching. In order to help new teachers, they had to "break
down" what is was they did in teaching situations, reflect on it, and
"repackage" it for their newer collelgues. They found the research-based
knowledge of the program very helpful in this respect and valued it for that.
For most of them, the knowledge also functioned as a powerful reinforcement of
their beliefs and practices, and that improved their confidence as teachers
and helped them to feel a part of a larger community of teaching.

In retrospect, we should not have had any hesitation. Developing this sort of
program or, for that matter, any kind of program that puts teachers into a new
role in the school without providing them with all of the relevant knowledge
is not only unfair to them, it assumes that experienced teachers are as good
as they are going to get. Our experience with this program demonstrates that
very good, even the best, of teachers can get even better.

We expected and did our best with this program to help new teachers develop a
sense of professional collegiality with their more experienced peers. There
is research that tells us that heightened collegiality not only makes life in
schools better for teachers, it also has important consequences in the
enhanced learning of children. The program design took this into account. We
assumed that, in time, and cowbined with other changes in schools that seem
somewhat likely to come about, that that colleagueship would spread. We did
not really expect that the colleagueship established by the program would
spill over to other members of the teaching staff, but we hoped it would.
There are some strong indications that it did, especially where close to one-
third of the staff of a school was involved in the program in some way. Not
only did other members of the staff become more sharing and cooperative, there
are also indications that they i.cked up some of the language, concepts,
and principles of the program as well as some of the processes established
with the interns for looking at their own teaching. To what extent this
happens, we cannot accurately say: the data we have are not good enough. But
we know that it happens and believe that that is good. Future implementation
of this program itself, and the development of similar vehicles ougti, to be
alert to this possiblity, encourage it where possible, and document what was
done and what happens as a result to shed more light on this phenomenon.

Three years ago, we set out to develop a program targel:ted to meet the needs
of beginning elementary teachers in an urban context who did not possess the
education background that would qualify them for teaching credentials. We
expected, through the program, to be able to help them to acquire knowledge
that they needed to function in the classroom as well as university credits to
enable them to obtain credentials and get "on-track" in established
professional education. We did not, at that time, expect that the same
program, with some modifications, wild be of as much value to beginning
teachers in a very different context, teachers who possessed initial
credentials based on prior teacher education, and who were teaching at
secondary as well as elementary levels. The fact that the program was
successful, useful, and valued in both situations by administrators as well as
participants, speaks to the importance of the key elements of the program.
Most importantly, it underscores the power of school/college collaboration in
program design and program implementation.

We expected that it would not be easy to establish this program. It wasn't.
It involved new roles and relationships in schools and college and between
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schools and college. These had to be developed within and relate to a larger
political and regulatory context that was rapidly shifting in the sea of
education reform. B. Othanel Smith, in Teachers for the Real World referred
to change in teacher education as being like "changing tnegre on a moving
vehicle." We now know, from experience, what that means. The program also
had to work within two separate large, complex, bureaucratic systems. Most of
the concerns of program participants, school administrators, and college
faculty and administrators, whether they were resolved issues or unresolved
issues had to do with one of these three factors: t.e establishment of new
roles, the political and regulatory context of the project, and the
bureaucratic systems in which it ..,as embedded.

The project was most successful in dealing wit) issues for participants
surrounding the establishment of new roles. For participants, these issues
were resolved by experiencing the program. The concerns themselves were
similar to the concerns of any persons entering into a new venture. They
could only be resolved by testing the waters.

The response to bureaucracy was, in some respects, to build a bureaucracy
within the bureaucracy. The ultimate success of this strategy remains to be
seen, but for the time period covered in this report, it resulted in
aggravation for menors and interns, college project staff and college
administrators, and for school administrators in the urban location. The past
experience and familiarity of these individuals with the unresponsiveness of
bureaucracies probably went a long way in helping them to shrug off or deal
with these concerns in a most good-natured manner. All of them seemLJ to take
a "what can you expect" attitude and while not particularly liking it, were
able to accept it. We do not believe that these issues are resolved yet.
Further work needs to be done.

That the program was implemented in the first place speaks to the importance
of flexibility in teacher education programs. If we had not been able to
respond to the shifts in political and regulatory contexts by making
adjustments to the key elements of the program, it would not have been
demonstrated at all. This ,nderscores, again, the importance of collaborative
planning for policy matte _. The extent to which this program will continue
to grow and develop in the future and the extent to which similar school-
college ventures can be mounted at all seems to be highly dependent on
continuing knowledge about, analysis of and, most of all, the ability to
quickly respond to these considerations. We believe that the outcomes for
both new and experienced teachers as well as for the profession, make the
difficult tasks of establishing these programs worthwhile.
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Appendices

Data Collection Instruments and Forms



DATA COLLECTION -- INTERN

Name: (Optional - First Name)

School

No. of months teaching: No. of months teaching in present assignment:

Grade Assignment:

Other teaching experiences:

Where When How long? Assignment

EDUCATION

Teaching License(s) currently held:

Degree Date Major Minor Name of college/university

Undergraduate Education courses Taken:

Title Dates

Inservice Education Courses/Workshops/Training:

Title Dates Sponsor Place



Graduate Courses Taken:

Title Dates College

Please complete the following sentences:

As a beginning teacher, my primary concerns are

I would like to receive help in

List he kinds of experiences you feel would help you the most:



Name:

DATA COLLECTION--MENTOR

S.S.#

Home Address:

Home Tel. No.:

School District:

School Asiress:

Siperintendent:

Present Teaching Assignment:

School Tel. No.:

Principal:

How Long?

No. of years teaching:

Grade levels:

No. of schools taught in:

No. of years in present school:

r_urrj,,culum4M-e-a .9tiengtiots);

Extra curricular activities:

Special interests/talents:

Cut-of-classroom positions held:

No. of first year teachers: Grade Level placement(s).



EDUCATION

Teaching Licenses currently held:

Degree Date Major Name of college/university

Additional Courses, workshops and training:

Academic honors:

Grants received:

STAFF/CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE

Prepared and delivered workshops:

What Where When To Whom

Curriculum tlevelopment:

Area Grade Level When For 'Mom

Putdications

When for Whom

Degree you are preparing for presently:



a A

Other courses (Spring '87):

Name: Chapter Chairman (school):

Chapter Leader (district):

Prep. Periods: M T W Th

Other Open Time:

Lunch Hour

School Half Days:

School Holidays:

If you do not share a common prep with intern frcm your school, could a
common prep be arranged?

Is your school open after school?

Day(s) Time

From to

Fri



a a

As a mentor teacher you will be required to fulfill
as: facilitator, supporter, and expert.

Please write a clear, concise statement in one page
qualifications to serve in this role.

3 roles for the intern

or less describing your



Conference with the intern to find out:

a) At this point in time, what are the intern's major concerns?

b) In what area would the intern like some help--now?

c) What part of the day seems to be most problematic for the intern?

d) How does the intern feel you can best assist him/her?

e) What time E.chedule appears to be most convenient for both of you to work
out a professional development program?



DATE:
1

NAME:.1 .11%

TIME: 1'0

INTERN JOURNAL

MENTOR'S NAME:

Pdrpdse,of Meeting Place Deacription,of Events* Outcome Statement Next Ster Planned

1 111. 01011110.111111

Ydlur reltlectiona/ikpresdiods/toncerns/AHAs bf the meeting.

4.0

qveillt Means atOrthinE you here Working oh with the mentor during this particular meeting.



oATi:

AanlEk2t_geetink

MENTOR JOURNAL

1.2.1151. Delscripti4 of Events*

rflectiods/impreasionsiconcernd/ASAs of the meeting.
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NAME:

INTERN'S NAME!

Outcome Statement Next Step Planned

A Evint meant aflytlanis. yfou wete workidg On Uith the intern during, this particular meeting.



BARUCH OERI MENTOR-INTERN PROJECT

THE CRITICAL INCIDENT

Critical Events are the parts of your professional e_periences whicn
have particular impoLt rice and meaning to you. Such events frequently evoke
feelings anu thougnts which are formulated into personal theories that gulue
subsequent actions or they are events that lead to significant insights,
understandings- or changes in the way you feel about your development or
your professional skills.

We are interesteu in knowing about critical incidents that you may have
experienced curing the mentor training. In aaaition to identtfying the
critical incident (see Part I describes below), we are very interested in
your reflections aria impressions about tnis critical incident (see Part II
described below).

you may experience a number of these critical incidents arid forms are
proviueu ror you to recoru them. Near the end of the training, when u
nave has time to consider all of your inciuents, we would like you to give
us tne two you feel are most critical or most important.

To give you an 'Gee ot now to record a critical incident, we nave
suppliea an example.

An ExcthIple of a Critical Incluent-

Part I: Describe objectively what nas occurred in the mentor training
coursework that was tree context for the event.

Such a narration might look like this:

"Based on my reaainy aria your coments about the advance
organizer moue', I suggesteu to I ) that sne use the
auvance organizer model as an approach ror preparing her
stuuents to read. Together we exarinea a story that the
stilents wouia read and we wrote an acvance organivz: tnat
incluaeu these two components: (I) supplying relevant
concepts witnin a definitional framework (knowleage), and (2)
suppoying a context fur processing the loan ideas
(structure). We wrote it for the first segment of the fourth
grt2ae story, 'Labe Raccoon and Mrs. McGtnnis.a As we started
to discuss the components that make up an advance organizer,

J commented that she already uses an advance organizer."

Checklist for Descripticri of an Event

I. The descript/on relates an experience tnat occurred wnile I was
functioning as a mentor.

2. Ube description provides an aaequate account of the context in which the
evert. oteUtteu WelFayniny an dUVcITICV organizer tot Id reading seiectiun).

3. Tne description is objective; no evaluations ur impressions are included.

2 7 3



.4

Part II: Evaluate tre event that you c.:scribeu. The evaluation shoulo
contain your -juagments, retlections, feelings, aria thoughts about the
inciuent that you related in Part I.

Evaluate statements that relate to the intormation proviaed mignt look
like this:

"My ime at- reactions to ner statement that she already uses
iuvance organizers were surprise and uisbeiiei. However, I
ashea her to explain turther--an interesting reaction because
I nave never been the farm: ot person to uouot another person.
II really like this change.] AS she explained to ue her
interpretation of the basal reading approach, I was amazea
because she :dentioneo a type ot aavarice organizer that I was
not aware ot. Aria I wonuere0 it ()Ulu' rentors were aware of
this type at aavance organizer. So, tomorrol' wnen I go to
seminar, I am going to bring up this point.

host importantly, I aiscovereu also that there are some things
I can iearn trom my intern. That has not occurred to me.
Frankly, I guess I am still somewhat insecure ano reel that 1
must snow that I know all the answers. Ch well, recognizing
this as a need is one step - I Dope."

Checklist for Juagment Statements:

I. I ccumented on tne inciaent tt. t I describeu in Part I.

2. 1 shareu my tnoughts, retlections and impressions about the event.

Please keep this structure and these checklists in mina as you till out
the evciosea sheet, sine iiticai Incuheht Repo-a.
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Name

Date

CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT FORM

School

Directions: Describe an incident which had significant impact on your
growth as a professional. Please follow the two column structure that is
aetailed below. If you are unsure about where to write your information,
please go back ana consult the checklists that are described in the
instructions.

11.11.,,,,rMt, an 4- 1-1.- 'trw.L. J.. ii=.z....t.ww cas, .A.sp..a.uszu

that occurred in the mentor
training coursework or in
working with your beginning
intern.

L-C11.1.. 1. rlf.i. J. G ,/(A.1.1.1C11..JAJ/1 JLGIL.C.11=111.-J

that express your judgments,
feelings, thoughts, and
conclusions about the inciaent
you described in Part 1.

AIMS& ...1

For More Space See the Next Page
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Intern Name:

Date:

LIE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP

SELF EVALUATION OF CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT *

1. Reevaluate Your Room Arrangement

a. Does congestion fre: 'ently occur in certain areas of he room, sich as
at the pencil sharpener, materials center, small grog,, areas, or your
desk?

Notes

Conclusion

b. Can you and your students move around the room easily, or are traffic
lanes blocked by desks, other furniture, or equipment?

Notes

Conclusion

c. Do students at the small-group area or at cente's distract nearby
students from their sratwork?

Notes

Conclusion

d. Can you see all students from any place in the room at which you
instruct or work?

Notes

tionClusion

e. During your presentations, can students see the overhead projector or
screen and the main chalkboard areas without turning around or moving
from their chairs or desks?

Notes

Conclusion

f. Are students who frequently need your attention or assistance seated where
you can easily monitor and reach them?

Notes

Conclusion

g. Do some students frequently bother others who sit near them?
Notes

CMCII1G4-rin

Areas for 'Further 1nvestigaticnAork/Change



2. Review Your Rules and Procedures for Student Conduct

a. Have you stopped enforcing one or more of your rules?
Notes

Conclusion

b. Are your major class procedures, such as those governing student talk,raising hands, movement around the room, use of equipment and supplies,
being followed without constant prompting and reminders?

Notes

Conclusion

c. Are some student behaviors occuring that are clearly undesirable, butthat are not covered under your current rules or procedures?
Notes

Conclusion

a. Do you find yourself giving the same directions repeatedly for somecommon procedure?
Notes

Conclusion

e. Are you spending as much time going over directions and procedures rowas at the beginning of the year?
Notes

Conclusion

Areas for Further Investigation/Work/Change
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3. Review Your Major Accountability Procedures
a. Do many of your students fail to complete assignments or not turn themin at all?

Notes

Conclusion

b. Is much student work messy to the point of being illegible?
Notes

Conclusion

c. Are students completing work on time, or do you find yourself giving
extensions more and more frequently?

Notes

Conclusion

d. Do students sometimes claim that they did'nt know an assignment was dueor what its requirements were?
Notes

Conclusion

e. After grades are given on report cards, dc students frequently complainthat they do not understand why they received particular grade:?Notes

Conclusion

Areas for Further Jnvestioation /Work /Change
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4. List the Consequences for Appropriate and Inappropriate Behavior, and Review
How Frequently They are Used and How Effective They Are

a. Do you reward good student behavior, including efforz, in a variety of
ways ?

Notes

Conclusion

b. Are your rewards still attractive to students, or have they tired of
them?

Notes

Conclusion

c. Do y find yourself assessing penalties more and more often and
rewarding students less than you previously did'

Notes

Conclusion

a. Are you warning and threatening students frequently and do you fail to
follow through when students continue to misbehave?

Notes

Conclusion

e. Have yoL. penalties lost their deterrent value through overuse?
Notes

Conclusion

f. Does administering your reward or penalty system take too Auch time and
effort?

Notes

Com us ion

Areas for further Investigation/Work/Change
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D. Consider Whether You Are Detecting Misbehavior in its Early Stages and
Preventing Little Problems from Developing into Big Ones

a. Do you tend to notice misbehavior only after it involves severG1
students?

Notes

Conclusion

b. When you work witn students in groups or individually at your desk, does
noise, disruption, or widespread work avoidance occur?

Notes

Conclusion

c. Oo you sometimes have the feeling that some students are misbehaving
simply to gain your attention?

Notes

Conclusion

d. Are there times when so much inappropriate behavior occurs at once that
you dor't have any idea what to do?

Notes

Conclusion

e. Do you sometimes discover that students have hardly begun classwork
assignments when they should actually be through with them?

Notes

Lonciusion

Areas for Further Investigation/Work/Change
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b. Consider Ways to Improve the Management of Your Instructional Activities

a. Do students frequently seem confused about work requirements, and do they
fail to follow directions, even after you have explained them or listed
them on the board?

Notes

Conclusion

b. Do you often discover that students have not understood your
presentations and that they therefore cannot complete assignments
correctly?

Notes

Conclusion

c. Are transitions from one activity to another taking a long time?
Notes

Conclusion

d. Are some students not ready for instruction when a new activity begins?
Notes

Conclusion

e. Is there widespread misbehavior during transitions?
Notes

Conclusion

f. Do _you have students with learning problems who seem to require more
assistance than you are giving them?

Notes

Cohclusion

g. Is there a constant demand for free-time materials and activities in your
class?

Notes

Conclusion

n. Is the performance of many of your students well below grade level it
basic skill areas?

Notes

Conclusion

i. Are some of your students so fast at finishing classwork that they get
bored or bother others?

Notes

1:Cntl-CM-11.711

6
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6. (continued)

j. Do you find that a relatively small group of students monopolize class
discussions?

Notes

Conclusion

k. Are a few of your students so far behind the Class that you have just
given up on them?

Notes

Conclusion

Areas for Further Investigation/Work/ChFAge

SUMMARY NOTES

* adapted firon: Emertson, C. et el, Cl-assroom Meneoement for Elementary Teachers,Englewood Cliffs: NJ, Prentice-Hall,Inc., 1984



PLANNING DECISIONS

Iolcdte the secduence/orodr you :.so wnen planning for teaching. Write 1 toinaicate wic of tne categvriefs below comes to mina tirst; 2 to inoicatethe secono thought anu so o--to 8.

Daily heekly Unit Term yearlyPldnnln9 Planning Planning planning Planning

Uojectives

Content

Activities

haterials

Diagnosis

EValUatiun

Instruction

Oryanization



Your name

The date

TIME CAPSULE

What are your beliefs about the value of teacher praise in the classroom?



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP

Module I. Summary of Concepts and Principles

A. Classroom Management

1. Physical Arrangements in Classroom

(See Evertson Handout)
COMMENTS

2. Rule Explication and Monitoring

Specifies a rule
Clarifies a rule
Practices rule
Reprimands rule infraction
COMMENTS

Does not specify when rule is needed
Does not clarify a rule

Does not correct rule infraction

3. 141th.iinp_ss, -Desist, Overlapping

Stops deviant behavior
Corrects worse deviancy
Desists student causing disruption
Suggests alternative behavior

Attends task and deviancy simultaneously

Attends to .tma 4astructiona2 basks
simultaneously
rOMMENIS

Does Slot stop deviancy/deviancy spreads
Corrects lesser

Desists onlooker or wrong student
Lies rough, angry4ounitive desists
Uses approval - focused desist

Ignores deviancy I. continues task OR
ignores task and treats deviancy

Ignores ether .Students needing help
or drops task or engages in intrusion

2 S 3



4. Group Alert

Poses question-selects reciter
Alerts class-calls on reciter
Alerts non-performers
COMMENTS

Selects reciter-poses question
Alerts class - unison response
Ignores non-performers

5. Movement smoothness/slowdown

Ignores irrelevancies/continues on task

Gives short, clear non-academic directions

Moves whole/subgroup
COMMENTS

Reacts to or interjects irrelevancies
or flip-flops or dangles
Overdwells or fagments non-academic
directions
Fragments group movement

6. Praise

-r--2Ar fic

Praises non-deviant, on-task behavior
Dives low-key, quiet praise
Uses conditional praise

Uses authentic, varied, warm praise
Controls class reaction to glisconduct
COMMENTS

VorrettlLq isi%`e

Uses loud praise

bass it reinforce misconduct

7. Distraction Coping Technique5

Deals quicitly tistrattitm

Maintains flow of instruction
Eliminates distraction

_r_amar..^:t+Tc

Takes too long dealing with
distraction
Instruction gets sidetracked
Distraction continises -or is
exacerbated



b. Instructional Organization

8. Use of Time

Begins classwork promptly
Provides activities and attends students

Has materials in order/ minimal time
spent in passing out papers, etc.
COMMENTS

Delays starting lesson
Delays new topic or activity/
students wait for instruction or
teacher assistance
Searches for or does not have handouts/
materials/equipment in order -

disorganized

9. Review/Summary

Conducts lesson-initiating review
Conducts topic summary within lesson
Conducts review, at end of lesson
COMMENTS

10. Lesson Development

Orients students to classwork/specifies
purposes of activities

Inciicates change of topic or activity
Talks on subject matter

Questions student comprehension
Low order questions
High order questions

friolviers intependentichoral/unison
practice
Pauses before soliciting answers to
complex opestione
COMMENTS

Talks or questions off-subject

Extends talk Dr changes tapir
without comprehension check

Solicits immediate response to
complex -questivm



11. Homework /Seatwork

Gives homework/seatwork directions
and due date

Checks comprehension of directions

Circulates S. assists students

Checks errors or gives feedback
on homework/seatwork
Gives G0 -90% success rate work
COMMENTS

Assigns homework/seatwork without
directions/due date
Directs students to start without
checking comprehension
Remains at dent - inadequate
circulation/assistance
Does not give feedback on homework/
seatwork

Summary Comments: What's well in hand? Where do you want to srend your efforts?



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PROJECT

Intern Name:
Date:

Self Description and Reevaluation of Group Management in Reading

1. Describe your grouping for reading.

Example:

Number of Children
Reading Grade Level3

P
3

FL4
21

5

3'4
3-3
4

2

which based reader(s) do you use? Level
Why?

How do you meet tne needs of all students?

2. Outline your reading schedule for the week.

Monday

011

your Outline

Group A
Group B

Introduction of today's lesson and whet you expect of Ss

Teacher-directed lesson Independent work

Independent work
Teacher-directed lesson

Whole class sharing and record keeping

Why do you think this schedule and grouping patttern is workinrinntworking?

1

2c3



.. Using one story from she Holt stories, write down the activities you selectedto teach the "whole" group and the activities that you selected for
i,idependent activities for a 2-day time span. Ask yourself if the activites
were appropriate to the needs and reading level of each student. Dia theactivites match the purpose of your lesson?

a) When and how did you correct/check student's work?

b) Describe or show the record- keeping system the students use to keep trackof their own progress as well as your own record-keeping system.

4. Descrioe tne activity you used to end each reading period.

b. Evaluate your successes in grouping for reading for these two days.

6. Go back to Professor Kay's self evaluation check list. See pp. 6. Rethink!(See next page)

9

2'5'



u. Consider Ways to Improve the Management of Your Instructional Activities

a. Did students frequently seem confused about work requirements, and did tney
faii to follow directions, even after you have explained them or listed
tnem on the board?

Notes

Conclusion

b. Did you discover teat students have not understood your presentations
and that they therefore were not able to complete assignments correctly?

Notes

Conclusion

c. Were transitions from one activity to another taking too long ? Wny ?
Notes

Conclusion

a. Were some students not ready for instruction when a new activity began?
Why ?

Notes

Conclusion

e. Was there widespread misbehavior during transitions?
Notts

Conclusion

T. Uln you nave students with learning problems who seemed to require more
assistance than you were giving them?

Notts

Conclusion

c. Was there a constant demand for more-to-do materials and activities
during the period?

Notes

Conclusion

h. Was tne performance of many of your students satisfactory in terms of
achievement?

Notes

Conclusion



BARUCH COLLEGE
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Department of Education
Anne Sabatini, Instructor

Here is a list of possible topics/areas/techniques that you may'have worked
on this school year with your mentor/intern.

Please 1) Reaa the list of possible topics.
2) Generate your own list of "things" worked on with your

mentor/intern.
3)

(I) Possible Topics . . .

Getting books, supplies...
Room arrangement
Bulletin boara aisplays
Lesson planning
Scneduling the day
Routines
Seating plan
Class rules
Procedures
Teaching rules/proceaures/routines
Starting the aay
Ending the aay
Learning Centers
Reaain9 caprehension
Pnonics
Mattiproblem solving
Penansnip
Questioning

inaepenaent activities
Teaching independent activities
Grouping
Home :ork assignments

Making transitions trait one activity
to nest

Discipline
foing at lessons
Getting students attention
Teacher's voice
Teacher-maae _games, charts
Time management

iesttaking skill
ESL techniques

(2) Your List of Topics . . .



BARUCH COLLEGE
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

DepartLent of Education
Anne Sabatini, Instructor

Conterencing Components

Step I. Start with a clear statement
of purpose.

Step 2. Engage the intern in a
dialogue that is related to the
purpose.

-Description
-Analysis
-Planning

Step 3. Agree on plans for a specitic
next step(s).

Step 4. Summarize what has been
accomplished.



I

VIDEO

1. what was tne purpose of the conference?

2. What aid the intern feel she could do b., herself )n September?

3. What aid the intern teel she would like more help with in September?

4. What aid both agree to as a next stepfs)?

5. What gilts or collegiality were exchanged?

2i --'



BARUCH-OERI MENTOR/INTERN PROGRAM

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS

The Barucn-OERI Mentor-Intern Training Program uses the research on
effective teaching as the knowledge base for its training. It incorporates some
of the effective training behaviors identifiea into its assessment and
evaluation of the intern's progress and development. Using the Florida
Performance Measurement System as a model, we have identified certain key teaching
concepts and their specific indicators

(observable teacher behaviors) that wefeel are appropriate measures of the development of a beginning teacher or
intern.

Three key teaching areas are targeted in the observations being requested:
tne intern's performance in presentink an academic rule, in managing student
conduct and performance in organizing and inli:TeiWeTiting a unit of instruction.
The for assessing the intern's pe7TOrmance contain specilic target
behaviors the observers should look for during the observation. Each target
behavior should be rated as either observed, observed and clearly presented (the
observer's judgment that thr intern emphasized, stressed, clearly demonstrated, or
clearly evidenced the teaching behavior or activity), or observed, clearly
presented and effective (tne observer's judgment that the behavior had a
positive or salutary effect on the students -- either directly or through the
momentum and cohesion it gave to the lesson or unit).

The interns will have been exposed to information and research concerning
these behaviors and can be expected at this point to incorporate them to some
degree into their teaching behaviors. A not applicable category is included;
we suspect, however, that the respective indicators will pc rztable for
virtually all lessons.

Interns can and probably should be notified when an observation will take
place.They should know what the observer is looking for.Thus, interns can
prepare materials or units for the observation, if they wish.

We would appreciate copies of scripted records, narrative reports, or
comments that observers develop for these observations -- if such copies can be
made available. We would 6150 apprec'ate it if observers would retixo with theforms whatever comments they feel art necessary to annotate or clarify their
ratings or the circumstances of the observation.

If there are any questions, please call Anne Sabatini at (212) 125-4437.



Intern's

BARUCH - OERI MENTOR/INTERN PROGRAM

lanayiny Student Conduc

This form is used to assess the intern's performance in managing student conduct. Itaddresses selected indicators of how the intern desisted misbehavior during a lesson usingwiInilnellL overlapping, group alert, movement smoothness/slowdown, praise, and distractioncop riRrtEkligues. Observers should familiarize themselves with the target behaviors (over)prior to the observation and complete this form immediately following the observation. Theform can be used for observations specifically scheduled to look at these behaviors; it canalso be used to assess these behaviors when the observation is being conducted for someother purpose.

Identification data
Date

Intern's Name

School

Observer's Name

Class

Subject

INDICATORS
RATING

A. (MITHITNESS3

1. Stops deviant behavior.

2. Corrects worse deviancy.

3. Desists student causing behavior.

4, Suggests alternative t2havilor,

6. OVERIAPPW3

5. Attends task and deviancy simu'ltaneous'ly.

6. Attends to two instructional task
-s4mtlittfteozsiy.

3 C

Observed

,clearly

Observed
and

presented

Observed,
clearly '

presented,,
and

effective.

]

1

o not
use



C. [GROUP ALERT1

7. Poses question - selects reciter.

S. Alerts class - calls on reciter.

9. Alerts non-performers.

D. CMOVEMENT SMOOTHNESS/SLOWDOWN]

1J. Ignores irrelevancies/continues on task.

11. Gives short, clear non-academic
directions.

12. Moves whole/subgroup.

E. [PRAISE]

13. Praises specific content.

14. Praises non-deviant, on-task behavior.

15. Gives low-key, quiet praise.

44ei 4:44444t4o4 e1 9c445e.

17. Uses authentic, varied, warm praise.

16. Controls class reaction to misconduct.

F. [DISTRACTION COPING TECHNIQUES]

19, Deals quickly with 1wisi4 .idis.traactio44

ai..14a4ftte4os 414at4.ef 411strtct4et.

ti. 'Eliminates distraction.

Observed Observed
and

clearly
presented

Observed,
clearly
presented,
and

effective

3 6 1

VA Do not
use

1111111



Intern's

BARUCH - OERI MENTOR /INTERN PROGRAM

,...1Presentation of Subject Matte

This form is to be used to assess the intern's performance in presenting an academicrule. Students are more likely to learn rules best when rule circumstances are describedand rule practice is provided. Observers should familiarize themselves with the targetbehaviors (over) prior to the observation and complete this form immediately following theobservation. The form can be used for observations specifically scheduled to look at thesebehavirc,, it can also be used to assess these behaviors when the observation is beingconducted for some other purpose.

Identification data
Date

Intern's Name

School

Observer's Name

Class

Subject

INDICATORS
kATING

A. [PRESENTS AN ACADEMIC RULE]

1. Describes a rule-governing situation.

2. Provides practice for the rule.

ebserved'Observed 'Observed,
and -

clearly
presented4end

4

clearly
presented,

effective

1

1

1 *t)t -applicetat. -Rioting 1-Ategory is llot eppropriate for this type vf Fess'en.



Description of behaviors to be rated in assessing intern's performance i-presenting an 3cadenic rule:

I. Describes a rule-governing situation: Intern states, describes, and/or analyzestne kind of circumstances to which a rule is applicable.

C. Provides practice for the rule: Intern gives a number of practice situations tohelp students learn to apply the rule.

31-3



BARUCH-OERI MENTOR/INTERN PROGRAM

Intern's 'Instructional Organization and Development

This form is to be used to assess the intern's organization and implementation ofunit of instruction. It addresses selected indicators of how the intern used time,reviewed subject matter, and managed seatwork or homework. Observers should TiMii7lietnemselves with the target behaviors (over) prior to the observation and complete thisform immediately following the observation. The form can be used for observationsspecifically scheduled to look at these behaviors; it can also be used to assess thesebehaviors when the observation is being conducted for sane other purpose.

Identification data
Date

Intern's Name

School

Observer's Name

Class

Subject

INDICATURS

1i!1SF 11F ilmcl

1. Begins work promptly.

2. has materials in order.

3. Avoi4s wait-time.

MattJeCt RENIE143
4. Conducts lesson-initiating review.

6. Recaps sluring the lesson.

6. Conducts lesson-enn Teri EY) .

C.IMAdAGEMENT OF SEATWOKK, HOMEWORK, AND
PRACTICE-J

7. Provides clear instructions.

RATING

Observed Observed
and

clearly
presented

Observed,
clearly
presented
and

effective

8. Checks comprehension of instructions

Limulates and assIsts.

]iv. CtPtks vrrors and gives Teed-pack.
1

1

1 Not applicable. Rating category is not appropriate for this type of lesson

314



Descriptions of behaviors to be rated in assessing
intern's performance in organizingand implementing a lesson or a unit of instruction:

ljegins work promptly: Intern is punctual and begins work promptly.

2. Has materials in orders: Intern has routinized activities such as passing out papers,moving to get materials prepared, procedures worked out and has everything in order.

3. Avoids wait-time: Intern has organized the unit to keep the lesson moving; providesstructure for those students who finish early, tnereby eliminating the necessity forstudents to wait for teacher approval.

4. Conducts lesson-initiating reviews: Intern starts the beginning of a lesson or unit byreviewing or rehearsing the previous lesson or involves the students in doing so.
5. Recaps during the lesson: Intern conducts a topic summary within the lesson; i.e.,provides a condensation of recap of the significant points of the preceding materialuefore moving on to a new part of the lesson or unit.

b. Conducts lesson-end review: Intern restates the important points of the lesson at theend of the lesson or unit.

7. Provides clear instructions: Intern gives clear instructions for independent seatwork,homewok or practice that explicate what it is the students are to do.

Checks comprehension of instructions: -Iatery ascertains 4Metiter shit studentsunderstand what they are to do in their seatwork, homework, or practice.

S. Circulates and assists: Intern is mobile; teacher circulates abut the mom andassists stuaent who have not fully understand or otherwise are having difficulty.1Appl icable nal# to 4614wordk dwd Iract4ee -ass4gomelis.)

id. ttretts 1Trors and gives feedback: Intern monitors the work by checking errors, givingcorrective feeduack, or by grading the seatwork,
luamelarl, xr.prJaite., 4r.a)1.0tnese, thereby holding the students accountable.

315



Descriptions of behaviors to be rated in assessing intern's performance inmanaging student conduct:

1. Stops deviant behavior. Teacher stops misbehavior before it spreads to other
students or becomes more serious.

2. Corrects worse deviancy. Teacher stops the major disruption when two or moredeviancies occur simultaneouly.

3. Desists student causing behavior. Teacher stops the student who caused thedisruption, not bystander.

4. Suggests alternate behavior. Teacher suggests different behavior to direct astudent from deviant behavior.

5. Attends task and deviancy simultaneously. Teacher takes care of a task anddisruption at thesame time without disrupting the lesson.

b. Attends to two instructional tasks simultaneously. Teacher attends to two tasksat the same time without upsetting either one.

7. Poses question - selects reciter. Teacher asks a question before calling on astudent.

8. Alerts class - calls on reciter. Teacher alerts all students to think about aquestion, then calls on a student.

9. Alerts non-performers. Teacher cautions students who do not participate thatthey may be called on anytime.

1U. Ignores irrelevancies/continues on task. Teacher ignores minor distractions andmoves the lesson forward.

11. Gives short, clear non-academic directions. Teacher, avoid long, drawnouteirections.

12. loves whole/subgroup. Teacher executes whole and small group activitiesappropriate to lesson objectives and learner needs.

13. Praises specific content. Teacher praises student for good work in spetifit, notgeneral, terms.

14. Praises non-deviant. on-task behavior. Teacher .praises a student for goodconduct/work when another student is disruptive.

15. Gives low-key, quiet praise. Teacher praise is almost unnoticeable by others.

lb. Uses conditional .prais4. Student receives4w4ise ly when be/she fulfills aprior ooligation.

17. Uses authentic varied warm.praise.



Id. Controls class reaction to misconduct. Teacher behavior that reduces groupapp rova of disruptive conduct.

19. Distraction refers to outside of the classroom intrusions such as an announcementlu. over the PA.
21.
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NOTES:

THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP

Intern Interview Schedule

Intern:

Interviewer:

Date:



Question 17 What do you feel the internship
has contributed to your

developnent as a teacher?

kfor Va:ley Stream, separate out Baruch program)

la. Can you identify some of the ways your teaching may have been changed?

lb. In what ways has the internship affected/changed your thinking about yournabi3 tits .as

lc. Df how much value to Au was this program?



Question 2: There was a lot of content and information (about schooling,
teaching, & learning) covered in the program. Of the content and
information covered, what parts do you remember particularly well
(vividly)?

2a. What do_you think it is about this _particular material that made it stay with
you?

2b. Did you find that you used much of this information in your class or in
"thinking about your teaching? What percentage? (...in conversation or in
thinking through a problem)



Question 3: The content and information for the prograw came from a number of
sources, in several settings,

through different learning activities.We need to know what you feel were the more effective means forproviding this content.

Transmittal Effectiveness Survey - probe and clarify

..kthat Aetermi4led for om .w ether some rticia--4.,r
(Immediate application, new viewpoint or insigfit, confirms or refutes one'sexperience)

3b. Now does "college and "fielduexperience tontribute to wht is remembered?

3c. Which instructional activities should be
iacreased, reduced , el im ted ?



Question 4: In what ways have the expectations you had about the program beenfulfilled? In what ways did it differ from your expectations?

4a. Thinking back, what was the principal expectation or objective that attractedyou to the program?

4b. From your viewpoint, what shot'ld be the goals of the Baruch program?

4c. Has the program changed in any way the things you find satisfying inyour work?

4d. Mbitti aspetts of the 107"09TZM did you like the most?

4e. What, if anything, has the Baruch program done for
you that other staff development or inservice programs have not?

312



Question 5: Now do you feel the Baruch program will affect your work (as a
teacher) over the next (say) three years?

5a. Was the training long/sufficient enough?



Question 6: In what ways did you and your mentor have to adjust to each other?
(Personalities/approaches/styles/temperaments/thinking patterns ..not schedules)

6a. How did your relationship change oiver the,perial .of the internbip2

6b. How important is it to have a good "match" between mentor and intern2

6c. In your view, what makes a good match?

6d. How can program
directors/instructors/evaluators promote good relationships.bet.meea 3nter4 and 460,90 or 444o4e14 they riot iftvelved?



Question 7: What impact has the mentoring had on your school, your work, and
relationships with supervisors and teaching colleagues?
Impact on your feelings about your professional status within the
school?
(For Valley Stream only) To what extent, if any, did the Baruch
program contribute to that?

7a. In what ways do supervisors in your school support the intern-mentor program?
ASeparate Baruch program from other existing programs in these questions if
possible)

7b. Do colleagues at your school support the program? How?

7t. 'fiat tiTdt-of supports are still necessary for this program to be even more
successful?



Question 8: What suggestions do you have for improving the Baruch internship
program?



NOTES:

THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP

Mentor Interview Schedule

Mentor:

Interviewer:

Date:
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Question 1: What do you feel the me r training has contributed to your
development as a teache

la. Can _WU identify some of 1h2 mays your teaohino Joy 114-Ite ee ,alaneg42
lb. In what ways .has reenter training effected/chained your tbifflkirg about yourcapabilities as a teacher?

lc. Of how much value to you was this mentor training?



Question 2: There was a lot of content and information (about schooling,
teaching, & learning) covered in the program. Of the content and
information covered, what parts do you remember particularly well(vividly)?

2a. -What 4:10 ynv stink 4± -ahaut Ibic ikartivdlar-materi-al -+-11-at =it-4wittlyou?

2b. Did you find that you used much of this information in your class or in
working with your i nfFITT What percentage? (...in concerssation or in
thinking through a problem)



Question 3: The content and information for the program came from a number of
sources, in several settings, through different learning activities.
We need to know what you feel were the more effective means for
providing this content.

Transmittal Effectiveness Survey - probe and clarify

IL .4ha.t 4 etermiae for you .1whetMr same #erticular *AIV:q1-11.111L° 4gas .used?
(Immediate application, new viewpoint or insight, confirms or refutes one's
experience)

3b. Now does "college" and "field" experience contribute to *bat is reoembered?

3c. Which instructional activities should be
increased, reduced, el im inated ?



Question 4: In what ways have the expectations you had about mentor training beenfulfilled? In what ways did it differ from your expectations?

4a. Thinking back, what was the principal expectation or objective that attractedyou to the program?

4b. From your viewpoint, what should be the goals of the mentor training?(Career development / skills enhancement / training 6171671717-chers I staff dev.)

4c. Has the mentor training changed in any way the things you find satisfying inyour work?

M. ,Which aspects of mentor training did you like the most?

4e. (For Valley stream only) What, if anything, has Baruch's mentor training donefor you that other mentor training has not?



Question 5: Now do you feel the mentor training will affect your work (as a
teacher or mentor) over the next (say) three years?

11 fau *were .mtiaue ..Lae-a<znAn-f-fxr,,A4.2-2t-n"g113-11-taf rur lima +au:Ink --''1141=t1()

would you want to devote to it?

5b. What is the biggest satisfaction you get from being a mentor?
(Sense of contribution / career advancement / peer recognition /
professionalism)

5c. ilas the training long/sufficient enough?

5d. Are there areas where you feel additional training/support is desirable to
round out fully your oreparat ion as a wentor2



Question 6: In what ways did you and your intern(s) have to adjust to each other?
(Personalities/approaches/styles/temperaments/thinking patternsnot schedules)

6a. How did your relationship change oiver the period of the internship?

6b. How important is it to have a good "match" between mentor and intern?

6c. In your view, what makes a good match?

Id.liow can program directors/evaluations promote good relationships betweenintern and mentor? Dr J1Duld they not 44 144,41me4?



Question 7: What impact has the mentoring had on your school, your work, andrelationships with supervisors and teaching colleagues?Impact on your feelings about your professional status within theschool?
(For Valley Stream only) To what extent, if any, did the Baruch
program contribute to that?

7a. In what ways do supervisors in your school support the intern-mentor program?ISvparatt Baruch program from other existing programs in these questions ifpossible)

7b. Do colleagues at your school support the program? How?

7c. What kinds of supports are still necessary for this program to be even moresuccessful?



Question 8: What suggestions do you have for improving the mentor training?

Question 9: What suggestions do you have for improving the program for interns?

ti L.0



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP

Transmittal Effectiveness Survey

Write H (High), M (Medium), or L (Low) to indicate the effectiveness of each of
the following in providing content or learning experiences that were
impressionable and meaningful to you during the Baruch Program.

.1

H High
M = Medium
L Low

Seminars (class)

Required reading

Conferences (with instructor)

Peer discussion/sharing

Lectures/demonstrations

Instructor

Research articles

Graphics (videos /tables /charts)

tog *tepioggritical lecidett Reports

Dbservations tIntern-Mentor)

Conferences (Intern-Mentor)

Workshops

Brcwth Plans

4(itvo 4-eft-His/Reflective -teativirgfittit

.(Pleasg specify .briefly .12e14.)



Teechlr't Name

CLASSROOM VISIT RECORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

NtlinbEir Of year's of teaching egpericace

Gride

Date find Time of 00seeVation/Visit

Date 'and Time of COnforente/Oisassion

Numbers` years teaching in P.S. 194

ObJectivOs/Obali of LOssoh Merited!

a

Oder geMergl Ate, regarding cohteXt Of lessOn/discbssion:

3 c:7



CLASSROOM VISIT RECORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)
ImmiUtorlil......AAVh.

questions fel. Visit What is Observed Notes from Discussion

I, EFFtCTIVE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

A. ,glalisrtn.Afrarntent

. Is thefe trecitent cOngettien At
pdhcil sharpener, Aatdrials Centers, smell
getup areas teAchtr'S desk?

A. tan students move attune the room
eifily? Are tetffic tenet blocked by deskt,
other fvknittrei equipment?

J. Ard students tt their statt
diftrActed by other students et Small group
cefiters dr Out

4. Ard all studehts able to see ttache
when She/he is instructing? Can the feeche.,-
see all Student0 when shefhe is instructing
oe working?

J. buring pretentationcis cdn all
students see the overhead pr4ector screens
and main chdlkbOard areas without turning
aeOunti or mAin0 from their Chairs or seats?

Are the children whd need the
tetcher's frequent Attention Or dssistahce
sittiN Where the teacher can easily reach or
monittr them?

. Are there eny students frequently
bothelling ottlert whb sit near' them?

323
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CLASSROOM VISIT RECORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

Oestioris fOr visit

Clesseibom Rules

I. Have they bedh explained?

ft. Ard they Glee' tO the students?

3. Ard they Oradticed?

4. What ahe the OositiVe and negative
chsequeeced fol` cOmpliante And hone
cdenpliante?

t. Ef ective Cogint fOr
istriac font

I. (With-lt-Aess) Odes the teacher
cOmdnickte to ttudents that she /he knoWs
what the' are dbin9 at all tittles?

Dods the teachers stop behavior

prOblems before they get but of control;
catch the cdrrett Culphit$ stop the moSt
serials oaf tio llinuiltahechis misbehaviors
first?

k. (Olierldpping) Can the teacher
effectivAlly handle two classroom evdnts at
the slime tithe WithOut neglecting either? Is
the thacher able to maintain the flew of the
lessoh, hold stUdedts accountable for theih
work, and deal With ioterruptiont
sienullanOloullly?

31:,3

What is Observed Notes from Discussion
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CLASSROOM VISIT RECORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

Westione fOr Visit
What is Observed

Notes from Discussion

i (SmOoftest) Is the teache able to
mope front one activity to another in a Smooth
manner' by!

Using Signal% oi' cues to htlp
students get ready for the transitioh?

Definitely Odin§ ohe activity
before mo4incl td another?

IgOorihg MisbeheViots Which can tit
hand1411 at effedtivtly afttr d learning
activity io As Abt to intetrupt the lesson?

$ iMothentbm) DOes the tefthet have e
sense lbf progrest oh mOvement throughout a
leisoro or school dat?

Is the lelson taught at a brisk
pate ptoOding cOntinudts ticademit signals br
taiks for students to focus oh?

Is thete any behavior that mi""c
slew hwri the lessdh of loose students
interett:

Leanw drawri-out directions Or ekplenations,

LtecAring oh student behmvidt,

B4Taking activities into ton-small steps?

n r
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CLASSROOM VISIT RECORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

CAlestimit far Visit What is Observed Notes from Discussion

b. itiGu txds AkActoulltability

floes the teacher keep the whole class
interested and learning:

Vsillg attiVities that all student4
(perfOrming And noh-peffeming) Are actively
palhtitipAtirtg;

%idling studdhts acdoudtable for doing
their work;

treAting sdspdhse or other high interest
tetheques Mr holding sttiderits' attention?

t. Prlise,

hoed the teacher:

1. Praite Apedifit cenddtt?
J. Praite fendhal coldudt?
. Praite Mon,deviant, dh-tdsk behavior?

4. dive loft-key aUiet praise?
M. Use loud praiie?

II

. Use Authentic, warm, Varied praise?
Allot/ class to'reinfohce misconduct?

O. Cnntkol class teactioh to misconduct?

ilr. f
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dlASSRObM VISIT RECORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

Obestiohs ?or Visit

1111r1
If. INStRaTIdNAL ORAANIZATION

A. Data Schedules

boet the teacher's stheduld foh the day:

1. teflect school guidelinds?
L nclude.speciAl sbbjtctd?
3. Iollbw the woek first-play later

gririciple?

4. Baldnce leArning objectives and
activities that maintain stbdeht
ntdrest?

t.

1

eal rebliitida114, with 'pull-outs?'
. ddeess school's %code & setluerice?

P. nclude a great dkal of Variety?

B. Inies of Istivittes

Nhat kinds (t)pe9) of adtivitits Are
useid dbrihg the tlaisroom Visit?

. dontbn: dvieloOmeht

. AeatWork

. peckin
. ecitat on
. discuss on
. Itudbnt wor'k ih gPoups
. Shall gPoup inttrOction

356

What is Observed
Notes from Discussion
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CLASSROOM Visa REtORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

Cltiestiorit fOr Visit What is Observed Notes from Discussion

t. Letso0 OeYelopmeht

to the lesion obstrved, doet the teacher:

ilegih clasiWork promptly?

Orieht Iltudenti to pdhpoSe of activity?

A. Condtct le4sow:nitiating review?

A. (neatly indicate a cliengt of topic or activity?

0. talk only On subject Matter!

10. talk or qudstiOn Off-tubject?

/. OuestioM stbdents' comprehensioh?

11. Use iowmordtr Aue$tiohs?

Use high -order questiOns/

10. Orollide fOF unison/chordl/independent prActice?

11. Nuie Defot.e Soliciting answers tO
tompleX Otstions?

12. Conduct topic summary within lesson?

i3. Conduct reilieW at end of lesson?



CLASSROOM VISIT RECORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

Qdtstionsi Mr Visit What is Observed Notes from Discussion

tnq,E112111±

Obes the teachtr:

I, G4ve hoMtwohk/SeatWork directions And
dile date?

2, Chech that ttudentt understand directions?
4. Circtlate and assist Student!?
4, Check error! and 4ive feedbatk On

hAmetork/sektwerk?
5. Give homtwohk/leatWork aftighments of

such difficulty that Student! can
ekpehiedce 60-90% Suctesi rate?

E$ koutint

Clues the t4achkr have the cOopehation of
stddedts And a routine?

1. HAs teacher inforn$d Student! about grouping?
2. Ub students knew What grOupihg means?
J. De stUdehts understand why class will

bt werking in Orodps?
A. HAs teacher spoken with itudtntS in a

pbsitive mahnet sd that she/he has
theitt dopetation?

5. Dbes teathet begin and end
ihsthuction with a whele-claSs
Ocertise?

6. HAs the teacher bdilt up a set of
ihdebendent activities ?.

HAs teacher tried to get patterns
gbinci?
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CLASSROOM VISIT RECORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

Westiont fOr Visit What is Observed Notes from Discussion

Fs. 11-teat11, rtfl4ct teacher's
tiiii44iihntifIdEStUdehts' behavior

Obes teichdh hive leahnihg Centers or
a leirning tenter?

II. What and whtre is the leirning
ctnttr?,

1. It it fdr a group or individual?
. It it mOltileVell
Dbes it haVt a choice of activitier
Ybes it haVt a self-checking feature?

. it based on something prdviously
Al taught?
8. Nes

fact
diicuised chOating And

t

le act that they will be tested it
e 4nd of t cOrtiin time?

T. Obes thf cdntet hive a pUrpOse?
10. Net cinteh Mc:five hecOrd-keeping

aid Ava/uationt



HOW INTERNS AND MENTORS USED
RESEARCH-BASED KNOWLEDGE

CHECK HERE WHE1HER YOU ARE AN INTERN OR MENTOR

One of the important evaluation questions for this program asks how
the research knowledge that is the basis for the program content gets used by
interns and mentors in their work. This questionnaire i5 designed to help us
get some answers to that question. On the left you will see some key words or
phrases that represent research-based topics that were addressed in the
seminars. Please tell us how often you used the concepts and principles
related to those key words or phrases by making a check in the appropriate
column. At the end of the questionnaire, you will be asked to explain HOW you
used some of the concepts/principles, and WHY you did not use any that you
checked as not being used.

Key Words/Phrases

Effective Classroom Management

A. Classroom Arrangement

B. Classroom Rules

C. Distraction Coping Strategies

1 With-it-ness

2. Overlapping

B. Smoothness

4. Momentum

D. Group Focus/ Accountability

E. Praise

Instructional Proanization

.A. Osiiy Szi-yetui

13. Use oTlime

C. Review/Summary

D. Lesson Development

NEVER SUMETIMES FREQUENTLY ALWAYS
USED USED USED USED

(monthly) (weekly) (daily)

I



Key Words/Phrases

Instructional Organization (cont.)

E. Homework/Seatwork

Teaching Strategies

A. Grouping

B. L3arning Centers

C. Writing Process

D. Direct Instruction

E. Indirect Instruction

F. Thematic Planning

G.'Moving pupils from lower to
higher levels of thinking

H. Evaluating instructional
activities in terms of learning
outcomes for pupils

NEVER SOMETIMES FREQUENTLY ALWAYS
USED USED USED USED

(monthly) (weekly) (daily)

1

I

I I
/

I
I I

Please tell us, as specificially as you can, HOW you used the knowledge
that you acquired in the program. Choose the key words /phrase that represents
the topics that you found MOST useful in your teaching, and explain below HOW
you made use of that knowledge.

Most useful:

How?



Now choose the key words/ phrase that represents the knowledge you found
LEAST useful and tell us why you did not use those concepts and principles.

Least useful:



THE BARUCP COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP

Effects Questionnaire

June, 1988

With this questionnaire, we are attempting to find out how intern teachers
have changed, developed, grown as teachers as a result of their participation
in the internship program. Below is a set of statements about possible
effects. Please read each statement carefully and then rate the extent to
which the statement accurately reflects an effect that the program has had for
you. We don't expect that all of these things will have occurred for you.
Just tell us which ones are true for you and how true they are.

The

Opposite
More

True

For Me

1. I have experienced renewed,
increased interest in teaching as a
result of the intern/mentor
program.

2. I take greater pride in my
profession.

3. I am more confident about zy
teaching.

4. I am more aware of alternative
teaching techniques that are

5. I am more farni liar with mew
teaching mate-ia1s.

b. The .program really hasn't done
much for me but it's nice to chat
iTrftrmaily with tether

7. I feel that I understand my
4w9j.15..betier. 1

S. i trammel. Troy; yst a True
of new teaching techniques.

9_ J have had more sapp.oriunities _to
try out new teaching ideas than I
bad bell:Iry i prugr,:m.
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: Not : Slightly : Moderately : Very
i True 1 True : True : True
For : For : For : For
Me : Me : Me : Me

I I
I I I

1 I

I
1

I
a

I I
1 I

I I
1 1I I

1

; ;
1 I

; ; 1 I

1 I I I
1

1 1 I

1

I

1

,
I 1 ;

I I

1

I I



The
Opposite
is More
True
For Me

10. Because of my work in the
program, I feel I am more able to
deal with the demands placed on
teachers in this school by the
odministration.

11. My planning has improved
because I know better how to design
instructional activities appropriate
to my student's levels.

12. I -feel that I have a greater
say in what happens in my
classroom.

13. My teaching, as judged by my
supervisor, has improved.

14. My students are definitely

learning better as a result of my
using ideas or materials picked up
in the program.

15. I am making more use in the
classroom of materials that I
develop myself.

16. Our school's curriculum has
improved as a result of increased
interaction between the teachers.

17. I have a better understanding
of why some teaching techniques
work and others don't.

18. I have changed my whole
approach to teaching.since starting
the internship program.

19. I am better able to dee' with
students who have learning
ifficulties.

20. I am better informed about bow
other teachers in my school teach
than I was before the program.

21. I just feel better about
teaching i)1 this school.

I I
I

I

I
I

I

I
/

: Not : Slightly : Moderately I Very
1 True : True : True ! True
I For : For I For : For

I Me I Me : Me I Me
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The
Opposite
is More
True
For Me

22.1 feel that I am more able to
deal with teaching problems as they
come up.

23. I have a better idea of what I
need to do and how to do it to
improve my teaching.

24. I can communicate better with
my pupils.

25. Since the program was started,
I think teachers and administrators
in this building work more
cooperatively to solve educational
problems.

26. I find I am more willing to try
out teaching techniques and ideas
that are new to me.

27. I am a better observer and
analyzer of what is happening in my
own class.

28. My informal conversations with
other teachers have become more
professionally oriented than they
were in the past.

29. I have been stimulated to seek
other professional growth
activities outside the program.

30. I am better able to analyze and
choose curriculum materials and
ideas for my cusses.

Ia. 1 have a better sense o1
exactly what it is about teaching
that i am particu'arly good at.

32. I feel confident that my next
year Of teaching wilI be easier.

33. I think now what to do and
, pr--aris flar t. 11th Y

school year.

4 4
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HOW DO MENTORS HELP INTERNS?

We believe, and many teachers have confirmed that belief, that mentors
are the key to successful internship programs. This part of the questionnaire
is designed to give us a, better idea of exactly how mentors help intern
teachers. The statements that fellow are all expressions of what mentors
might do to help intern teachers. Please read each statement and then tell
us, based on your experience with the internship program, how often your
mentor did that thing for you.

My M-_ntor

NEVER
=====

Did This
For Me

1. Conducted an individual conference
so that I could arrive at a general
principle for improving instruction.

2. Taught a small group of my pupils
so that I could concentrate on another
group.

3. Provided encouragement and
reinforcement for me.

4. Gave me new ideas for instructional
activities.

5. Made, ordered, or found materials
that I had requested.

6. Helped me pinpoint a specific
problee that had a simple solution but
that I was unaware of before.

7. Helped me to feel a sense of
belonging in this school.

8. Helped me feel a sense of belonging
in the teaching profession. 1 1

9. Explained an edur.itional theory to

Tbmesiped me determine what-1 needed
to do and what the next steps were.

11. Lln.VUl Cgcu nic tr, try 6 riVii

technique.

303

My Mentor My Mentor

OCCASIONALLY FREQUENTLY

Did This
For Me

1

Did This
For Me



My Mentor My Mentor My Mentor

NEVER OCCASIONALLY FREQUENTLY

Did This
For Me

12. Made some materials or arranged a
display for me.

13. Asked questions that made me be
more reflective about my teaching.

14. Gave me concrete and specific
ideas to use in my classroom.

15. Taught a lesson or a class so that
I could observe a certain strategy or
technique in action

16. Provided moral support.

17. Helped me identify my teaching
needs and priorities.

18. Arranged for me to observe or talk
with other teachers in their
cl ssrooms.

19. Helped me analyze my classroom so
that I could gain some insights about
what I ought to do next.

20. Showed me in any on classroom how
to use a certain kind of material or a

special technique.

21. Helped me to understand the
rationale behind certain teaching
strategies.

22. Listened sympathetically when I
needed to discuss a poblem or concern.

23. Gave me a lot of alternative
teaching ideas so that T could choose
the one that was right for me.

24. Brought ale together .with other
interns so that we could share ideas
in group discussions.

25. Had meetings with me to discuss
1 ig4it uf.c

principles of effective teaching in my
worx.
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Did This
For Me

Did This
For Me

1



My Mentor

NEVER

Did This
For Me

26. Told me how to solve a very
vexing problem that is probably
specific to this school.

27. Told me exactly how to implement
certain teaching strategies.

28. Gave me tips on preparing for

administrative observation/evaluation.

29. Acted like a sounding board so

that I could bounce around some
teaching ideas I had.

30. Helped me to know the children in
my school better.

My Mentor My Mentor

OCCASIONALLY FREQUENTLY

Did This
For Me

Did This
For Me

If there is anything your mentor did for you that is not listed above,
please list it on the lines below. Please he as specific as possible in
explaining what your mentor did.



HOW DO MENTORS HELP INTERNS?
(Mentor Form)

We believe, and many teachers have confirmed that belief, that mentors
are the key to successful internship programs. This part of the questionnaire
is designed to give us a better idea of exactly how mentors help intern
teachers. The statements that follow are all expressions of what mentors
might do to help intern teachers. .Please read each statement and then tell
.is, based on your experience with the internship program, how often you
did that thing for your intern(s).

I

NEVER OCCPSIONALLY FREQUENTLY

Did This

1. Conducted an individual conference
so that intern could arrive at a general
principle for improving instruction.

2. Taught a small group of intern's pupils
so that intern could concentrate on another
group.

3. Provided encouragement and
reinforcement for the intern.

4. Give the intern new ideas for instruttibnal
activities.

5. Made, ordered, or found materials
that intern had requested.

6. Helped intern pinpoint a specific
problem that had a simple soluticn but
that intern uas unaware of before.

7. lielptni intsarn tt -feel a -beirbv of
belonging in this school.

J.WDed it tern feel a sense of belonging
i^ the teaching profession.

9. Explained an educational theory to
the intern.

Did This Did This

10.Helped intern determine what needed
aTIU mfizt liTemext 1 1

11. Encouraged intern to try a new

2

r
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I I I

NEVER OCCASIONALLY FREQUENTLY

Did This

12. Made some materials or arranged a
display for intern.

1B. Asked questions that made intern be
more reflective about her/his teaching.

14. Gave intern concrete and specific
ideas to use in the classroom.

15. Taught a lesson or a class so that
intern could observe a certain strategy or

I Itechnique in action

16. Provided moral support.

17. Helped intern identify her/his teaching
needs and priorities.

18. Arranged for intern to observe or talk
with other teachers in their
classrooms.

19. Helped intern analyze his/her classroom so
that he/she could gain some insights about
wnat ought to be done next.

20. Showed intern in intern's own classroom how
to use a certain kind of material or a
special technique.

21. Helped intern to understand the
rationale beind certain teaching
strategies.

22. Listened sympathetically when intern
needed to discuss a problem or concern. :

23. Gave intern a lot of alternative
hiig ideas so that +nternlmuhl-LfiTu-a=

the ont that was right for her/him.

24- .Brought intern together Frith _other
interns so that we could share ideas

Ail 1.713p 1.11-=1...3.177;1711=
1

25. Had meetings with intern to discuss
masmarch=bAsarl

principles of erfective teaching in the

1 1
"uzmimsi'mwm.

UUf

Did This Did This

1



I I I

NEVER OCCASIONALLY FREQUENTLY

Did This Did This Did This

26. Told intern how to solve a very
vexing problem that is probably
specific to this school.

27. Told intern exactly how to implement
certain teaching strategies.

28. Gave intern tips on preparing fo
administrative observation/evaluPtion.

29. Acted like a sounding board so
that intern could bounce around some
teaching ideas she/he had.

30. Helped intern to know the children in
my school better.

If there is anything that you did for your intern that is not listed above,
please list it on the lines below. Please be as specific as possible in
explaining what you did.

1



DATA COLLECTION -- INTERN

Name: (Optional - First Name)

School Grade Assignment:

No. of months teaching: No. of months teaching in present assignment:__

Other teaching experiences:

Where When How long? Assignment

EDUCATION

Teaching License(s) currently held:

Degree Date Major Minor Name of college/university.

Undergraduate Education Courses Taken:

Title Dates

Inservice Education Courses/Workshops/Training:

Title Dates Sponsor Place



Graduate Courses Taken:

Title Dates College

Please complete the following sentences:

As a beginning teacher, my primacy concerns are

I would like to receive help in

List be kinds of experiences you feel would help you the most:



DATA COLLECTION--MENTOR

Name: S.S.#

Home Address:

Home Tel. No.:

School District:

School Address:

Superintendent:

Present Teaching Assignment:

School Tel. No.:

Principal:

How Long?

No. of years teaching:

Grade levels:

No. of schools taught in:

No. of years in present school:

nirr_i_c_alnin area _strengthIsi2

Extra Curricular activities:

Special interests/talents:

Cut-of-classroom poc,'' ins held:

No. of first-year teachers: Grade Level placement(s):



EDUCATION

Teaching Licenses currently held:

Degree Date Major Name of college/university

Additional Courses, workshops and training:

Academic honors:

Grants received:

STAFF/CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE

Prepared and delivered workshops:

What Where When To Whom

Curriculum development:

Area Grade Level When For Whom

Publications:

Type W For Whom

Degree you are preparing for presently:

35r3



Other courses (Spring '87):

Name: Chapter Chairman (school):

Chapter Leader (district):

Prep. Periods: M T W Th

Other Open Time:

Lunch Hour

School Half Days:

School Holidays:

If you do not snare a common prep with intern from your school, could a
common prep be arranged?

Is your school open after school?

Fri

Day(s) Time

From to

3Gi



AS a mentor teacher you will be required to fulfill 3 roles for the intern
as: facilitator, supporter, and epert.

Please write a clear, concise statement in one page or less describing your
qualifications to serve in this role.

361



Conference with the intern to find out:

a) At this point 'n time, what are the intern's major concerns?

b) In what area would the intern like some help--now?

c) What part of the day seems to be most problematic for the intern?

d) How does the intern feel you can best assist hip/her?

e) What time schedule appears to be most convenient for both of you to work
out a professional development program?
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DATE 0

TfMEO

INTERN JOURNAL

NAME:

MENTOR'S NAME:

Orp4se, ofi_Mdettng Place Description of Events* Outcome Statement Next Step Planned

Your reflect-ionk/itpresAiohs/concet'nsfAHAs of the meeting.

363

*IEveht meAns anYthila you Were vorking on witH the mentor during this particular meeting.



ii6211_111 ttelkl&

tgErtm JOURNAL

Description of Events*

4oiJ reflecttohs/impreesions/concerne/ARAs of the meeting.

36

NAME:

INTERN'S NAME:

Outcome Statement Next Step Planned

/Ev6r maanA ahythidl ou were working on With the intern during this particular meeting.

3Go



BARUCH OERI MENTOR-INTERN PROJECT

THE CRITICAL INCIDENT

Critical Events are the parts ot your protessional experiences whichhave particular importance and meaning to you. Such events frequently evokefeelings and tnouynts which are tormulatea into personal theories that guidesubsequent actions or they are events that lead to signiticant insights,understandings, or changes in the way you teel about your development oryour protessional skills.

We are interested in knowing about critical incidents that you may haveeEperienced auriny the mentor traininy. In addition to identifying thecritical incident (see Part I described below), we are very interested in
your retlections and impressions about tnis critical incident (see Part IIdescribed below).

you may experience a number ot these critical incidents aria forms areprovided for you to record them. Near the end ut tne training, when younave had time to consider all ot your incidents, we would like you to giveus tne two you teel are must critical or most important.

To give you an idea ot now to record a critical incident, we navesupplied an example.

An Example of a Critical Incident:

Part I: Describe oujectively what nas ,ccurrea in the mentor trainingcoursework that was the context for the evellu.

Sucn a narration might look like this:

"Based on my reacting ana your coin ente about the advance
organizer model, I suggested to ( ) that sne use the
advance organizer model as an approach for preparing her
students to read. Together we examined a story that the
atddents would read and we wrote an advance organizer that
included these two cohyonents: (I) supplying relevant
concepts witnin a definitional

framework (knowledge), and (2)supplying a context Icz processing the taaah ideas
(structure). be wrote it for the first segment of the fourth
qradle story, "The Raccoon and Mrs. McGinnis.' As we starteu
to discuss the ccuponents that rake up an advance organizer,
1 1 commented that she already uses an advance organizer."

Checklist for Description ot an Event

1. me description relates an experience tnat occurred while I was
tunctioning as a mentor.

2. The description provides an adequa_e account of tne context in whicn the
evein. ozwrceu jdesIgniny an advance ulyanfzOt ick a Mammy selection).

3. Tne aescriptior is objective; no evaluations ur impressions are included.

3 6 :"
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Part II: Evaluate the event that you described. Tne evaluation shouldcontain your judgment', retlectionF, feelings, and thoughts about theinciuent that you related in Part 1.

Evaluate statements tnat relate to tne Information provided might looklike this:

"My immediate reactions to ner statement that she already uses
auvance organizers were surprise and disbeliet. However, Iasked her to explain turther--an interesting reaction becauseI nave never been the kind of person to doubt another person.
II really like this cnange.1 As she explained to me her
interpretation of the basal reading approach, I was amazedbecause sne mentioned a type of advance organizer that I wasnot aware ot. Ala I wonuerea it other mentors were aware ofthis type of advance organizer. So, tomorrow wnen I go toseminar, I am going to bring up this point.

host importantly, I discovered also that there are some things
I can learn trom my intern. That naa not occurred to me.
Frankly, I guess I am still somewhat insecure and feel that 1must snow tnat I Know all the answers. cu well, recognizing
this as a need is one step - I nope."

Glecklist for Judgment Statements:

1. I commehteu on the incident tnat I described in Part I.

2. I shared my tnoughts, reflections and impressions about the event.

Please keep this structure and these checklists in mina as you till outthe emiusea sheet, Tne Critical Incident Report.



Name

Date

CRITICAL INCIDENT REPORT FORM

School

Directions: Describe an incident which had significant impact on your
growth as a professional. Please follow the two column structure that is
c'tailed below. If you are unsure about where to write your information,
plea:3e go back ana consult the checklists that are described in the
instructtons.

riaLL lo UC.4%.4-11.PQ Q11 .1.1116

that occurred in the mentor
training coursework or in
working with your beginning
intern.

rQL6 L. rIL.I.LV CVQLUQl.1Vl1 OL.Q6C411C116Q

that express your judgments,
feelings, thoughts, and
conclusions. aim. the inciaent
you described in Part 1.

For More Space See the Next Page
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Intern Name:

Date:

THE BARUCH COLLEbE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP

SELF EVALUATION OF CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT *

1. Reevaluate Your Room Arrangement

a. Does congestion frequently occur in certain areas of the room, such as
at the pencil sharpener, materials center, small group areas, or your
desk?

Notes

Conclusion

b. Can you and ,..our students move around the room easily, or itre traffic
lanes blocked by desks, other furniture, or equipment?

Notes

Conclusion

c. Do students at the small-group area or at centers distract nearby
students from their seatwork?

Notes

Conclusion

d. Can you see all students from any place in the room at which you
instruct. Or work?

Notes

Conclusion

e. During your presentations, can students see the overhead projector or
screen and the main chalkboard areas without turning around or roving
from their chairs or desks?

Notes

Conclusion

f. Are students who frequently need your attention, or assistance seated where
you can easily monitor and reach them?

Notes

Conclusiofi

g. Do some students frequently bother others who sit near them?
Notes

Conclusicn

Areas for Further Investigation/Work/Change

a 371



b. Are your majo' class procedures, such as those governing student talk,

Notes

Conclusion

2. Review Vc.Ir Rules and Procedures for Student Conduct

a, have you stopped enforcing one or more of your rules?

raising hands, movement around the room, use of equipment and supplies,
being followed without constant prompting and reminders?

Notes

Conclusion

c. Are some student behaviors occuring that are clearly undesirable, butthat are not covered under your current rules or procedures?
Notes

Conclusion

a. Do you find yourself giving the same directions repeatedly fur some
common procedure?

Notes

Conclusion 6--

e. Are you spending as much time going over directions and procedures nowas at the beginning of year?
Notes

"Conclusion

Areas for Further Investigation/Work/Change



3. Review Your Major Accountability Procedures
a. Do many of your students fail to cornp'ete assignments or not turn them

in at all?

Notes

Conclusion

b. is much student work messy to the point of being illegible?
Notes

Concl, ion

c. Are students completing work on time, or do you find yourself giving
extensions more and ;nor^ frequently?

Notes

Conclusion

d. Do students sometimes claim that they did'nt Know an assignient was due
Or what its requirements were?

Notes

Conclusion

e. After graces are Given on report cards, do students frequently complain
that they do not understand why they received particular grades?

Notes

Conclusion

Areas for Furtner Investigation/Work/Change



4. List the Consequences for Appropriate and Inappropriate Behavior, and Review
How Frequently They are Usen and How Effective They Are

a. Do you reward good student behavior, including effort, in a variety of
ways ?

Notes

Conclusion

b. Are your rewards still attractive to students, or hve they tired of
them?

Notes

Conclusion

c. Do you find yourself assessing penalties more and more often and
rewarding students less than you previously did?

Notes

Conclusion

d. Are you warning and threatening students frequently and do you fail to
follow 4hrough when students continue to misbehave?

Note::

Conclusion

e. Have your penalties lost their deterrent value through overuse?
Notes

Conclusion

f. Does administering your reward or penalty system take too much timc and
effort?

Notes

Conclusion

Areas for further IllvestigationAork/Change



D. Consider Whether You Are Detecting Misbehavior in its Early Stages and
Preventing Little Problems from avelovng into Big Ones

a. Do you tend to notice misbehavior only after it involves several
students?

Notes

Conclusion

b. When you work witn students in groups or individually at your desk, does
noise, disruption, or widespread work avoidance occur?

Notes

Conclusions

c. Do you sometimes have the feeling that some students are misbehaving
simply to oain your attention?

Notes

Conclusion

d. Are there times when so much inappropri_te behavior occurs at once that
you don't have any idea what to do?

Notes

Conclusun

e. Do you sometimes discover that students have hardly begun classwork
assignments whel they should actually be through with them?

Notes

Lonciusion

Areas for Further Investigation/Work/Cnange



P. Consider Ways to Improve the Management of Your Instructional Activities

a. Do students frequently seem confused about work requirements, and do they
fail to follow directions, even after you have explained them or listed
them on the board?

Notes

Conclusion

b. Do you often discover that students have not uno. ''ood your
presentations and Lhat they therefore cannot compl, e assignments
correctly?

Notes

Conclusion

c. Are t'ansitions from one activity to another taking a long time?
Notes

Conclusion

d. Are some students no; ready for instruction when a new activity begins?
Notes

Conclusion

e. Is the , widespread misbehavior during transitions?
Notes

Conclusion

f, Do You have students with learnino problems who seem to require core
assistance than you are giving them?

Notes

Conclusion

g. Is there a constant demand for free-time materials and activities in yourclass?
Notes

Conclusion

41. is the performance of many of your students weli below glade level -inbasic skill areas?
Notes

Conclusion

i. Are some of your students so fast at finishing Glasswork that they get
bored or bother others?

Baas

6
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b. (continued)

j. Do you find that a relatively small group of students monopolize class
discussions?

Notes

Conclusif,n

k. Are a few of your students so far behind the class that you have justgiven up on them?
Notes

Conclusion

Areas for Further Investigation/Work/Change

SUMMARY NOTES

* adapted from: Evertson, C. et al, Classroom Management for Elementary Teachers,Englewood Cliffs: NJ, Prentice-Hall,Inc., 1984



PLANNING DECISIONS

Inuicdte ttie sey.euce/order you use Wien picauling for tedching. Write 1 toinaicate wnicn of the categurl.es oelow comes to mind first; 2 to inaicatethe second tnought ana so on--to 8.

Daily Weekly Unit Term YearlyPlanning Planning Planning Planning Planning

Objectives

Content

Activities

Materials

Diagnosis

Evaludtioh

Instruction

Organization



Your name

The date

TIME CAPSULE

What are your beliefs about the value of teacher praise in the classroom?
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THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP

Module I. Summary of Concepts and Principles

A. Classroom Management

1. Physical Arrangements in Classroom

(See Evertson Handout)
COMMENTS

2. Rule Explication and Monitoring

Specifies a rule
Clarifies a rule
Practices rule
Reprimands rule infraction
COMMENTS

3. .Withitness, Desist, Oyerlapping

Stops deviant behavior
Corrects worse deviancy
Desists student causing disruption
Suggests alternative behavior

Attends task and deviancy simultaneously

kttends to two instructional tasks
simultaneously
ttmrtms

Does not specify when rule is needed
Does not clarify a rule

Does not correct rule infraction

Toes not stop deviancy/deviancy spreads
Corrects lesser

Desists onlooker or wrong student
Uses rough, angryipunitive desists
Uses approval-f,;-used desist

Ignores deviancy Si continues task Of:
ignores task and treats deviancy
Ignores other students needing help
or drops task or engages in intrusion

30



4. Group Alert

Poses question-selects reciter
Alerts class-calls on reciter
Alerts non-performers
COMMENTS

Selects reciter-poses question
Alerts class - unison response
Ignores non-performers

5. Movement smoothness/slowdown

Ignores irrelevancies/continues on task

Gives short, clear non-academic directions

Moves whole/subgroup
COMMENTS

Reacts to or interjects irrelevancies
or flip-flops or dangles
Overdwells or fagments non-academic
directions

Fragments group movement

6. Praise

Pr_aicAl=

Praises nol-deviant, on-task behavior
gives low-key, quiet praise
Uses conditional praise
Uses authentic, varied, warm praise
Controls class reaction to miscolidutt
COMMENTS

-LT-J4e5 14=1 lc I a -curraUVZ praise

Uses loud praise

Allows tiass to reinforce misconduct

7. Distraction Coping Techniques

Deals qu it4c ly "vitt dis-trattitm

Maintains flow of instruction
Eliminates AistrActipn

COMMENTS

3S1

'Takes too long dealing with
distraction
Instruction gets sidetracked
D i-strect cc ntictses or is
exacerbated



b. Instructional Organization

8. Use of Time

Begins classwork promptly
Provides activities and attends students

Has materials in order/ minimal time
spent in passing out papers, etc.
COMMENTS

Delays starting lesson
Delays new topic or activity/
students wait for instruction or
teacher assistance
Searches for or does not have handoutu/
materials/equipment in ordcr -

disorganized

9. Review/Summary

Conducts lesson-initiating review
Conducts topic summary within lesson
Conducts review at end of lesson
COMMENTS

10. Lesson Development

Orients students to classwork/specifies
purposes of activities

indicates change of topic or activity
Talks on subject matter

Questions student comprehension
Low order questions
iilasah order questions

Pr ovities independent/Choral/unison
practice
Pauses before soliciting answers to
zoslea quest ons
COMMENTS

Talks or questions off-subject

Extends talk Dr changes topic
without comprehension check

Solicits immediate response to
-centlis iex Iqutrstittrr6

382



. . .

11. Homework/Seatwork

Gives homework/seatwork directions
and due date

Checks comprehension of directions

Circulates IL assists students

Checks errors or gives feedback
on homework/seatwork
Gives 80-90% success rate work
COMMENTS

Assigns homework/seatwork without
directions/e.le date
Directs students to start without
checking comprehension
Remains at dest - inadequate
circulation/assistance
Does not give feedback on homework/
seatwork

Summary Comments: What's well in hand? Where do you want to spend your efforts?
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THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP PROJECT

Intern Name:
Date:

Self Description and Reevaluation of Group Management in Reading

1. Describe your grouping for reading.

Example:

Reading Grade Level
Number of Children

3
1'

3 FL
4

2'
5 22

3'
4 32_
3

4
2

which based reader(s) do you use? Level
Why?

How do you meet tne needs of al, students?

2. Outline your reading schedule for the week.

Examplpl
monaay Group. A Group B

2U"-3u"

2U"-30"

10"

Your Outline

Introduction of today's lesson and what you expect of Ss

Teacher-directed lesson Independent Work

Independent work -Teacher-oirected lesson

Whole class sharing and record keeping

Why do you think this schedule and grouping patttern is working /not
Widtk-ingi



J. Using one story from the Holt stories, write down the activities you selectedto teacn the "whole" group and the activities that you selected for
independent activities for a 2-day time span. Ask yourself if the activiteswere appropriate to the needs and reading level of each student. Diu theactivites match the purpose of your lesson?

a) When and how did you correct/cneck student's work?

W Describe or sow the recoro-keepiny system the students use to keep trackof their Own progress as well as your own record-keeping system.

4. Describe tne activity you used to end each reading period.

. Evaluate your successes in grouping for reading for these two days.

6. Go bacK to Professor Kay's self evaluation check list. See pg. 6. Rethink!Oee next paoe)



4

u. Consider Ways to Improve the Management of Your Instructional Activities

a. Did students frequently seem confused about work requirements, and did tney
fail to follow directions, even after you have explained them or listed
triers on the board?

Notes

Conclusion

D. Did you discover that students have not understood your presentations
and tnat they therefore were not able to complete assignments correctly?

Rotes

Conclusion

c. Were transitions from one activity to another taking too long ? Wny ?
Notes

Conclusion

U. Were some students not ready for instruction when a new activity began?
Why ?

Rotes

COnCluSlOn

e. was there widespread misbehavior during transitions?
NOteS

Conclusion

T. Diu you nave stuoents with learning problems who seemeo to require more
assistance than you were giving them?

Notes

Conclusion

p. Was there a constant oemand for more-to-do materials and activities
during the period?

Notes

Conclusion

h. Was the performance of many of your students satisfactory in terms of
achievement?

Notes

Conclusion



BARUCH COLLEGE
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Department of Education
Anne Sabatini, Instructor

Here is a list of possible topics/areas/techniques that you may have worked
on tnis school year witn your mentor/intern.

Please 1) React the list of possible topics.
2) Gererate your own list of *things" worked on with your

mertor/intern.
3)

(I' possible gopics . . . t2) Your List of Topics . .

Getting books, supplies...
Room arrangement
Bulletin board aisplays
Lesson planning
Scneauling the day
Routines
Seating plan
Class rules
Procedures

Teaching rules/proceaures/routines
Starting the aay
Ending the any
Learning centers
Reaaing comprenension
Phonics

Math,problem solving
Penmansnip
cmestioning

Inaepenaent activities
Teaching indepenaent activities
Grouping
Homework assignments

Making transitions franc one activity
to next

Discipline
Pacing at lessons
Getting stucents attention
teacher's voice
Teacher -mace games, charts
Time management

Test taking .skills
ESL techniques
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BARUCH COLLEGE
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Department of Education
Anne Sabatini, Instructor

Conrerencing Components

Step 1. Start with a clear statement
or purpose.

Step 2. Engage the intern in a
dialooue that is related to the
purpo.,a.

-Description
-Analysis
-Planning

Step 3. Agree on plans for a specific
next step(s).

Step 4. Sumariee -what has been
accomplished.



VIDEO

1. What was tne purpose of the conference?

2. What did the intern feel she could do by herself in September?

3. What aid the intern reel she would like more help with in September?

4, kitiat aid DOtb agree to as a next stepts)?

5. What gifts or collegiality were exchanged?



BARUCH -OER I MEN TOR /INTERN PROGRAM

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLASSROOM 1BSERVATIONS

The Baruch-OERI Mentor-intern Training Program uses the research on
effective teaching as the knowledge base for its training. It incorporates someof the effective training behaviors identified into its assessment and
evaluation of the intern's progress and development. Using the Florida
Performance Measurement System as a model, we have identified certain key teachingconcepts and their specific indicators (observable teacher behaviors) that wefeel are appropriate measures of the development of a beginning teacher orintern.

Three key teaching areas are targeted in the observations being requested:
the intern's performance in presenting an academic rule, in manLping student
conduct and performance in organizing and implement-W-5a unit of instruction.Tiii-7,7nIs for assessing the intern's performance contain specific target
behaviors the observers should look for during the observation. Each target
behavior should be rated as either observed, observed and clearly presented (theobserver's judgment that the intern emphasized, stressed, clearly demonstrated, orclearly evidenced the teaching behavior or activity), or observed, clearly
presented and effective (tne observer's judgment that the behavior had a
positive or salutary effect on the students -- either directly or through the
momentum and cohesion it gave to the lesson or unit).

The interns will have been exposed to information and research concerning
these behaviors and can be expected at this point to incorporate them to somedegree into their teaching behaviors. A not applicable category is included;
we suspect, however, that the respective indicators will be ratable forvirtually all lessons.

Interns can and probably should be notified when an observation will takeplace.They should know what the observer is looking for.Thus, interns can
prepare materials or units for the observation, if they wish.

We would appreciate copies of scripted records, narrative reports, or
comments that observers develop for these observations -- if such copies can be
made available. 4e would also appreciate it if observers would return with theforms whatever comments they feel are necessary to annotate or clarify their
ratings or the circumstances of the observation.

If there are any questions, please call Anne Sabatini at (212) 725 4437.



Intern's

BARUCH - OERI MENTOR/INTERN PROGRAM

Managing Student Conduct

This form is used to assess the intern's performance in managing student conduct. Iaddresses selected indicators of how the intern desisted misbehavior during a lesson usinwitwaness overlapping, group alert, movement smoothness/slowdown, praise, and distractioncoping techniques. Observers should familiarize themselves with the target behaviors (overprior to the observation and complete this form immediately following the observation. The,form can be used for observations specifically scheduled to look at these behaviors; it canalso be used to assess these behaviors when the observation is being conducted for someother purpose.

Identification data
Date

Intern's Name

School

Observer's Name

Class

Subject

INDICATORS

A. (.441THITNESS3

1. Stops deviant b,ihavior.

2. Corrects worse deviancy.

3, Desists student causing behavior.

4, Suggests alternative behavior.

8. kOVERtAPPING3

5. Attends task ana deviancy simultaneously.

6. Attends to two instructional.task
4multivi,eatsly.

RATING

Observed
'and
Observed

clearly
presented

Observed,
clearly '

presented,
and

effective

1

no not
use



C. [GROUP ALERT,

7. Poses ouestion - selects reciter.

8. Alerts class - calls on reciter.

9. Alerts non-performers.

O. CMOVEMENT SMOOTHNESS/SLOWDOWN)

lu. Ignores irrelevancies/continues on task.

11. Gives short, clear non-academic
directions.

12. Moves whole/subgroup.

E. [PRAISE)

13. Praises specific content.

14. Praises non-deviant, on-task behavior.

15. Gives low-key, quiet praise.

4141 4444iti4441 9(444e.

VStS authentic, varied, warm praise.

18. Controls class reaction to misconduct.

F. [DISTRACTION COPIth TECHNIQUES)

19. Deals quickly with Dutside bistrAzlim.

46144:t4iai tie4e-0 4ottrioct41.

/I. Eliminates bistraction.

352

Observed Observed
and

clearly
presented

Observed,
clearly
presented,
and

effective

OVA Do n
use



Intern's

BARUCH - OERI MENTOR/INTERN PROGRAM

Presentation of Subject Matter

This form is to be used to assess the intern's performance in presenting an academicrule. Students are more likely to learn rules best when rule circumstances are describedand rule practice is provided. Observers should familiarize themselves with the targetbehaviors (over) prior to the observation and complete this form immediately following theobservation. The form can be used for observations specifically scheduled to look at thesebehaviors; it can also be used to assess these behaviors when the observation is beingconducted for sane other purpose.

Identification data
Date

Intern's Name

School

Observer's Name

Class

Subject

INDICATORS

A. [PRESENTS AN ACADEMIC RULE]

I. Describes a rule-governing situation.

2. Provides practice for the rule.

RATING

Observed

,presented

Observed
and

clearly

Observed,
clearly
presented,
and

effective

JpOicable, Rating category as not appropriate for titi-5 type of 1,ts-s-oll.



Description of behaviors to be rated in assessing intern's performance inpresenting an academic rule:

1. Describes a rule-aoverninq situation: Intern states, describes, and/or analyzestne kind of circumstances to which a rule is applicable.

a. Provides practice for the rule: Intern gives a number of practice situations tohelp students learn to apply the rule.

--,



BARUCH-OERI MENTOR/INTERN PROGRAM

Intern's 'Instructional Organization and Develo;;;

This form is to be used to assess the intern's organization and implementation ofunit of instruction. It addresses celected indicators of how the intern used time,reviet.*o subject matter, and managed seatwork or homework. Observers should TiTgliarizeTWOTilVes with the target behaviors (over) prior to the observation and complete thisfern immediately following the observation. The form can be Lsed for observationespecifically scheduled to look at these behaviors; it can also be uses to assess nesebehaviors when the observation is being conducted for sane other purpose.

Identification data
Date

Intern's Name

School

Observer's Name

Class

Subject

INDICATURS
RATING

Observed Observed
and

clearly
presented

Observed,
clearly
presented
and

affective

41F T1VFJ

1. Begins work promptly.

2. has materials in oroer.

Amoios wait-time.

b.iSlitjECT kfvIEA0)
4, Conducts lesson-initiating review.

Recaps during the lesson.

6. Conducts iesson-end review.

C.EMAHAGEMENT OF SEATWOHK, HOMEWORK, AND
hiACTICei.1

7. Provides clear instructions.

8. Checks comprehension of instructions

41. Lircm4ates and assists.

1

ku. Checks errors and gives -feedback. J

NOt applicable. Rating category is not appropriate for this type of lesson

NA

3 ;15



Uescriptions of behaviors tc be rated in assessing intern's performance in organizingand implementing a lesson or a unit of instruction:

1. Begins work promptly: Intern is punctual and begins work promptly.

2. Has materials in orders: Intern has routinized activities such as passing out papers,moving to get materials prepared, procedures worked out and has everything in order.

3. kolas wait-time: Intern has organized the unit to keep the lesson moving; providesstructure fee those students who finish early, tnereby eliminating the necessity forstudents to wait for teacher approval.

Conducts lesson-initiating reviews: Intern starts the beginning of a lesson or unit byreviewing or rehearsing the previous lesson or involves the students in doing so,

5. Recaes during the lesson: Intern conducts a topic summary within the lesson; i.e.,provides a condensation of recap of the significant points of the preceding materialuefore moving on to a new part of the lesson or unit.

a. Conducts lesson-end review: Intern restates the important points of the lesson at theend of the lesson or unit.

7. Provides clear instructions: Intern gives clear instructions for independent seatwork,homework or practice that explicate what it is the students are to do.

b. Checks comprehension of instructions: Intern ascertains Avhetlier or aot students
unaerstand what they are to do in their seatwork, homework, or practice.

5. Circulates and assists: Intern is mobile; teacher circulates about the room andassists stuaent who have not fully understand or otherwise are having difficulty..Applicable only to seatwork and prectice assignments.)

iu. Ctetts Treys and dives feedback: Intern monitors the work by checking errors, givingcorrective feedback, or by grading the seatwork, homework, or priciice, ,or 411 .oftnese, thereby holding the students accountable.
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Descriptions of behaviors to be rated in assessing intern's performance in
managing student conduct:

I. Stops deviant behavior. Teacher stops misbehavior before it spreads to other
students or becomes more serious.

2. Corrects arse deviancy. Teacher stops the major disruption when two or more
devianci,, occur simultaneouly,

3. Desists student causing behavior. Teacher stops the student who caused the
disruption, not bystander.

4. Suggests alternate behavior. Teacher suggests different behavior to direct a
student from deviant behavior.

5. Attends task and deviancy simultaneously. Teacher takes care of a task and
disruption at the same time without disrupting the lesson.

b. Attends to two instructional tasks simultaneously. Teacher attends to two tasks
at the same time without upsetting either one.

7. Poses question - selects reciter. Teacher asks a question before calling on astudent.

d. Alerts class - calls on reciter. Teacher alerts all students to think about aquestion, then calls on a student.

9. Alerts non-performers. Teacher cautions students who do not participate thatthey may be called on anytime.

IU. Ignores irrelevancies/continues on task. Teacher ignores minor distractions andmoves the lesson forward.

ii. Gives short, clear non-academic directions. Teacher, avoid long, drawnoutairections.

IZ. Moves whole/subgroup. Teacher executes whole and small group activitiesappropriate to lesson objectives and learner needs.

.13. Praises specific content. Teacher praises student for good toy* in specific, notgeneral, terms.

14. Praises non - deviant, on-task behavior. Teacher praises a .student for goodconduct/work when another student is disruptive.

la. Gres quiet praise. Teaner praise is almost unnoticeable by others.

lb. Uses conditional praise. Student receives praise only when haishe f44fills17fiir ooligation.

17. Uses authentic, varied, warm praise.



1d. Controls class reaction to misconduct.
Teacher behavior that reduces groupapproval of disruptive conduct.

19. Distraction refers to outside of the classroom intrusions such as an announcement2u. over the PA.
21.

35S



NOTES:

THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP

Intern Interview Schedule

Intern:

Interviewer:

Date:

350



Question 1: What do you feel the internship has contributed to your
development as a teacher?

(For Valley Stream, separate out Baruch program)

la. Can you identify some of the ways your teaching may have been changed:

lb. In what ways has the internship affected/changed your thinking about your
JUZ .41 taarhal-/

lc. Of how much value to you was this program?

460



Question 2: There was a lot of content and information (about schooling,
teaching, & learning) covered in the program. Of the content and
information covered, what parts do you remember particularly well
(vividly)?

2a. What do you think it is about this _particular material that made it st&y with
you?

2b. Did you find that you used much of this information in your class or in
thinking about your tea cling? What percentage? conversation or in
thinking through a problem)



Question 3: The content and information for the program came from a number of
sources, in several settings, through different learning activities.We need to know what you feel were the more effective means for
providing this content.

Transmittal Effectiveness Survey - probe and clarify

la. _What 1:12iPminer{ fir ynn Jahaihar _temp _nar±icular iennwlazints mac _ti clad?
(Immediate application, new viewpoint or insight, confirms or refutes one'sexperience)

3b. How does "college" and "field" experience contribute to what is remembered?

3c. Which instructional activities should be
increased, reduced,

402

eliminated?



Question 4: In what ways have the expectations you had about the program been
fulfilled? In what ways did it differ from your expectations?

4a. Thinking back, what was the principal expectation or objective that attracted
you to the program?

4b. From ycur viewpoint, what should be the goals of the Baruch program?

4c. Has the program changed in any way the things you find satisfying in
your immk?

10. ithirt aspetts trf the prrpram did you like the most?

4e. What, if anything, has the Baruch program done for
you that other staff development or inservice programs have not?

03



Question 5: How do you feel the Baruch program will affect your work (as ateacher) over the next (say) three years?

5a. Was the training long/sufficient enough?



Question 6: In what ways did you arJ your mentor have to adjust to each other?
(Persoralities/approacu-s/styles/temperaments/thinking patterns ...not schedules)

6a. How did your relationship change oiver the period of the internship/

6b. How important is it to have a good "match" between mentor and intern?

6c. In your view, what makes a good match?

Zd.'How can program
directors/instructors/evaluators promote good relationshipsbetween intern 'and mentor? Or sboul4 they hot get ihvolv,e4.?

4;5



Question 7: What impact has the mentoring had on your school, your work, and
relationships with supervisors and teaching colleagues?
Impact on your feelings about your professional status within the
school?

(For Valley Stream only) To what extent, if any, did the Baruch
program contribute to that?

7a. In what ways do supervisors in your school support the intern-mentor program?
(Separate Baruch program from other existing programs in these questions if
possible)

7b. Do colleagues at your school support the program? How?

7t. What tiTitis of supports are still necessary for this program to be even more
successful?

4 11 6



Question 8: What suggestions do you have for improveig the Baruch internship
program?
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THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP

Mentor Interview Schedule

Mentor:

Interviewer:

Date:

40S



Question 1: What do you feel the mentor training has contributed to your
development as a teacher?

la. Can you identify some of the ways your teachiftg may have been changed?

114 In mbatmays 4146 aentor training 4ffected/c Aged your thinking about yourcapabilities as a teacher?

lc. Of how much value to you was this mentor training?

4019



Question 2: There was a lot of content and information (about schoolteaching, & learning) covered in the program. Of the coinformation covered, what parts do you remember particula(vividly)?

ing,

tent and
rly well

2a. What do sou think it is abet
thispanticmlarsaa±prial .113.1.t_mAziA 1+ x+.2A,..614-.11you?

2b. Did you find that you used much of this information in your class or inworking with your infERT What percentage? concerssation or inthinking through a problem)

41 0



Question 3: The content and information for the program came from a number of
sources, in several settings, through different learning activities.
We need to know what you feel were the more effective means for
providing this content.

Transmittal Effectiveness Survey - probe and clarify

321_ IthatAPiPnnizu4r1 for yausaluattuar cnialaiLartir_ular-lenmalAnA_Aass_mcaul?

(Immediate application, new vieWT3iiit or insight, confirms or refutes one's
expel-len*

3b. Row does "college" and "field" experience contribute to *hat is remembered?

3c. Which instructional activities should be
increased, reduced, eliminated?



Questior 4: In what ways have the expectations you had about mentor training been
fulfilled? In what ways did it differ from your expectations?

4a. Thinking back, what was the principal expectation or objective that attractedyou to the program?

4b. From your viewpoint, what should be the goals of the mentor training?
(Career development / skills enhancement / training cifiliViiiaers staff dev.)

4c. Has the mentor training changed in any way the things you find satisfying inour work?

4d. Mhich aspects of aieritor training did you li*e most?

4e. (For Valley Stream only) What, if anything, has Baruch's mentor training done*if you that titter mentor training has not/

4 I 2



Question 5: How do you feel the mentor training will affect your work (as a
teacher or mentor) over the next (say) three years!

5a. If you were to continue to be a mentor. what ioercent of _your time Iwork week)
would you want to devote to it?

SI). What is the biggest satisfaction you get from being a mentor?
(Sense of contribution I career advancement I peer tecognition /
professionalism)

5c. Was the training long/sufficient enough?

Sd. Are there areas where you feel additional training/support is desirable to
round out fully your preparation as a mentor?

4 ; 3



Question 6: In what ways did you P your intern(s) have to adjust to each other?(Personalities/approa s/styles/temperaments/thinking patterns ...not schedules)

6a. How dio your relationship change oiver the period of the internship?

6b. How important is it to have a good "match" between mentor and intern?

6c. In your view, what makes a good match?

Told. 'How can program directors/evaluations promote good relationships betweenintern and mentor? .Dr should they not get involAied?

414
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Question 7: What impact has the mentoring had on your school, your work, and
relationships with supervisors and teaching colleagues?
Impact on your feelings about your professional status within theschool?

(For Valley Stream only) To what extent, if any, did the Baruch
program contribute to that?

7a. In what ways do supervisors in your school support the intern-mentor program?(Separate Baruch program from otter existing programs in these questions ifpossible)

7b. Do colleagues at your school support the program? How?

7c. 'What kinds of supports are still necessary for this program to be even more
successful?
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Question 8: What suggestions do you have for improving the mentor training?

Question 9: What suggestions do you have for improving the program for interns?

46 6
---s



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING INTERNSHIP

Transmittal Effectiveness Survey

Write H (High), M (Medium), or L (Low) to indicate the effectiveness of each of
the following in providing content or learning experiences that were
impressionable and meaningful to 191 during the Baruch Program.

H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

Seminars (class)

Required reading

Conferences (with instructor)

Peer discussion/sharing

Lectures/demonstrations

Instructor

Research articles

Graphics (videpsitablgstcharts)

tog teeping/Critital incident Reports

Observations (Intern Mentor)

Conferences (Intern Mentor)

Workshops

linorvlb Flans

tentriTrgfitef itoettvt lye/et-111v fitni t y

atber 4Please specify briefly
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CLASSROOM VISIt ReCORO FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

Idach6.1! Name

NdImblir Of ?eats df teaching ekpetience

Vade

Ditellnd Tillie of Oksetvationhisit

Elite ind Tittle df CtnfOrente/OiscUssion

00jectivks/tioals of lessoh 0Oseevedt

. I ft . ,

t P h
1. a

Numberof years teaching in P.S. 194

Other' geiSerAl ilotet rillgarding cdntekt of lesson /discussion:

4'



CLASSROOM VISIt RiCORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

Questias for tiislt What is Observed Notes from Discussion

I, EF4CTiVE CLASSROOM hANAGOENT

A. aahliaari420ent

1. Is there treluent angestibn At
pkncil she-liner, Art rials denSersi small
gPoup arkaso teechkr4 desk?

2. Can stwderitspovt atounh the room
eisily? Ar4 teaffic ands blocked by desks,
other fu4iture, equilIment?

3. AA stbdehts at their watt
distrect4d Oy other studehts at Wall Iroup
cOnters 6r Area?

4. ArA all studdnts able tb ste teacher
when sheihe,is inslructin§? Can th tdachtqr
sde all Itudenth w en she/he is instrudting
or workiAg?

S. During prisentatIoni, ctn All
studehts set, thb o*erNead projector screen,
attd main chAlkbbard areas without turning
at'ound of mdvint from their dhairs Or Seats?

t. Are tit* cOildren,whO need the
teachtes frbquAntiatttntion or itsslstance
sittihg *here the teadher can easily roach or
monit'br then'?

. bothIArO thbre any studetits frequently

n4 othert who sit hear them?

419



CLASSROOM VISIt RECORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

Qbestioes fbr visit What is Observed Notes from Discussion

B. ClOsstoom Rules

1. Hale they been ekplAine?

t. Are thy Blear tb the studentl?

8. Are thy Oradtictd?

4. Whet ale the positiie and negative
censetuehtei fo$ cOmpliante And hon.
cOmplianke?

C. Ef ec ive Co i j112142in fbr
ion

1

1. (With -It -less) 0 es the teacher
cdmmelnicitte to stugents t at she /he knows
wile they ate dbinq at all times?

Dols the teadhert stop hehevidr
ptobltms be ore thty let but of control;
catch th4 cOrrett duldrit1 stop the most
sdriots df two timaltaneobs Misbthatiots
first?

Q. (OVerlIpping) CAn the teathet
effectiv4ly hantle two clisstoom eventg at
the same time Withbut neglecting either"? Is
the lactierjsblk td maintain the flOw Of the
lessor , hold stbdedts accbuntablt for their
work, an deal tritn itite4uptiont

siMultanAoufly?

421
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CLASSROOM ViSlf RECORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

(*Wont fdr tisit
li---1

J. (Smbottiness) Is the teacher able to
move fro0 mit adti4ity to another io a Smooth
maihnef bj:

Using sighalt of cues to hip
sttdedts get ready for thd transition?

Definitely ehdirlg ohe activity
beton, mdving tO adothkr?

Ighoring inisbehaviors NhiCh can be
hathdlad as effedtiVtly after a ltarding
activity So As dot to interrupt the lestont

4. IMoAentum) Odes the teichdr have a
sese of Orotrels oh mOveMent thhoujhout a
leAsod or' scNool day?

Is thd leSsoh taught at a brisk
pace drovidihg dontinudus academic signals or
talks for sthdelits to focus oh?

Is thdre any behr4iOr that might
sldw elowd the lkssdn or lOusd stbdeots'
interdst:

Long, dhatvd-oUt direCtions or explanatiods,

Lectfirihg do student behavidr,

OreAinq activities into too -small steps?

423
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CLAStROOM VISIt RiCORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

Qtestiolts ftr tisit
What is Observed

Notes from Discussion

D. Grilue. Foclks A AccoufltA____,

boa the t4actier lee the whole class
intertstdd and leaPning:

tsiOg act-Asides that all studenti
(ptrfqrming and nod-perfol-miAg) ere actively
partitipAti09;

16141i0g studAnts actouritable for doihg
their wo'k;

treAtirig sbspinse or other high idtertst
technlquds for .of ing stbdedts' attention?

E. Priisl

Iboe4 the ttaciier:

1. Fraise tpedifit cAnddct?
4. Fraise tendral

praise hon-Adevian , do -tesk beHavibr?
4. dive loili-kdy qbie peaist?

. the loud peaist?

. auIentic, wafm, varied praise?
lloW c as4 to reinfdrce milcodduct?

. dontrol cldss iTattidn tb miscdndutt?

4 C'
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CLA5SRAM VISIT RtCORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

thiestiohs for Visit
What is Observed

Notes from Discussion

INStRUtTONAL ORGANIZATION

A. Ostli ScHedules

Doet the teacher's stheduld for the day:

1. Reflect school gdidelines?
2. Include sptcial sUbjtcti?
3. follbw the wotk first-play lattr

Oriaciple?

4. lial4nce learning ubjtctives and
Activities that maintaid stbdeht
Interest?

5. teal realittiCally with 'pull- Outs ?'
t. Addfess school's tcoOe & sequence?
7. Include a great dtal of variety?

B. :apes of Activities

That kinda (*pet) of aCtivitits Are
used durifig the tlatsrdom visit?

Conttnt defeldpmeht
P. featWoA
3. Checking
t. Aecitation
,. Oiscbssion

itudtnt work ih gtoups
V. %all 0'010 instruction

6

42S



CLAS11011M VISIt RgCORb FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

Qbestioris fbr isit What is Observed Notes from Discussion

C. Lets, 20T1 AErnent

In the leshon obiervbd, does the teacher!

1. begin clastwork ponlOtly?

t. drient btuclents tb pJrpote Of activity?

a. donduct leAson-initiAtint, review?

4. (dearly incicate A cdangt of tdpic or activity?

t. talk only An sbbjAct matted

rt. #a114 or quAstibn W-Psubject?

fr. 4uestIA studeht0 cdmprbhensidn?

6. Use lowkorcler queitidos?

Use high -order questions?

10. ProVidi fdr uhisOn/chortl/independent practice?

11. Pause before toliciting answers tb
complek qdestiont?

12. Conduct tdpic suifimary within lesson?

i3. Conduct reviek at end of leisson?
cl

100
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CLASSROOM VISIT RECORD FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

pdestionS for Visit What is Observed

DO Anilkooikqyttil

Obes th4 tdachtr:

J. Give hortiewotk/teatwork directiohs And
dhe tatd?

i. Chec that Students uhdetstand dirdctibns0
. Circilate and Assist ttudents?
. Check Oran aAd live feddbatk On

hipmeiord/seetwbrk?

9. Give hombwo4/4eatWork Osighmehts of
sbch,difficilltt that Students cen
ekpeFietice 13040% suctes4 rate?

Eh _OmitA1

Ooes th4 tdachtr havd thk Aoperation of
student:; anJ a Oputinet

I,. Hks teacher infornied ttudents about grbuping?
i. Db s uddnts kibw What ,grdupihg Ands?
. DA stueehts understand why clasi will

be ,41(4ng in firodps?,

1. Os teacher spdken with ltudtntt id a
pbsitiv0 mahnef sd thet 4he/he has
theif cdopehtionf

0. Des teachef bdgio and end

ihstIuction with a whble-class
exertisd?

e. Wis the ,teathef bdilt up a set of
4 ihdetendent activities?.
1. Nes teacher tried to bet patterhs

gbint,

431
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CiAStROOM vtsIi RttORO FORM (Bernice Willis - May, 1988)

Qdestionk fAr ?isit
That is Observed Notes from Discussion

Fo Leaenin ..r2tiaCt rtflAct teathet's
an ge en an studehts' behavior

1

i. does to chdr have learnihg Centers or
a lekrn ng centerf

A. What an where is the le&rn4ng
denttr?.

J.

'. Is it fAr d grbup or individual?
. Is it multi-leVelf
. does it hale a chOice of,activitiek?
. does it hale a self-checkinl feature?
. It it bAsed on soMething prdviobs4

aug t?

O. Ras tea her* d4cuised chtating end
the tact that the will de tested At
the tnd of a ArtAin time?

. does thA cdnter htve a pia-pose?
1,0. Doe *ter ihvolve recbrd-keeping

and tvaguation?

433 44 4



HOW INTERNS AND MENTORS USED
RESEARCH-BASED KNOWLEDGE

CHECK HERE WHETHER YOU ARE AN INTERN OR MEN1OR

One of the important evaluation questions for this program asks how
the research knowledge that is the basis for the program content gets used by
interns and mentors in their work. This questionnaire is designed to help us
get some answers to that question. On the left you will see some key words or
phrases that represent research-based topics that were addressed in the
seminars. Please tell us how often you used the concepts and principles
related to those key words or phrases by making a check in the appropriate
column. At the end of the questionnaire, you will be asked to explain HOW you
used some of the concepts/principles, and WHY you did not use any that you
checked as nct being used.

Key Words/Phrases

Effective Classroom Management

A. Classroom Arrangement

B. ClEISSYMOn ttalES

C. Distraction Coping Strategies

I With-it-ness

2. Overlapping

3. Smobthness

4. floIrmmrtum

D. Group Focus/ Accountability

E. Praise

Instructional Organization

A. IllailySchecialeA

trf T.Nve

C. Review/Summary

D. Lesson Development

NEVER SOMETIMES FREQUENTLY ALWAYS
USED USED USED USED

(monthly) (weekly) (daily)

1

4 55
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Key Words/Phrases

Instructional Organization (cont.)

E. Homework/Seatwork

Teaching Strategies

A. Grouping

B. Learning Centers

C. Writing Process

D. Direct Instruction

E. Indirect Instruction

F. Thematic Planning

G. Moving pupils from lower to
higher levels of thinking

H. Evaluating instructional

activities in terms of learning
outcomes for pupils

NEVER SOMETIMES FREQUENTLY ALWAYS
USED USED USED USED

(monthly) (weekly) (daily)

I I I
I I I I

I I II I
I I I I

I I I I
I I

s I 4

: : I I
I 4

Please tell us, as specificially as you can, HOW you used the knowledge
that you acquired in the program. Choose the key words/phrase that representsthe topics that you found MOST useful in your teaching, and explain below HOW
you made use of that knowledge.

Most useful:

How?



Now choose the key words/ phrase that represents the knowledge you found
LEAST useful and tell us why you did not use those concepts and principles.

Least useful:

Why?



THE BARUCH COLLEGE/NEW YORK CITY TEACHING IN1CRNSHIP

Effects Questionnaire

June, 1988

With this questionnaire, we are attempting to find out how intern teachers
have changed, developed, grown as teachers as a result of their participation
in the internship program. Below is a set of statements about possible
effects. P!)ase read each statement carefully and then rate the extent to
which the statement accurately reflects an effect that the program has had for
you. We don't expect that all of these things will have occurred for you.
Just tell us which ones are true for you and how true they are.

The

Opposite
is More
True
For Me

1. I have experienced renewed,
increased interest in teaching as a
result of the intern/mentor
program.

2. I take greater pride in my
profession

3. I am more confident about my
teaching.

4. I am more aware of ,?Iternative

teaching techniques that are
possible.

5. I am more familiar with new
teaching materials.

6. The program really hasn't done
much for me bu it's nice to chat
informallymit, other teachers.

7. I feel that I understand my
pupils better.

B. I learned and now use i cumber
of new teaching techniques.

9. I have had more opportunities to
try out new teaching ideas than I

tAacri J-m=fricl .141-0

I I

I
< 4

I
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: Not 1 Slightly : Moderately : Very
: True : True : True : True
i For : For : For For
I Me Me : Me : Me

I I
4 4 < 4 4 4



The

Opposite
is More
True
For Me

10. Because of my work in the
program, I feel I am more able to
deal with the demands placed on
teachers in this school by the
administration.

11. My planning has improved
because I know better how to design
instructional activities appropriate
to my student's levels.

12. I feel that I have a greater
say in what happens in my
classroom.

: Not Slightly Moderately : Very
: True t True : True : True
: For : For : For : For
Me : Me : Me : Me

:

13. My teaching, as judged by my
supervisor, has improved. ,

14. My students are definitely
learning better as a result of my
using ideas or materials picked up
in the program.

15. I am making more use in the
classroom of materials that I
develop myself.

16. Our school's curriculum has
improved as a result of increased
interaction between the teachers.

17. i have a better understanding
of why some teaching techniques
work and others don't.

18. I have changed my whole
approach to teaching since starting
the internship program.

19. I am better Able to dal with
students who have learning
tiifficu hits .

20. I am better informer, about how
.other teachers in my schond ixtach
than I was before the program.

21. I just feel better about
teaching in this school.

452
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I

I I
I II I
I I



22.1 feel that I am more able to
deal with teaching problems as they
cone up.

23. I have a better idea of what I
need to do and how to do it to
improve my teach.ng.

24. 1 can communicate better with
my pupils.

The

Opposite
is More
True
For Me

;

25. Since the program was started,
I think teachers and administrators
in this building work more
cooperatively to solve educational

.^roblemsr

26. I find I am more willing to try
out teaching techniques and ideas
that are new to me.

I Not I Slightly : Moderately I Very
: True I True : True I True
: For : For : For : For

: Me I Me : Me : Me
I

27. I am a better observer and
analy,er of what is happening in my
own class.

1 1 1
1 1

28. My informal conversations with
other teachers have become more
professionally oriented than they
were in the past.

29. I have been stimulated to seek
other professional growth
activities outside the program.

30. I am better able to analyze and
choose curriculum materials and
ideas for ay classes.

la. I have a better sense of
exactly what it is about teaching
that I am particularly good at.

32. I feel confident that my next
year of teaching will be easiev.

33. I think I know what to do and
in pnaptrt: for -41.1:xt

school year.

S
1
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HOW DO MENTORS HELP INTERNS?

We believe, and many teachers have confirmed that belief, that mentors
are the key to successful internship programs. This part of the questionnaire
is designed to give us a better idea of exactly how mentors help intern
teachers. The statements that follow are all expressions of what mentors
might do to help intern teachers. Please read each statement and then tell
us, based on your experience with the internship program, how often your
mentor did that thing for you.

I. Conducted an individual conference
so that I could arrive at a general
principle for improving instruction.

2. Taught a small group of my punils
so that I could concentrate on another
group.

3. Provided encouragement and
reinforcement for me.

4. Gave me new ideas for instructional
activities.

5. Made, ordered, or found materials
that I had requested.

6. Helped me pinpoint a specific
problem that had a simple solution but
that I was unaware of before.

7. Helped me to feel a sense of
belonging in this school.

B. Helped me feel a sense of belonging
in the teaching profession.

9. Explained an educational theory to
me.

1T).Helped mc' determine what 1 needed
to do and what the next steps were.

11.-Encour4---4 ts try
technique.

My Mentor My Mentor

NEVER
=====

Did This
For Me

441

OCCASIONALLY

Did Thii
For Me

My Mentor

FREQUENTLY

Did This
For Me



My Mentor My Mentor

NEVER OCCASIONALLY

Did This
For Me

12. Made some materials or arranged a
display for me.

13. Asked questions that made me be
more reflective about my teaching.

14. Gave me concrete and specific
ideas to use in my classroom.

15. Taught a lesson or a class so that
I could observe a certain strategy or
technique in action

16. Provided moral support.

17. Helped me identify my teaching
needs and priorities.

18. Arranged for me to observe or talk
with other teachers in their
classrooms.

19. Helped me analyze my classroom so
that J could gain some insights about
what I ought to do next.

.20. Showed me in my own classroom how
to use a certain kird of material or a
special technique.

21. Helped me to understand the
rationale behind certain teaching
strategies.

22. Listened sympathetically when I
needed to discuss a poblem or concern.

23. Gave me a lot of alternative
teaching ideas so that I could choose
the =le that was right for me_

4. Brought ime together Witt vti,tn
interns so that we could share ideas
in group discussions.

25. Had meetings w!th me to discuss
trixvi TWS-ear-t=h- --1YES'erd
principles of effective teaching in my
work.

Did This
For Me

My Mentor

FREQUENTLY

Did This
For Me



My Mentor

NEVER

Did This
For Me

26. Told me how to solve a very
vexing problem that is probably
specific to this school.

27. Told me exactly how to implement
certain teaching strategies.

213. Gave me tips on preparing for

administrative observation/evaluation.

29. Acted like a sounding board so
that I could bounce around some
teaching ideas t had.

30. Helped me to know the children in
my school better.

My Mentor My Mentor

OCCASIONALLY FREQUENTLY

Did This
For Me

Did This
For Me

If there is anything your mentor did for you that is not listed above,
please list it on the lines below. Please be as specific as possible in
explaining what your mentor did.



HOW DO MENTORS HELP INTERNS?
(Mentor Form)

We believe, and many teachers have confirmed that belief, that mentors
are the key to successful internship programs. This part of the questionnaire
is designed to give us a better idea of exactly how mentors help intern
teachers. The statements that follow are all expressions of what mentors
might do to help intern teachers. Please reed each statement and then tell
us, based on your experience with the internship program, how often you
did that thing for your intern(s).

NEVER OCCASIONALLY FREQUENTLY

Did This

1. Conducted an individual conference
so that intern could arrive at a general
principle for improving instruction.

2. Taught a small group of intern's pupils
so that intern could concentrate on another
group.

3. Provided encouragement and
reinforcement for the intern.

4. Gave the intern new ideas for instructional
activities.

5. Made, ordered, or found materials
tnat intern had requested.

6. Helped intern pinpoint a specific
problem that had a simple solution but
that intern was unaware of before.

7. ilelyed intern to feel a sense of
belonging in this school.

B. Helped intern feel a sense of belonging
in the teaching profession.

9. Explained an educational theory to
the intern.

10.Helped intern determine what needed
doing ant %tat the next steps .1re.

11. Encouraged intern to try a new

444
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I I I

NEVER OCCASIONALLY FREQUENTLY

Did This

12. Made some materials or arranged a
display for intern.

13. Asked questions that made intern be
more reflective about her/his teaching. :

14. Gave intern concrete and specific
ideas to use in the classroom.

15. Taught a lesson or a class so that
intern could observe a certain strategy or
technique in action

, ,

16. Provided moral support.

17. Helped intern identify her/his teaching
neeos and priorities.

18. Arranged for intern to observe or talk
with other teachers in their
classrooms.

19. Helped intern analyze his/her classroom so
tat fie/sfie could gain some insights about
hat ought to be done next.

,

20. Showed Intern in intern's on classroom how
to use a certain kind of material or a
spttial terfiniqus.

21. Helped intern to understand the
rationale behind certain teaching
strategies.

22. Listened sympathetically when intern
needed to discuss a problem or concern.

23. Gave intern a lot of alternative
Ivarthi'm -lift-as In that iTrt'ern tioult rtnotmt

the one that was right for her/him. I
I

24. ,Brought Intern together aOth zither
interns so that we could share ideas

VrIDUTIo

25. Had meetings with intern to discuss
_helm J.FiLtAr.r:4 _.444014 -LILCO r_ocamarah

principles of effective teaching in the
t. iris& --1.7u 1. -

1

Did This Did This



I I I

NEVER OCCASIONALLY FREQUENTLY

Did This Did This Did This

26. Told inter!. how to solve a very
vexing problem that is probably
specific to this school.

27. Told intern exactly how to implement
rsTtain teaching strategies.

28. Gave intern tips on preparing for
administrative observation/evaluatich,.

29. Acted like a sounding board so
that intern could bounce around some
teaching ideas she/he had.

30. Helped intern to know the children in
my school better.

If there is anything that you did for your intern that is not listed above,
please list it on the lines below. Please be as specific as possible in
explaining what you did.
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